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THE NATIONAL CENTER MISSION STATEMENT

The National Center for Research in Vodational Education's mission is
tcr increasathe ability of diverse agenojes, institutions, and organizations
to spive educational problems relating to ,individual career planning, te

preparation, and progression. The National Center fulfills its mission by!

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and prodticts

, Aaluating individual program needs and outcomes

Providing information for national planning and policy

Installing educational programs and products

ci Operating information systems and servi es

Conducting leadership development and training programst,
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FOREWORD

Planning is an essential ingredient to success. Research shows that an activity's degrey of suc-
cess will vary in direct proportion to the quality and extent of planning that preceded the activity.

American Indians have not received the full benefits of vocational education programs
benefits which they should expect and from which they could profits To a large degree, this has
been due to a lack ofhadeguate planning on the part of those responsible for program development,
implementation, and evaluation.

Essential ingredients to the planning include the participation of all interested parties, facilities
through whiêh the parties can exchange ideas and needs, and a format by which the ideas can be
transformed into goals, objectives, and procedures.

The integrated Planning Package focuses on the planning process and its use will reap benefits
to American Indians through ne011rograms of vocational education.

This project has involved many different people who have shared their wisdom with project
staff to achieve this final product. The following pages identify individuals who have directly con-
tributed to the project. The Consultant Corn nittee was essential to the content, form, and adapt-
ability of pie package. Without their candid criticism and assistance, this package would not have
been Rossible.

There are many more who have contributed indirectly through the pilot testing process. We
wish to thank each ol you who have participated in local and state meetings which were a major
source of information.

Special thanks are due to Ernie Bighorn who provided valuable assistance in the state planning
section of this package, the National Center staff, Nelson Cordova, Robert Roerich, and Richard
Wells who assisted with the development of the package, Dallas Ator fbr the support and direction
he gave to project staff, and Debbie Murray'', project secretary. Thanks are also due to Daniel C.
Fahrlander for his professional influence on the protect.

hobert E. Taylor
Executive Director

) The National Center for Research
iv Vocational Education
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INTRODUCTION TO THE INTEGRATED PLANNING PACKAGE

The Integrated Planning Package is a collecrion of five different and independent ac-
tivities, which when interwoven become a unified system to accomplish a specific goal.

This IntegratedtPlanning Package was developed in order to provide ways and means of meet-
ing the following overriding goals:

To include American Indians in the individual state plans

To build communication between and among American Indian populations and voca-
tional educators at local, state, and national levels

To 'obtain information on the vocational education needs of American Indians

To develop relevant vocational edu :anon piograms for American Indians

All of the above fall under the category of extending the bp<efits of vocational education to
Indian populations through state vocational agencies,

In order to do this, the package includes foul sections in addition to this introductory section.
These are:

State Plans `e4

Communication Network

-1 Needs Assessment

Exemplary Programs

This package was developed for use by state vocational personnel. This fact should in no
way limit its usage. The materials contained in the package 'were designed to be adaptable.

It is recommended that managers of vocational edupatibn take advantacje of opportunities at
all levels, and that any agency utilize this document as a "door. opener" or as a working frame of
reference to do so. The package is in no wact all encompassing and is neither comprehensive or
authoritative. The purpose is to assist in extending the benefits of vocational education to Indian
Populations.

1
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MISCONCEPTIONSPROTOCOLREALITIES ,

Before Introducing the specific sectiont of this package, there are some basic misconceptions,
protocol, and realities which need to be reviewed. This will assist all parties involved in the plan
ning process to become aware of situations which bring about needless conflict and misunderstand-
ing.

.

It appears to be an inescapable fact that Native American communities and communities of the
dominant culture are mutually dependent on and also independent of each other. This paradoxical
situation has historically been fraught with dtssension, mistrust, and unpleasant confrontation. This
planning package can be a tool for dissolving'such past nonproductive situations and an instrument
for promoting quality vocational education, productive educational.planning, and an overall in-
crease of participation by Native Americans in vocational education.

Due to the delicate nature of past human relationship failings, we are introducing this section
with a short listing of some of the dangerous misconceptions, plain common sense protocol factors,,
and experience-based realities that might be helpful to both Native American representatives and
state level administrators. They are submitted for consideration purposes only.

1Some misconceptions which need to be dispelled or reexamined :

Misconception No. 1

-40l state departments and/or Indian communities respond in a fixed and predictable manner.

Misconception No. 2

One or several unsuccessful attempts to communicate, to build vocational education programs,
to coordinate resources, and to increase participation and support justifies a "don't r:,are"
attitude, style of management, or rigidly militant behavior patterb.

M stonception No. 3

. -
Native American communities, due to their eligibility for special funding assistance, are not
eligible for state level technical assistance, basic grant funding, and services regularly performed
by state level personnel.

Misconception No. 4

Verbal complaints will suffice to get state level technical assistance and increased account-ability,

Some suggestions for protocol which will bring about better relationship;s:

Protocol No. 1
-

Honor the constr'aints of each other! There are,contextual influenCes on behavior es well as
those behaviors stemming from the individual.

2
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Protoco! No. 2

Human imperfections rub off on organizations. Keep a clear distinction as to which belong toindividually imposed situations and problems which can be overcome by improvement in theorganization itself.
1

Protocol No. 3

As long as the "defensive team" is on the field, there will probably be no scoring. Often whenapproaching each other, these is a tendency to defend or justify past behavior.

Protocut No. 4

All jokes are,not funny! Laugh with people, not at them. Many "jokes" carry meaningsunknown to the teller of the joke.

Protocol No. 5

Attempt communication that fosters "we" rather than "they" or "you people." Anythingthat builds a wall and separates groups or individuals has the potential of breaking down com-munication. ---

Protocol No. 6

Beware of responding to the literal content of the communication. Seek out the meaning,the direction, the intent, and the context out of which the statement or communicationsprang. Words are treacherous; each of us tend to use symbolism to interpret what we hear.We give meaning to the messages we rmeive primarily based upon our values, and our mostpressing priorities. Before conclusions are reached, one should attempt to see statements intheir total context including recognition of different meanings to different people on differentlevels of responsibilities.

Protocol No. 7

Life and a firm reality base come in "wholes." Don't be trapped into an eitheflor side of anissue. A coin always has two sides. Be an advocate; one goal of the true educator includes theenlargement of perspectives through creative tension filled exchange and communication.

Protocol No. 8

The use of "esoteric" or "in-group," language in the presence of the uninitiated (one who doesnot understand) is the sign cif insensitivity. A corollary protocol is, don't expect a group orperson to tolerate any behaJior in the insensitive category: Inequity, Inadequacy, Injustice,and Insensitivity!

IN OUR INTERACTION, IT IS NOT SO MUCH WHERE WE ARE GOING WHICH WILLBRING CREDIBILITY, AS IT IS WHERE/ME ARE COMING FROM.

Some basic realities to observe prior wand (Airing interactions:

10



Reality No. 1

State departments of education must satisfy the following kinds of.constraints before they can
make decisions and take action.

Budgetary Xrofessional
Fiscal Year Civil Rights
Sex Fairness Federal Leyel Compliance
Political -- Annual ahd 5-year Priorities
Intetagdncy Professional Organizations
Intra agency Program Maintenance vs.

'Program Improvement

Reality No. 2 (Constraints-- Nptive American Community)

f

a

Many Indian communities and par tioulat ly their schools are plagued with the following con-
ditions and constraints:

Rapid turnover of the school administrative leadership
Rapid turnover of the teacha personnel
Long delays on repair of vitally needed instructional equipment

-- Lack of adequate surrounding community resources that are related to providing sub-
stitute facilities

4

Shortage of Native American professionals and staff with experience in many of the
planning and program development areas
Limited economic conditions and opportunities
Rural location, physical isolation, and other geographically-related factors
Bilingual-related difficulties for younger students
Shared responsibilities for education among the forinal tribe itself, the Bureau of,Indian
Affairs, the state department.of education, the local education agencY (both public
chool and BI A) administrators
Inadequate c4,)mrnunication networks for parents and lay citirens

\eality No. 3
t

There must be positive communication between the state level educqtion administration and
representatives from the Native American community. This communication can create a better
understanding with cooperation in obtaining a commoh vocational education goal:'

OVERVIEW OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

To exfend the benefits of vocational educati4 to Indian populations by incrgasinTtheir
participation in services available through state' vocational agencies requires delibeeate and
effective planning. The four areas addressed in this package provide a working base from which, this
planning call emanate.

1
Fundamental requirements for this planning have been developed through pilot project and

Consultant Cdenmittee activities in addition to a literature review of other studies and. projects
Which are relevant to the specific-areas of the project.

4
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The pilot sites included in thisAtudylwere:

Fort Belknap Reservation, Montana

Gila River Reservation, Arizona

McCurtain County, Oklahoma, rural non sresKvation

Minneapolis, Minnesota, Urban non reservation

Ouinault Reservation, Washington

Turtle Mountain Reservation, North Dakota

The State Plans section of the package was developeiby reviewing various state plans and
working with the representatives of the stale vocational aqer1cies which hifve specific examples of
ways and means to insure opportunities for paqicipation for Indian pedple. The problem areas
were identified and recommendations were develoPed to deal Wiih these problem areas.

.

'The Communication NetwOrk was developed through a process of itstablishing linkageein each
of the six pilot states. The Needs Assessment section:was developed througH identifying comrtiO
vocational education concerns (see Generic Questions, Needs Assessment page 66). throughout the
six pilot sites and by developing the needs assessment instruments based upon those concerns. The
'procedures (literature search) and working with the pilot sites and pilot site representatives to de-
velop workable plans and procedures which cOuld be adapted to diverse Indian communitieS.

The Exemplary Programs section was developed by identifying vocational education programs
serving Indian people. These programs were nominated by various people (educators, as well as
others) through the inclusion of a nomination form in the project publicdtion, Focus. Each of the .

programs nominated, which met The criteria for "exemplary," were written up in abstract form and
included in this section. Seven of. these were chosen for in-depth analysis to provide the basis for
the program development recommendations contained in this section.

A major emphasis of this Integrated Planning Plkage is to insure local involvement in the
education process.

_PLANNING

. The possibility of reaching the significant goal of increasing the participation in vocatibnal
education by Native Americans will be considerably enhanced by deliberate and effective planning.
Some of the fundamental initial retjuirementsithen for planning as it relates to Native Americans
increasing their participation in vocational edtication woulcfrbe:.

Workability Will the implementation of the plan be possible?

RelevancyDoes it make sense in the light of existing conditions and needs, both long and
sholq range?

IV
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Delineation of ResponsibilitiesDoes someone have responsibility for management of the
plan?

Slipport Are resources asiailable in the form of facilities, personnel, time, and funding?

Actualization Who will actually imonement the plan?

Evaluation, Are there built-in mechanisms for data collection in order to ascertain that the
plan as well as the e5Zisting programs are accountable and making an impact?

The $ix items listed are essential considerations in planning to serve Indian populatims as well
as in the development of apOropriate and effective programs.

State and tocar vocational educator% and administrators must assume the serious responsi-
bility for the effective management of vocational education programs for Native Americans. This
package will serve as the initial step toward such responsible management in that it provides a tool
whereby.

StatA plans include vocational education for Indian populations

Communications and liaison networks are established

The vocatiohal education needs are made clear

Pr;ograms are developed to meet the needs of local Indian communities

To bring about effective planning of vocational programs for Indian populations, four areas
to be considered are included in this package. All of the procedures are integrated so that they may
fit into one years' activities- when developing a plan. The following is an overview of the four
sections: State Plans, Communication Network, Needs Assessment, and Exemplary Programs.

State Plans

This section, of the package contains information which should aislist both state and local
vocational educators to improve vocational opportunities of Indian populations through state
planning. The material is for use by state agency personnel as well as by Indian community voca-
tional educators. The emphasis is on the Indian populations becoming an integral part of the
overall state plan and not an addition to it. The process requires commitment at all levelsstate
and local vocational education agencies and the Indian community. Four distinct areas which are
to be considered when integrating Indian populations into state plans are included. The first is
to idetitify problem areas within the existing state plans. A listing of possible areas of inclusion
is provided. A major problem in providing vocational funds to Indian tribes and organizations
has been the absence of local matching funds. The second area addresses this and provides informa-
tion on funding sources which can be used to match federal vocational education monies. The third
area addressed is methods by which Indian populations may insure participation in the development
df the state plan. The final area is a suggested procedural guide for Indian populations to assist
their participation in sthte vocational programs.

The emphasis of this section is on integrating the Indian population into the total state plan.
A separate, alternative plan whiCh addressed Indian populations was carefully considered and dis-
carded due to the objections of state agency personnel as well as of Indian people.

6
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Communication Network

This Warming package addresses communication between state vocational agencies, localeducation agencies, and Indian commimities It is impor tant to realize.that in the complexity of theeducation as delivered'to Indian people, there are many additional considerations. This must bekept in mind if the package is to accomplish its purpose. Some of the considerations are:

The state director of vocational education does not have tOtal or complete jurisdiction overall of trie education resources, facilities, and policies that affect Native Americans. There-fore, a high priority should be given to achieving satisfactory interface and commvicationamong those agencies, organizations, and groups intirnateTy\opcerned with the edulationarid welfare of the Native American. An environment that permits cooperativp planning andimplementation of meaningful vocational programsis needed.

.Interagency cooperation is largely crisis oriented. Agencie§ tend to protect their own turf.

Goals may become obscured when the outcomes arepot agreed,upon by all parties.

The hierarchical administration of funding arangements have produced a negative type ofinterface which has some advantages,- but more disadvantages.

A comPrehensive plan for communication which takes into consideration all vocationaleducation services available must be developed. This plan should be revised annually andmade available to all education agencies concerned.

Needs Assessment

This section of the package contains recommended procedures to guide a state-vocationalagency to plan', implement, and utilize a needs assessment. To supplement the procedures, the useris supplied with a systemmatic method of collecting data. This method includes sample surveysbased on information collected from the pilot sites involved in the development of this planningpackage (see Needs Assessment section, pages 41-62). Throughout the package the importance ofcollaborative efforts involving Indian populations, local education agencies, and state vocational .agpncies is emphasized. While this section was developed specifically for state vocational agencies,itUlay be used by other agencies involved in vocational education needs assessments.

There are several critical questions which need to be addressed at the onset"of the needs assess-ment process. Some of these questions are:

What resources are available: human, financial, and physical? It is important to identify theseresources as soon as possible. Most of the decisions about the needs assessment process will bemade according to these limitations and constraints.

What specific questiohs need answering through this'needs assessment? Can these questions .be answered by using existing data, or a combination of existing data and new data to be ob-tained from the assessment? With this information, the task will be a great deal easier and willmaximize the use of resources.

What will happen to the data after it is collected? Plan for the use of all data colletted andidentify a specific use for particular information. The infocmation may be interesting, but

7
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not neceuarily useful. In ad tion, determine what type of report will be written and where
and in what form it will be wept. It is possible that another study will be needed in the future.
This initial study will provijle a good starting place as well as provide comparative information.

Exemplary Programs

Abstracts of sueepssful vpcational programs are ipcluded in this section to assist in program
development phich specifically addresses the needs of Indian populations. Indepth studies on Seven
of these programs also appeeir. here as they give additional information co program curriculum,
financing, staffing, planning, and implementation. These studies and abstratts should be helpful
to plbnners developing new pograins, especially since service to Indian people who are often geo-graphically, socially,'and isolated requires special financing, staffing,.and pro-gramming.

STATE AGENCY INVOLVEMENT ANDIIESPONSIBILITY

Under the 1976 amendments to,the Vocational Education Act of 1976, Section 2301 entitled
"Congressional Declaration of Purpose," it is stated that the purpose of this Act is to assist state
education agencies "so that persons of all ages in all communities of the state . . will have ready
access to vocational training or retraining . . . which is suited to their needs, interests andabilities."

Arneriban. Indians have uniq'ue Vocational trainifig needs. These training needs are often differ-
ent from the identified training needs of other populations within the same state. These differentes
are evidenced in several significant areas such as language, very close and dependent family units,
continued tribal cohesiorT which is closely related end dependent upon a land base, and geographic
location which are often isolated from population centers. These four factors, along with other
subtle differences which are not so evident, are persistent obstacles which have made it difficultfor state vocational education agencies to adequately address the needs, interests, and concernsof Indian people.

f

This planning package will assist state vocftional personnel in being responsive to these unique
needs. The initial steps in bringing about a productive working relationship follow. The selection of
a state advocate and organizational structure,are necessary to the implementation of the procedures
set forth in each section of this package.

Selection of State Advocate

The selection of a person who is emploted at the state vocational agency to act as an advocatefor Indian vocational education is crucial to the implementation of the plariltiing package. The statedirector of vocational education should-select a person wh8 knows the management and operaiions
of the state agency and is sensitive and objective towards the needs of Indian communities. Thestate advocate is to-act as:

.1. The individual in the state vocational education agency responsible for building a com-
munication network (See additional involvement in State Planning, Needs Assessment,
and Exemplary Programs sections of this package.)

8 15



2. i The contact.person within the state agency to provide for a systematic flow of informa-
tion to and from Indian people and communities f

,
3. The designated person who has the responsibility of understanding differences between

,the education systems which are a part of the Indian communities
1

Criteria fdr Selection of the State Advocate

1.
i

Knowledge of management and operations of state vocational education agency\

2. I Sensitive and objective to the needs and problems of Indian communities

3. . Presently employed by.state vocational education agency

4. Must be available to spend allocated time working specifically towards the goals of
extending the benefits of vocational education to Indian populations

Siete Advocate's Tasks

1.. Perform specified activities outlined in suggested procedures for establishing a communi-
cation network between Indian' communities, local education agencies, and the state
voca snal education agency

erform specified activities outlined in suggested needs assessment procedures

Perform specified activities outlined in suggestel integrated state plan development

Perform specified activities outlined in suggested procedures for local program planning

ldentificati n of Indian Tribes, Communities, and Their Respective Local Education Agencies

pile a list of all Indian reservations, comreiunities, and other identifiable Indian popula-
tions. Identify the secondary and postsecondary institutions which provide vocational education to
these populations. These lists should include,the following information:

i. Names of all Indian reservations, tribes; communities, and/or organizations in the state

2. Names of the respective-local education agencies (public, private, BIA, mission, tribal
schools)

Acidresses of the above

- 4. Phone numbers of the above

t. Contact persons for the above

9
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The information can be obtained from

B IA ageriifis

2. Tribal agencies -

3. Local Indian organizationi
a

.

4.. State Indian representatives governor's advisor)

OFGANIZATiONAL STRUCTURE
a P.

The necessity tor approaching this planning process cannot be overemphasized. Careful con-
sideration must be given to assuring that the opportunity for participation. in state vocational
activitiks is offered to all Indian communities within the state. The following are three alternative
orgamzational structures which, if followed, will encourage statewide participation.

4

I. A Statewide Indian Task Force

Many states already have functioning statewide lAdian advisory committees. It may be helpful
to use an existing organizational structure rather than try to establish p whole new one. It is im-. portant to contact such a committee and enlist their aid regemlless oj the extent of involvement
this corpmittee may have in this planning process.

I.

In the absence a a statewide Indian- ill Osory oommittee identifrAmerican Indians who have
an active interest in vocational education in theltate or non-Indians who are appointed or selected
by Indian tribes or organizations to serve on thejask force. While this group should be kept.small
(seven to twelve members), careful planning will insure representation of most Indian populations
within ,the, state.

A statewide task force limits the number of active participants and increases the possibilitig
of alienating those who might feel that"the task force members do not accurately reflect their views.
In addition; many Indian people are automatically suspicious of any state organization, even if tile
membership is all Indian.. ,

Questions to Ask When Estabfishipg a Statewide Indian Task-Force.

1. Does a similar conimitteaalready exist within the state? If yes, use it.

2. How many different Inlan political and social entities exist within the state? A large
number may make,it,difficult to achieve a proportionate representation.

3. o the different Indian tribes generally cooperate with each other? If not, it may be
better to work with each community separately.

1.

4. What is the percenume of the reservation/non reservation -and/or urban Indian popu-
lation? If the Indian population is dispersed and largely urban, it may be necessary to
use a statewide committee.

10
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II. A State-Dasignated Indian Liaison

The organizational structure described here is a state-designated Indian liaison, a person who
is knowledgeable and familiar with Indian communities in the state and is generally accepted by
Indian communities as having some autnulity. Again, this person may already exist within some
state agency and should be used if possible.

If no such person exits or is available, solicit nominations from the list of contact persons (see
this section, page 10). Before!selecting a state liaison, make sure that there are no serious objec-
tiont to the apparent best choice. This can be done by verifying the choice with known and re-
spected Indian leaders.

1
State-Designated Indian Liaison Responsibilities. The liaison person is responsible for setting

up meetings and cbmmittees in each of the Indian communities. This person will also have the
responsibility for maintaining communication with the local communities and assisting with the
needs assessment and the development of local and state plans.

Questions to Ask When Using State-Designated Indian Liaison.

1: Does a person already exist within the state agencies and is that person available? If so,
use that person.

2. Is there a large urban Indian population in the state? Many urkan Indian populations
are not represerited by a single organization and may be diffictRt to locate.

3. How much time does the state representative have to devote to these activities? If very
little time is allowed, it may be best to function with a liaison.

III. Local Community Representatives

The third alternative network design is one in which each local Indian community selects one
person to work with the state vocational educatipn agency representative.- The strength of this net-
work is that it not only allows each Indian community,some repreisentation, but it also gives the
state representative a contact within each Indian community. In using this design, the state rept.--
sentative and the local representative should sdevelop a program where the local representafive
spends time learning how the state vocational education agency operates and inversely, the state
representative should spend time learning about the local Indian community.

Local Community Representative Responsibilities.

1. Study the services available, operations, and limitations-of the state vocational education
agency.

2. Communicate regularly with the state. 4

Assist the state representative in setting upoteetings and committees intheloTcal
community.

12
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Questions to Mk When Using Local Community Representatives.

1. Are most Indian communities in the state represented by some organization or group?If not, it may be fficult to establish a local representative in some communities.

2.. Have the Indian political entities generally cooperated in other state activities? If not,
they may not agree to select a local representative.

3. Does the state representative have adequate time to work with several different local
representativs? If not, people may eventually become disenchanted with any pro
posed activities.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PLANNING PACKAGE

With the designation of an advocate withiri the state agency, it is crucial that the state agencyestablish a tentative list of goals and objectives which gre the responsibility of the advocate to pro-mote and bring to fruition. These goals and objectives will be revised and/or validated during theimplementation of thrplanning process.

Tentative dates for atcomplishing the objectives need to be established (see Time Frame, this
section, page 17 for scheduling). The poats and objectives are subject to review and reviiion as theplanning package isimplemented in the state and/or local community.

.Goal I: To Improve Communication Between Indian Populations, Local Education Agencies, andthe State VockiOnal ,Education Agency

Objectives

1. Develop strategies for establishing a communication network
by Amonth, year).

2. Validate strategies with Jndian community representative.and local board of
,education.

3. After all strategies have been initiated, evaluate the effectiveness of the plans and
revise, if necessary.

Goat II: To Determine the Vocational Needs, Interests, and Resources of Indian Populationsin the State

Objectives

1. Validate or modify needs assessment instruments by (month, year).

2. Determine optimum numberAnd location of Indian communities tcl be
assessed.

15



3. Condud needs assessment on determined communities"
by (monthl year).

4. complete analysis of needs assessinent dactIrS,K (month, year).

'Goal III: To Assure That the Needs and Interests of Indian Populations are Addressed bY Local
and State Vocatioinal Education Plans

Objectives

1. Assist local education agencies in developing plans according to the determined
netds of Indian comMunities.

2. Develop.goal5eilltbbjectives to be include' in the state plan for.vocational
education.

TIME FRAME

It is assumed that both local and state vocational administrators (as well as local community
members), will consider seriously thepresent unemployment, underemployment, and poverty of
the Indian communities. Preparation for the management of the plan must be a consideratioin. To
develop a comprehensive plan is only the first step. This must be followed by carefull9 monitoring
the plan.

When using this package, it is important to recognize that each section is necessary to the Suc-
cess of the rest of the package. The major activities which are organized on a twelve (12) month
time frame must be accomplished accordingly in order to fully benefit from this Package. the
needs assessment is dependent upon the communication activities being completed, thp state
planning cannot be completed unless the communication, needs analysis, and the state planning
activities are accomplished, The following chart provides assistance in planning to use the proced-
.ures and activities contained in this package.

16
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INTRODUCTION TO STATE PLANS

State plans aiie the focal point for coordination of all planning in vocational educe:
tion. They serve strategic and management control purposes which consider local,
state, and national perspectives and priorities. Long range (Five-year) and annual ,

plans are required by.federal legislation (PL 94-482).

This section of the Integrated Planning Pa4age was developed to assist state vocational agency
personnel to include consideration of Indian populations in the state plan for vocational education.
To accOmplish this end, it is required that state planners become aware of conditions contained in
the exiSting plan which tend to exclude or discourage Indian populations from participating. When
else cbnditions exist, state plans need to be revised to include access for the unique educational
structures/organizations found jwithin the Indian tribes and organizations, ;'

Information which would assist state planners to identify these conditions as well as specific
activities which will lead to including Indian populations in state plans are included ill: this section.
The four areas covered are:

Potential Problem Areas

Potential Matching Funds

*: Suggested Activities for Inclusion in State Plans

11.

17.

Procedures for Participating i State-Funded Programs

It must be emphasized that while the iterhs included in this section are vitally important, the
information is not all inclusiv.e and state planners shouid expand upon the activities and considera-
tions aritiressed in a way that meets the state level needs in dealing with vocational education pro-
gram.planning for Indian populations.

The intent of this section is to stimulate the inclusion of Indian vocational education in state
plans and to atsist state departments of education with activities for those inclusions.

POTENTIAL PROBLEM AREAS

* .The foilowing iteni
t.are recommended for consideration and-b.utization by state planners when

attempting to include Indian participation in state-funded vocational education programs.
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Demographic Data
A

Existing data is generally inadequate to provide the information necessary for full iklusion of
Indian vocational education into state plans. State planners need to collect data from Indian
sources Some possible sources are:

Tribal Membership Roles
Bureau of Indian Affairs Employment Assistance Reports
Bureau of Indian Affairs Regional Annual Reports
Needs'Assessments conducted by cooperative efforts between the state and tribes

Tribal Five-Year Reports
Tribal Annual Reports
Tribal Planning Reports

EligibiIiy

Existing state plans may include requirements which tend to exclude Indian populations from
participating in state-funded vocational education programs. Federal legislation states, "The state
board shall also assure that students served by Indian tribal organizations . . . shall be afforded
the opportunity to participate in vocational education programs administered by the state."

; PL 94-482. Chreful review of the plans should reveal this problem if it exists.

Procedures

Current procedures and processes to access state funding for vocational education may not be
appropriate or adaptable to Indian tribes and organizations use. An alternative for state planners
to consider for maximum I ndiart participation is to develop procedures and processes which include

provisions for access by Indian tribes and organizations.

The relationships between Indian tribal governments and state vocational education agencies

must be clearly identified and documented including communication procedures, access to funding
and commitments to high qbality vocational education programs.

Constraints

Mutuafionstraints of the state agency and the Indian tribe or organization must be recognized
and provisions made for working within these (see Introduction, page 4. Realities 1 and 2). Nego-
tiable cOnstraints should also be identified and meaningful ccintractual arrangements should be for-
mulated so that both parties are aware of the context in which each will be working.

Unique Considerations

The economic, labor, and educational profiles %f Indian reservations or populations is often
different than those situations found in the mainstream of the populations within a state. Provisions
need to bp made in estate plan to recognize these differences and to provide appropriate and rele-

vant vocational education programs.

20
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I laming (\teeth

State planners should consider tlie training needs of entire Indian populations within the state
and set priorities accordingly. E amples of these needs Ille:

Student support set vices
Skill training
Facilities
Program planning.anadevelopment (certification)
Teacher development (certification and inservice needs)
Vocational youth group activities

Comprehensive Planning

To develop a coMprehensive state plan for providing vocational education to Indian popula-tions (urban, rural, and reservation), additional, pertinent information and sensitivity to unique
differences should be identified. The following strategies will assist state planners to develop com-
prehensive plans:

Involve Indian people in the state planning process.
Keep all tribes and Indian organizations within the state informed of the plans and solicittheir input.
Validate the Pkiiiorilh representatives of Indian populations to determine whether or not
vocational prov ions in the state plan will address Indian vocational needs appropriately.

POTENTIAL MATCHING FUNDS

Vocallional education programs which are supported by state administered federal dollars
usually require an equivalency from local sources. Indian groups have access to specific federal
funds which can be used for matching the state-administered federal monies. These resources areavailabie only to Indian organizations and tribes whYmeet the diteria for funding under PL 93-638.
Information and procedures for use of these funds are included in this package.

Federal funds available under PL 94-482, Section 110 and expended for vocational education
programs serving identified disadvantaged -persons on Indian reservations are available for matching
with Ipecified funds made available to Indian tribal organizations.

Three sources of funds available to Indian tribal organizations which can.be used avmatcbingfunds for vocational programs are:

Pub. L. 93 638, Section 104 (c)
Pub. L. 93-638, Section 107
Indian Monies, Proceeds of Labor (IMPL)

Pub. L. 93-638, Section 104 (c)

The Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, Pub. L. 93-638, Section104 (c):

21
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I he pluvrsions of any othet Act notwt thstarnimg, and funds madeeavailable to a tribal
organization under grants pursuant to this section, may be used as matching shares for
any other Federal grant programs which contribute to the purposes for which grants
under this sectiOn are made.

Vocational education funds fot Indian populations may be matched by grants under Section
104, Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, to the extent that the programs so
funded are for the types of purposes described in Section 104 as follows:

1. the strengthening tit improvement of tribal government (including, but not limited to,
the development, improvement, and administration of planning, financial management, or
merit personnel systems, the improvement of tribally funded programs or activities; or
the development, (:onslluction, improvement, maintenance, preservation, or operation
of tribal facilities or resources);

2. the planning, training, evaluation of other activities designed to improve the capacity of a
tribal organization to enter into a contract or contracts pursuant to section 102 of this
Act (to carry out programs of the Department of the Interior) and the additional costs
associated with the initial years of operation under such a contract or contracts;

3. the acquisition of land in connection with items 1 and 2 above: provided, that in the
case of land within reservation boundaries of which adjoins on at least two sides lands
held in trust by the United States for the tribe or for individual Indians, the Secretary
of the Interior (upOn request of the tribe) acqoire such land in trust for the tribe: or

4. the planning, designing, monitoring, and evaluating of Federal programs serving the-tribe.

Pub. L. 93-683, Section 107

The following information was taken from a letter from LeRoy H. Swenson, Assistant
Regional Commissioner of Ado It and Occupation Education, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, November 22, 1977.

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare may, in accordance with regulations
adopted pursuant. to section 107 of this Act, make grants to any Indian tribe or tribal
organization for:

1. the development, construction, operation, provision, or maintenance of adequate
health facilities of services including the training of personnel for such work, froni
funds appropriated to the Indian Health Service for Indian health services or Indian
health facilities; or

planning, training, evaluation, or other activities designed to improve the capacity of
a tribal organization to enter into a contract or contracts pursuant to Section 103
of this Act ( to carry out programs of the Indian Health Service).

Indian Monies, Proceeds of Labor (IMPL)

J Another source which may be used as matching funds for vocational education resources
administered by states is use of "Indian Monies, Proceeds of Labor" (IMPL funds). A memorandum
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iorn illy United :AMOS Dente tment of trie interior, Bureau ot Indian AffairS, 1911 affirms how
IMPL funds can be used to supplement a contract or grant made pursuant to Section 104 of Pub. L.
93 638. The following are guidelines for using such funds:

1. IMPL funds derived from agencies of schools can he used to provide 100 percent funding
of Pub. L. 93 638 contracts.

2. I MPL- funds derived from Indian reservations are considere6 tribal trust funds and cannot
be used tofund 100 percent of a Pub: L. 93-638 contract.

3. The making of Secti6ri 104, Pub. L. 93 638 grants and the use of IMPL funds are both
discretionary with the Secretary of the Interior.

4. IMPL funds derived from Indian reservations can be used for virtually the same purposes
as are Section 104, Pub. L. 93-638 grants.

IMPL funds cannot be granted. However, under the Secretary of the Interior's discreiion-
ary authority, IMPL funds can be used to supplement a Section 104, Ptib. L. 93-638
project if the funds are disbursed by the Area Superintendent of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs through regular procedures for handling IMPL funds or through a contract.

4

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR INCCUSION IN STATE PLANS

Federal legislation (Pub. L. 94-482, Title I, Part A) provides guidelines for the development
of state plans. Cont4ined within these guidelines are four provisions which enable local vocational
education needs to be addressed in the plan. Provisions end suggested activities which will promote
iticlusion of vocational training needs of Indian tribes and organizations in state planning follow.
These activities contribute to the accomplishment of Goal III (see Introduction, page 8) " . .. to
assure that the needs and interest's of Indian populations are addressed by local and state vocational
education plans."

The Siete Advisory Council on Vocational Education

Works to have qualified Indians appointed to the council
- Encourages Indian people to work closely with'the council

State Planning Committee

Works to have representation by Indians on it i*Atilrriittee

Local:Education Agency Plan .4*

Provides information to the LEA on vocational education needs (results of. needs
7assessment)

Attends local institution board meetings prepared to discuss the needs
Reviews the local plan to insure that needs of Indian populations have not been

- omitted.
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State Hearings
4

Prepare a report based on a local needs assessMent to tie presented at these meetingt (see
Needs As§essinent section)
Assure that the Indian vocationat leaders throughout the state are present at these
meetings
Prepare a report on the statewide vocational needs pf Indian populations to be presented
at the state hearings

Insuring Cooperation and Commitment

Cooperation and commitment are essential when the state advocate is working toward the
systematic inclusion of Indian vocational education needs in the state plan.

Memberi of the'organizMion described in(the Introduction, page 1 would assist the advocate
in carrying out the following objectives and activities.

1. Identify the Indian communities wishing to participate in state vocational programs.
(Each community may feel differently about this.)

2. Identify areas in which local Indian government or education policy conflicts with the
state plan. (Negotiate %kith the Indian authorities to resolve these conflicts.)

141.z.
3. Secure temporary or terminal wof trg agreements in cases where there are conflicts

which are not resolved.

Work with local education agencies (BIA, contract, Nblic, private) and other vocational
programs (CETA, YEDPA, BI A, tribal) to establish codperative arrangements in providing
programs.

5. Establish communication, such as the network recommended in the Communication
Network, pages 31- 41.

6. Proride Indian vocational educators with information to takeadvantage`6f relevant
services offered by the state vocational department. Refeeences \are included in this sec-
tion which provide information about programs and services whi0 may be funded by
the state agencies together with the specific reference and provides where more detailed
information.can be found in the Federal Register.

.7: Provide the Indian community with information which would proyide access to state
vocational education funding, including information related to revtsing the state plan
to insure inclusion for students who are served by Indian tribes and Organizations.

Utilize state staff when planning vocational education programs.

Formulate suggestions from review of the current state plan. Specifi areas for review
are:

0
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General ApplicationConsider the definition of ehgible recipients. Does it exclude'
Indian populations? TrY for inClusipn of specific language authorizing Indian pro
grams.
Maintenance of Effort and Matching Provisions- Are they acceptAble or adaptable to
meet Indian pti1140417011S. 1100lbe

Employment Data/Unemployment/DemographicsHave valid data available showing
unemployment, employment opportunities, and related information. Try to keep
Indian population data separate from other geopolitical units.
Review Goal/Priorities StatementsAre there references to target populations or
activities? Try to get specific goals included that address Indian population needs.
Examine Teacher Certification, Facilities, Programs, and Accounting Requirements
f needed, develop suggestions on how the requirements.can be modified.

Make sugqestions to state planners in writing with justification and logical arguMents
supporting each suggestion.

Attend planning state council meetings and offer suggestions. Remember, resources
are limited. While alt desired funding may not be available, Indian input is essential to
secure the greatest amount possible,

All state plans must go through a hearing process for the purpose of oversight, Attend
these hearings with prepared testimony stating what should be included in the Plan
and why. The state board may not agree with your recommendations, but they must
be included in the state plan with the reasons why they were rejected.

If there is dissatisfaction with the response, review the appeal procedures contained
within the plan and consider other options.

8. Make this a long term commitment. Assign a state staff Euember with a specific percent-
age of their time assigned to assisting Indians in participation in the state plan.

9. Develop a working document which includes step-by-step procedures for Indian tribes
and organizations to follow when seeking funding'from the state vocational education
agency. The intent af this procedural document should be to provide a step-by-step pro-
cedure of how Indian tribes and organizations may participate in vocational education
-programs funded through state vocatianal education agencies. Stateepnay need to revise
the document so that it will reflect the procedures to be followed Within the individual
state. These probedures, when revised, should then be made available to the Indian tribes
and organizativs..

NOTE: Subpart 1, State Administration; 104.4 (0 (12), page(s)'53834, 53835under heading:
"Requirements for filing a general application." (i.e.; "The State Board shall also assure that
studertts served by Indian tribal organizations . . . shall be afforded the opportunity to participate
in vocational education programs administered by the State.")

PROCEDURES FOR PARTICIPATING IN STATE-FUNDED PROGRAMS

The intent of this document is to provide a procedural guide on how Indian Tribes am) organi-
zations may participate in vocational education programs funded through state vocational education
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agencies. It is the, agencies' policy that if training is needed for jobs on or near the reservation,
every atttempt will be amde to conduct that training on the reservation, and every effort will be
made to enroll individuals in existing prbgrams.

It is the tesponsibility of the state vocational education agency to. aSalle that each training
program being offered meets the standardi.for employment as established in conCert with employ
ers. As a result, each proposed program must have as its objective provision of training that will.
teach the individual marketabfe skills.

Step One: Obtain Forms

State vocational agencies have procedutes and application forms which must be followed for
the development of an approved vocational training program or special vocational project. Contact
the agency and obtain the correct form for the area of concern. Gain an understanding of the re-
quirements and assistance available for the develbpment of the application/proposal.

Step TWol Needs Assessment

The Indian tribe or organization will establish a need for the training program by conducting
a survey of vocational interest employment oppoitunities and potential placement on or near the
reservation or other unique opportunities for placement. This survey shall also identify the poten-
tial number of trainees for the programs.

Step Three: Develop a Proposal

The program initiator will take the need Statements and develop the proposal in consort with
other eduCation agencies. (Assistance in the development of the proposal may be available.)

'Some items to be included in the pmposal are listed below. Be sure to follow directions on the
forms obtained from the state office.

.;

What kind of training or support services will be offered? (Objectives)

Length of training program.

Number of students to be trained.er

Budget items such as salary, staff travbl, equipment, supplies and any other items necessary
to conduct the program. If equipment is being requested, it should be itemized. Any
miscellaneous budget item(s) must be explained.

s's Evaluation of the program. (Minimum evaluations must contain those elements stated in the
state rules and regulations as well as Vie federal rulgs and regulations.)

Stepfour: Tribal Approval

The proposal is then submitted for approval to the tribal governing body or equivalent organi-
zation in which the training is to take place. In the event that a training program is to take place on
more than one reservation, the tribal business committee from each reservation must also approve
the proposal.
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Step Five: Roles Defined

/All cooperative efforts (CE TA, B IA, tribal, state, institutional) must be thoroughly explained
and specific responsibilities delineated to .the satisfaction or agreement f all parties involved. These
must be specified in the proposal.

Step Six: Local Education Agency Approval

If tlw program is to.go through or be offered at a local school, college, or vocational training
center, the approval of the institution is required.

Step Seven: Proposal Submitted

The proposal and program budget will then be submitted to the state.vocational agency. The
submission date shall comply with submission deadlines asatated in the rules and regulations ob-

.tained from the state in Step'One. f
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PROGRAMS, FUNDING, AND SERVICES . AUTHORITY
,

In conjunction with the local vocational edu
cation public school existing programs-Native
Amencan communities may seek to/give addi
tional inputs via public hearings.

Federal Register, Oct 3, 1977
(a) .. . . Subpart 1, 104.111 (f) (12)
(b) . ... SUbpart I, 104.16b(a) (b) (c)
(c) Subpart 1, 104.207 (a) (b) (c)

(1) (2), (3)

Programs for the "disadvantaged."

1

Federal Register, Oct 3, 1977
Subpart 1, 104.313(a) .(b) (c),.p. 53841

lnput into the State Board regarding the effec
tiveness of Vocational Education programs.

Q.

Federal Register. Oct 3. 1977 ..
Subpart 1, Sec. 104.401, 402, 403, 404

Basic Grants monies for "regular" public -

school vocational education programs (see
definition of "program" of vocational
education and instruction on page 53865).

Federal Register, Oct 3, 1977
Subpart 2 (Basic Grants) see listing of
fourteen (14) uses for basic grant funds

Special uses for "Basic Grant" funds include:.
Support Services for Women (see 104.602);
Day Care Services for Students (104.612);
and Displaced Homemakers (see 104.621)..

,

Subpart 2
(a) Support Services for Women (104.602
(b) Day Care for Students (104.612)
(c) Displaced Homemakers (104.621)

Research programs (applied and developmental
in nature).

Subpart 3, 104.705

,

Exemplary and lnnOvative programs. Subpart 3, 104.706 (see esp. (2)i, (3) (5) (6)

V6cational Guidance and Counseling Subpart 3, 104.763
,

Curriculum Deyelopm6nt Subpart 3, 104.708(b) (2) (3), (c) (d) (e)

Vocational Education Personnel Training Subpart 3, 104.771, 774 (b) (e)

Special Programs for Disadvantaged
r---)

Subpart 4, 104.802, 802, 803, 804(a) (b)
(c) (d)

.

.

aking ProgramsConsumer find Homem

,
. . .

Subpart 5, 104.901, 902, 903, 904, 905,
906(a) (a) 2, 3

.

,Commissioners Discretionary Funds , Part 105, Subparts 2, 3, 4, 5,
(pages 53852-53862)
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INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION NETWORK

A communication network is a linked information system with each link having a definite
purpose, responsibility, and dependence on thO interwoven system.

Developing a communication network between and among state vocational educatibn agencies,
local vocational education programs, and Indian populations is the subject of 'this section of the
Integrated Planning Package. The state vocational agency (director) has the responsibility of initiat-
ing the communication. This communication network is exemplified by the following model.

Indian Populations

Decision

State Vocational Education Agency

Local Vocational educators'.

I I

Strategies
Developed

(Strategies
Implemented
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tS I ABLISHING A COMMUNICATION NETWORK

F stahl ishinil a rofTliminication networ k which includes state vocational education agencies,
local education agencies and Indian communities is fundamental to extending the beoef its of
vocational education to Indian populations. 1 his section on procedures tor establishing a COM
munication networ k IS a par t of the Integrated Planning Package to be used for meeting the voca-
tional education needs of American Indians.

Purposes off a Communication Network

FOablish ongoing comniunication between various state, local, and tribal agendies, organi
zakions, 'and gioups

1stovide for a systemmatic flow of information to and from state vocatibnal agencies and
Indian communities

Provide opportunities for Indian tribes and organization personnel to become knowledge-
able about state vocational agency operations

Provide opportunities for state vocational agency personnel to become knowledgeable
about Indian tribes and organizations operations

Assumptions About a Communication Network

That basic devices for communication already exist between the state department of
vocational education, the Indian communities, and local education agencies such as
telephone, newspapers, mail services, and highway systems

That the state vocational education agency, Indian communities, and local education
agencies are all aware of the need for continuous communication

That the state is able to assign at least one person-to be responsible for communication as
well as the other components of the Integrated Planning,Package

That the state will assume the responsibility to initiate communication

The absence of existing, established lines of communication between Indian tribes, communi-
ties, and stdte vocational agencies necessitates the development of a specifis steucture for communi-
cation. This structure will insure the flow of information to and from Indian populations and state
vocational agencies. Three recommen ed structures are described in the introduction, page 10.

Each of the structures entails placing the responsibility for systematic communication upon
all participants: the state advocate, task force members, the Indian liaison, and the local Indian
community representative. The lines of communication are evidenced in the following diagrams.
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COMMUNWAT ION NETWORK

FOR

A STATEWIDE INDIAN TASK FORCE

CSTA T E VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION AGENCY
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COMMUNITIES
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FOR
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EDUCATION AGENCY
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People Involved in I stablisluniummunication

Director of state vocational agency

Asstgned state agency staff advocate

State vocational education board directors

Local school board member

Tribbl council and/or community leader(s)

Local vocationaI educators (postsecondary, secondary, tribal)

Members of organization (see Organizational Structure, Introduction, page 10)

Meeting with Tribal Councils, Indian Organizations, and Local Education Agencies

To initiate the communication process, the advocate will meet with Ieveral Indian groups in
the state, individually or collectively (see Organizational Structure, Introduction, page 10).

The purposes of this meeting are to:

Become acquainted with local Indian leaders

Estabhsh ongoing communication

Revise, validate, and develop new goals and objectives of the proposed communication
network

Alleviate any concerns about the communication network which might be negative

During this meeting, the advocate will seek out or probe for objectives which may be
important to the participants.

Implementing a Communication Network

Once the communication network has been organized, i II be necessary to ensure proper
implementation. In order to accomplish this task, the advoca ould:

k

Ensure that the people involved have an active interes in vocational education for the
Indian communities in the state

Establish regular meeting times and places agreeable to the other participants

Ensure that the participants are informed of their responsibilities

JI

Identify specific information which is to be communicated to Indian communities such as:
services available through the state agency
requirements for accessing these services
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special opportunities for professional development
certification requirements
state meetings or workshops

Identify specific information which is to be communicated from the Indian communities
to the state agencies such as:

labor force needs
education personnel needs
vocational education plans
personnel resources
special training needs

Developing Communication Strategies

Once an organizational structure has been established as described in the Introduction, the
advocate and the other people involved will develop a plan for insuring continued communication.
Emphasis must be placed on twoway communication. Indian participation in traditionally state activi-
ties as well as state participation in traditionally Indian activities are necessary. Several strategies for
communication which can be implemented according to time and money resources follow.

Hotline to State Vocationa( Education Agency

A state agency telephone number distributed to tribal leaders and educators, Indian organiza-etions, and vocational education tructors and counselors may help Indian students. The
hotline would provide informati atout-the availability of vocational training opportunities
and provide a referral.service for other information requested.

r
Newsletters

Publishing and disseminating a newsletter on a regular basis is an important tool which allows
the state agency to communicate the same information to several people at one time. A
newsletter may be as small as one mimeographed page and should ihclude such things as state
agency activities, vocational education opportunities, and available programs and grants.

Displays, Presentations, and Workshops at Indian Gatherings and Conferences

A display, presentation, and/or workshop at Indian gatherings and conferences ensures that
a fairly large number of people would have an oppOrtunity to know what the state agency or
Indian community is doing. This strategy must be carefully coordinated thro* the com-
munication network participants.

The importance of becoming knowledgeable about the activities, protocol, and organizational
services and constraints of the two groups involved in this communication network cannot be
overemphasize&

Internships

A reciprocal internship plan for approprffite personnel of the staie vogational agency and
Indian communities and tribes should be established. Such an exchange of personnel would
be a Very positive step in the estab)ishment' of communications.
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Prioi to the internship, a plan will be developed by each intern which includes specific appoint-
ments with identified personnel. The Inchan intern should have access to the five-year state
plan and the organizational structure of the state educational system, and the state advocate
%hopld have MA:ess to the ti thaI organizational structure as well as any tribal plans which
inchide Minion rkoiiree development As there is only one advocate, hut many Indian corn
mom ties, it is recommended that the advocate identify two Indian tribes communities to visit
and build the internship around these tribes communities. It is also recommended that these
internships last tor a nummuni oi two weeks.

The Indian intern will gain instights into the state educational system as well as establish new
contacts with state dip`TICy 11,0.'1%01111e! Who) call assist in the development of quality educational
programs

41

1 he state advocate. throtiqh the internship, will gain valuable knowledge of tribal operations
as well as become acquainted with vocational education programs which already exist.

News fielPases

News releases coWd be used when announcing stage agency activities, meetings, or even human
interest profiles.'on new or successful vocational education programs for American Indians.
These releases ihould be sent to Indian newspapers as well as other local newspapers.

In teragerwy COOP0r116 011

Interagepcy cooperation has the potential of being a highly successful means of communica
tion about vocational education needs. Some of the organizations which should be involved
are the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Local Education Agencies, Comprehensive Employment
Training Act, Employment Security, community colleges, and technical institutes.

These alternatives listed above do not preclude the use of any other strategies Which are avail-
able to thq state. The state agency may utjlize several of these options in order to establish a com-
munication network.

Initiating Communication Related to State Plan

The groups directly involved in the state plan will be the local Indian communities who will
develop the plan, state planning commission (committee or agency) who will approve the plan, and
the state vocational education agency who will monitor the plan. Communication is important in
the state planning process because the, subsequent approval of such a plan is contingent upon
acceptance by the state agency and the state vocational education advisory committee.

Communication will be essential in the following state planning activities:

Utilizing the aggregated needs assessments from all Indian communities

Integrating the plan for Indian communities with the five-year and annual state vocational
education plan
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Detei milling the iesouices and allui.ations los state-tiuplios ted vocational education los
Indian communities

Obtaining approval of the state plan (see State Plans, page 25)

Inititiating Communication Related to Needs Assessment

Once the previously described steps have been taken, the state agency and Indian communities
should be ready to begin the needs assessment process. Communication is an essential part of the
needs assessment, not only as a prerequisite but also as part of the whole process.

Communication is essential in the following needs assessment activities:

Establishing contacts with the Indian communities to be assessed

Establishing local steering committees

Establishing statewide advisory committees

Publicity prior to conducting the needs assessment

For more detailed informatioersee Needs Assessment, page 41.

Initiating Communication Related to Local Program Planning

f is assumed that when planning local vocational education programs for Indian communities
that the state agency, the local education agencies, and the Indian communities will be involved
in this process. Therefore, it is necessary for these three groups to communicate with one another.
Communication is essential to the following local planning activities:

Utilizing the needs assessment data

Examining exemplary programs

Developing a local vocational education plan for Indian communities

For more detailed information see Exemplary Programs, p&p 101.

Evaluating the Communication Network

Although the evaluation of the communication activities is a continu9us process in the pro-
cedures outlined here, it is recommended that a periodic formal evaluatik9besonducted and
reported on an annual basis and/or immediately following the development of the state pjan.

Each person or group involved should be surveyed.to determine the effectiveness of the com--
munication network established. The state vocational education agency should establish standards
for evaluating tile success of the communication network based on the 'total Indian population of
the state, the impact ofplans developed, programs implertieqted, and successful participation.

V
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Sttuy the Communication Network in MO

After establishing communication, a communication network should be conside;ked in placewhen

A substantial number of Indian communit ies have regular communKtion with ,the state
vocational agencies

Regular meetings with the task force, liaison, and locaVrepresentatives are schedUled

A systematic method for getting information frorti the Indian community to the state
vocational agency is being tilized (vocational plans, internships, newsletters)

A Systematic method for getting information to Indian populations is being utilized (news-
letter, hotline)

A substantial numbe«0 inquiries are macje to the state vocational education agency-byIndian people

Indian people and organizations are actively participating in the activities developed in thecomniunicatiop plan
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4INTRODUCTION TO NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Needs Assessment is a process used to determine the difference between soMe desiredsituation (what ought to be) and the present situation (what is).

Why a Needs Assessment

In planning a vocational education program, state and local education agencies must beinformed about the needs of the population to he served before steps can be taken to address thoseneeds. Benefits to be derived from doing a needs assessment are in the areas of problem identifica-tion, development of need statements, determination of local priorities, realistic program planning,and improving state, local, and Indian community relationships.

Basic Assumptions Upon Which This Product Was Developed

Mutual feelings of cooperation

Desire to serve Indian communities

Means and desire to communicate ideas and concerns

Availability of financial and human resources

Availability of state, local and community leadership

Positive belief in ability to sole problems

Use of the community in the decision-making process

Who is Involved

This section contains recommended procedures to guide a state vocational agency in plan-ning, implementing, and utilizing a needs assessment. The importance of collaborative effortsinvolving Indian tribes and communities, local education agencies, and the state vocational agencyis emphasized. While this section was developed specifiaally for state vocational agencies, it maybe used by other agencies involved in vocational education needs assessments for Indian populationsas well. The organizational structure as described in the Introduction is an important aspect of theimplementation of this needs assessment section.
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Comnuttee Pat ticipatfuu

T he use of committees .111 the develoment, implementation, and utilization of this assessment

Is essential. The organizational structure (see Introduction, page 10 ) selected will address statewide

planning related to &hemming vocational education needs of Indian populations. The steering COM
nuttee, which is part of this 01Peds assessment section, has th,e respynsibility of assuring the validity
and rd iahi Ii ty ot the data as well as determining how the data will be used.

-4

The following diagiam depicts the yelationships between the various actors of the needs assess

inent process and the total statewide planning piocess.

ADVOCATE

LOCAL STEERING
COMMITTEE

STUDY DIRECTOR

STATE
ORGANIZATIONAL.

STRUCTURE

SURVEY STAFF
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Data Collection

The systematic collection of relevant data must not only be carefully planned, but the
method by which the data is collected must be goal oriented. All of the data which is gathered must
have a specific purpose and use Six instruments for data collection and tabulation are contained in
this section. I hese aie

Existing Data Sources

Student Survey

Adult Survey

Administrator Survey

Local Employer Survey

Job Market Analysis

Each instrument is essential to the final analysis and prioritizing of the needt. NO STEP SHOULD
BE OVERLOOKED!!

The first step in the collection of data is to examine existing data. Is the information or part
of Ore information already available? Is the information or part of the informaiion already
available? The listing of existing dath sources will assist the study director in determining the extent
to which new data must be obtained.

The survey instruments as presented in this section provide for the collection of data in nine
different generic areas. Each community (steering committee) must decide:

Is the information important?

Why IS the information important?

What action will be taken based on the information?

If these questions cannot be answered for each generic area then that area should be omitted
from the questionnaire. It is important to have a specific use for all information gathered.

The last instrument the Job Market Analysis--is especially important as a tabulation of the
job market is essential in determining what vocational programs should be developed and empha-
sized.

THE STEERING COMMITTEE

In the implementatioin of a vocational needs assessment, the involvement and support of the .,
local community is vital. Support for the needs assessment can be generated through the establish-
ment of a volunteer needs assessment steering committee.
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A teer inu committee d wimp ot hw.il people who agree to help plan and carry out tho ilupds
assessment in their community. The tles assigned to steering committees vary, but essentially, the
iieering committee should do the following:

Provide specific information about the community

Provide information about the community's citizens, employers, and other information

Disseminate information about the needs assessment

Provide information on the vocational education needs of the community

Provide a local perspective on the education needs priorities

Before establishing a new committee, determine whether a tribal education committee exists.
This committee may also serve as the needs assestment steering committee or form an integral part
of such a committee.

When selecting steering committee members, efforts should be made to ensure that its mem
bership represents the broad spectrum of the community. It should reflect the variety of school,
state, business, industrial, and tribal groups who are affected by vocational programs in the com-
munity. The following is a list of possible sources for members to the steering committee.

Tribal education committee member

Local vocational director

Local labor leader

Local industrial/business leader

School administrator

School teacher

Student

Needs assessment consultant

Tribal governor, chairman, chief

Civic orgonization

Parent

Senior citizen

Tribal education director

Cer.tainly it is not possible for t.he steering committe to have representatives from all of the
above categories because committees tend to become inefficient if they have too many members.
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%ell`th'll It) ',1'1' int `.(1'('11119 4 11111111114'PN ant' ytYry bliSy and haVe 111111ted tiit tO
contribute. Accordingly, schedule meetings only when needed. Prior to each meeting, send
announcements and materials for their review. Also include an agenda of topics which are to be
considered at the meeting.

All activities connected with the needs assessnmnt study should be listed and progress on these
activities rev.iewed at each meeting. Also, all public announcements and questionnaires must be
cleared through the steering committee. Keep everyone informed.

The Study Director

Choosing a qualified person to direct the activities and compile the data for the needs assess
merit is crucial to the success of the study. the qualifications for the director include:

Kriowledge of the population to be assessed

Experience in management of research activities

E xperience in dmng survey research

Experience in statistical analysis

Knowledge of computer programs

Ability to work well with Indian people and/or state agencies

The director's responsibilities include:

Attending all steering committee meetings

Identifying and reporting existing data

Selecting the suivey team

Training the survey team

Developing a survey plan

Selecting the population for the study

Managing the survey

Collecting and storing the data

Analyzing the data

Reporting the data to the steering committee

Preparing a report on the data

Prioritizing the needs

All of these activities are to be done in àqncé1if'Uh and have approval of the steering Corft^'
mittee members. The director is the administrativerfn of the steering committee and should con-
stantly be aware of this role.
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SUGGESTED ACTION CHART DESIGN*

OBJECTIVE
(State the overall objective of the project
as clearly and specifically as possible)

IN CHARGE OF PROJECT: -
(Who has overall responsibility?)

STATUS AS OF .

(Tape over and change date each time chart is updated)

DATE CHART PREPARED :

FREQUENCY OF UPDATE:.
(Weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly)

ActiVities to be Accomplished Individual Responsible Result Months or Weeks

List each activity that needs
to be accomplished: in
chronological ordet.

List the person or persons
responsible for each task.
If more than one person,
list first the name of the
person with primary

,..responsibility.

,

.

List the result or product
for each task, i.e., what
will show that the task
has been completed.
Examples: report
briefing, conference, -
meeting, brochure, speech,
memo, interview, plan,
proposal.

_

.. .

,

1

r
2 3
,

4
I

5 6
--.--

7 8 9 10
_

11 12

.

,.

.

*New Haapshire Needs Assessment Handbook for Vocational Education Planning
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OBJECTIVE.

SAMPLE PLAN OF ACTION CHART

Steering Committee

DATE CHART PREPARED:

IN CHARGE OF PROJECT:

STATUS AS OF:

FREQUENCY OF UPDATE.

Activities to bq Accomplished Party Responsible Result Months or Weeks j
12,

Lif let ComillItte members on
roles and goals of needs
assessment

.

Steering committee
chair man

Holes and goals internalized

1 2 3 4 5 6
-
7 8 9 10 11

4
r - T

I
Define data needs-specific
objectives tube reached

Steering committee
chairman

Identify areas
data collection

i

Determine data collection
strategies

Study director and
steer ing committee

Establish procedures
.

, _
Generate publicity

.
SU.* director and
steering committee

.

Develop survey management
plan

Study director

..1..______,
Study director

Survey plan ..

Establish survey team

1 4

.

Secure survey team

Train survey team Study director Role internalized
.

Conduct survey Study director Data collected

Submit raw data for analysis Study director Data categorized,
classified

..

.

Tabulate and group data Study director -

Interpret data from state Study director Needs identified .

1

Prioritize needs
.

Study director and
steering committee

Needs ranked according
to importance . .,

.

.4
Review final report Steering committee and

state voc. ed. agency
Final report written

,

,

Hold public hearing Steering committee Community informed
-

-
-.-
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1HE SURVEY TEAM

A competent survey team is vital to the success of a community survey. Therefore, the recruit-
ment and training of the team is extremely important.

The complexity of gathering data!or the community survey will vary from community to
community, from the small or medium size communities where contact is relatively easy, to the
large urban area requiring more time as well as more sophistication, on the part of the interviewers.
The director of the survey along with the steering coti-unrne, will need to determine the persons to
be involved in data gathering. Regardless of the manner in which they are involved, the key to their
successful participatioin will be to acquaint them thoroughly w,iththe work they are to do.

The state departnient representative and community contact person should work closely to
determine the criteria for survey team selection and to draw on available personnel as required.
Possible sources of personnel to conduct a survey are as follows:

Tr ibal employment agencies/manpower divisions

Employment assistance program

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA),personnel

Tribal work experience program personnel

Secanday and postsecondary students

Students at the secondary and postsecondary level may be involved in data collection and
giVen certain limited responsibilities when carefully selected and trained for the task at hand.

The following steps are suggested regarding survey team recruitment.

Inform the agency/school decision makers of the purpose of the survey and the number of
persons needed to assist in conducting the survey.

Request the names of people capable of assisting you in the community survey. Specify
the responsibilities you plan to assign to them.

After forming the survey team, acquaint them thoroughly with the following concepts:
the purpose of the survey
the survey form, its contents, terminology, meaning of items, and responses needed
the purpose and procedures to be used in questionnaires and pesonal interviews

DEVELOPING A PLAN OF ACTIVITIES FOR THE SURVEY TEAM
TO FOLLOW IN CONDUCTING A COMMUNITY SURVEY

Good, clear, thorough planning is a prerequisite to success for any endeavor. Before conduct-
ing this survey, develop a complete list of activities which Will neea to be done and establish a
timetable. These serve as guidelines to the persons involved, enabling them to keep thb activity
on sOedule. In order to obtain reliable results from the survey, it is necessary that those persons
collecting data be consistent in their approach and in their explanations to respondents. Therefore,
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WI awn instrtions wed to he developed which will clearly spell out to the survey team what their
exact responsibilities are, how to use the survey instrument, procedures for handling the actual sur-
vey process, and the survey goals and Objectives.

List of Survey Activities

The list of activities which you develop should include everything that will have to occur from
before the survey to after the completed analysis. These events will vary according to the survey ob-
jectives and local Aonditions. The followin4 is a sample activities list.

Organize a survey team.

Accivaint all members of the survey team with their duties and responsibi,fities

Acquaint the survey team with the information and data to be collected, Review the survey
form With them.

Acquaint the survey team with interview techniques and procedures and how to record the
findings or results of the survey.

Inform team members of the procedure for securing appointments, when necessary.

Determine the number of respondents to be surveyed if random sampling techniques are to
be used.

Pinpoint the loiation of respondents within the area to be assessed.

Divide the geographic area as equally as possible on the basis of number of persons to
survey. Assign a team to survey each area on the basis of equal numbers of respondents.

Set a proposed timetable for completion of the survey.

Some of the things a timetable for the survey should include are as follows:

A proposed date for the completion of the survey
,

A starting date for all team members to make a pilot survey of at least two respondents

A meetiirig after the pilot survey to iron out problems

Staff meetings to be held at regular intervals

Time for rescheduling of appointments..that were cancelled

Time for submittal of all survey data
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PUBLICITY

Once it is decided to conduct a needs assessment, it is useful to inform the community of the
activity through news ieleases such as newspaper, radio, and television. Be sure the release gives the
purpose of the assessnwnt and the desued i esults.

The first such release st;ould be general in nature. It should be followed by articles which up-
date the public on the progress of the study and inform them of the specific aspects of particular
interest. The process of public information helps to insure community awareness and support. ,

- Sample Radio Announcement

Date: Insert present date

Contact person Narne(s) and phone number(s)
ftiff

Dates to run.

Description: 30 second announcement
0.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION NEEDSESSMENT TO BE CONDUCTED

Representatives from the state department of vocational education and the (insert tribe/ com-munity) are conducting an assessment of vocational education needs for the (insert location) area.

Students, parents, school administrators, and local employers are being surveyed in relation to
present and future vocational educaticm needs.

The Information gathered will assist the tri
needs in relation to resources available.

-the state vocational educators in analyzing these

Sample Lett* to School Adminjdrator/Education Committee

Dear (Msert name of administrator):

As part of a state-wide proxam, we will be conducting an assessment of vocatieMalseducation needs
for the (insert location) area. The intent of this needs-assessment is to determine how vocational
education can better serve the Indian people in the (insert location) corn- munity.
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The success vf this assessment is largely dependent upon a survey of students attitudes, educator
attitudes, existing facilities, and existing programs. I would be grateful if we could arrange a few
hours in order to administer survey questionnaires to students, certain teachers and administrators
and to examine the existing vocational education facilities, programs, and curriculum in your insti
tution

Please call me if you have any questions concerning this needs assessment.

I would like to say that cooperation from your institutiom is very iniportant to the success of the
needs assessment.

1hank you tor your c(msideration.

Cordially yours,

(your name)

Sample Press Release for Local Newspapers

Date:, Insert present date

Contact person: Name(s) and phone number(s)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION NEEDS ASSESSM.ENT TO BE CONDUCTED .

The state departmebt of vpcational educat,ion in cooperation with the (insert name of tribePN
community) is condkting an asseisment to determine the present and future vocational education
nteds for the (insert location) area.

Individualized survey questionnaires will be administered to students, parents, employers, school
administrators, teachers, and community leaders during (inSert date(s) or week).

The needs assessment is designed to provide comprehensive information on current and projected
vocational education needs. The information from the needs assessment will assist the state depart-
ment of vocatioinal education in assessing their ability to meet these needs,, In addition, the results
ol the assessment will be available to tribes and Indian organizations to assist in vocational educa-
tion planning.

On a long range basis, the outcome of the needs assessment should help reduce the high Unemploy-
ment in the Indian communities, provide students with alternative directions in the educational
process, and benefit future employers as well as future job seekers.

ve'
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ACTIVITIFS FOR CONDUCTING A NEEDS ASSE§SMENT

Form a Local Stpering Committee*

Responsibility

Members of state organization (See Organization Structure, IntrodUction, page 10)

Meeting

None required

Tasks- Outcomes

Develop rationale for formation of the steering committee
Develop operational objectives for the steering committee
Obtain a listing of suggested members
Develop criteria for membership
Develop an agenda for the first steerini5 committee meeting
Select steering committee members

Participants

Local education member (tribal, if available)
Statewide orgahization
State advocate

" See page 4'3

Organize Steering Committee

Responsibility

Steering Committee ,

Meeting .

First meeting of the steering committee

TasksOutcomes

Define the roles of the rrrembers
Identify needs assessment goals
Hire a study director (see page 45)
Identify specific needs assessment objectives to be achieved
Distribute general publicity information
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3

Define parameters of the assessment
Obtain local agreements

Pat ticIpants
4.

Steer ing committee memhers
State advocate

DEVELOP A MANAGEMENT PLAN AND SCHEDULE

Responsibility

Study Director

Meetitig

Second steer ing committee meeting

Tas,ks Outcomes

Development of:
Plan of action
Step by step procedures
Timelines
Overall coordination
Reporting schedule

Identify existing data
Identify data needs
Develop survey techniques
Develop method for cpllecting data
Adapt survey questionnaires as required
Identify possible survey team members

Participants
ta

Steering committee members
'Study director
State advocate Q

51 CONDUCT SURVEY

Responsibility

Study director

Meeting

None requii-ed-
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6

Tasks Os/ (comes

Identify the survey team members
Establish the survey team management plan
Train the survey team
Make survey team assignments
Conduct survey
Evaluate sUrvey progress
Collect and store data
Debrief survey team

Pai ricIpants

Study director
Steering committee members
Survey team members

TABULATE, PROCESS AND REPORT RAW DATA

Responsibility

Study director

Meeting

Norie required

Tasks,Outcomes

Key punch raw data
Cross tabulate data
Analyze results
Develop data report on results
Develop recommendations

ParticiPants

Study director

DEVELOP NEEDS STATEMENTS AND PRIORITIZE NEEDS

Responsibility

Study director
Steering committee

Meeting

Steering Committee
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Tasks --Outcomes

Report on the analysis of data
Report the recommendatioins of the study director
Prioritize tlw needs
Develop format for report
Determine uses of data (report)

Participants

Study dir ector
Steering committee menthers
State advocate

FINAL REPORT

Responsibility

Study director
Steering committee

Meeting

Steering committee

Tasks --Outcomes

Complete report
Develop plan to meet needs
Submit plan to community (hearing, tribal government)
Submit plan to local education institutions
Submit plan to state at hearings
Disseminate report

Participants

Steering committee members
Study director
State advocate

PREPARE TO INCORPORATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION NEEDS
FOR INDIAN POPULATIONS INTO STATE REPORT

Responsibility

State organization members (see Introduction, page 10)
State advocate

Meeting

State organization meeting
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Tasks Outcomes

Combine local and statewide vocational i eeds of Indian Populations
Develop I epoi t OF1 the combined needs
Develop a plan to mbet these needs
Supmit plan to be included in the state pl n
Disseminate report to communities involv

Participants

State organization
State advocate?
State'vocational education agency

FOLLOW UP

Respolisibility

Steering committee
State advocate

Meeting

As needed

TasksOutcomes

Evaluate the needs assessment process
Assure that the needs will be addressed
Assure that 'quality training programs are est
Assist the vocational educators in interagenc
Assist the vocational educators in developing
Act as an advisory body to the local vocation
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EXISTING DATA SOURCES1

The use of exist ing (lath needs to be explored thoroughly by the steering committee to avoid
a duplication of .effort and needless expenditure of time and money.

'This sub-division of the Needs Assessment is devoted to the identification of sources which may
Rrovide necessary data. I n addition, there are spaces provided for sources which this package has not
identified. These sources are simple recommendations for review. The user may have otherdata
sources which are more reliable.

The use of these data sources may supply all or part of the information needed for the comple-
tion of a needs assessment. The existing data should be compiled and questions which should gen-
erate the same information should be identified and omitted when using the survey instruments.

1 New Hampshir Needs Assessment Handbook for Vocational Education Planning, developed by
Melvin Sev ranee, Director of Vocational Education, Milford, New Hampshire, and Dr.
Richard A. Gustafson, Director of Career Studies, Keene State College.
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PUBLICATION

NM IONAL DA I A SOURCES

TYPE OF INFORMATION

Occupational Outlook Handbook, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Depar tment of Labor .

._

Published every two years, the handbook
explains the job outlook for many occu-
pations.

Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Bureau of
Labvr Statistics, Department of Labor.

Updates the Occupational OutlOok Hand-
book,

Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Department of Labor*,

A 4 volume work which projects ratio of
trained manpower to total employment.
Data and matrix methods are provided to
make state and local projections. Matrix,
however, was developed on national labor
pool.

Manpower, Report of the President, U.S.
Department of Labor,

Annual publication reporting on manpower
demands, resources, utilization, and train-
ing.

1.

Annual Report of Vocational and Technical
Education, U.S. Office of Education, De
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Annual report contains data qn graduates,
enrollment, and expenditures in federally
reirnhursed programs.

_.

Annual Manpower Planning Report,
(Lawrence Haverhill). t Employment outlook by industry and

occupation for the SMSA.

Meeting Tomorrow's Manpower Needs,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Depart
ment of Labor.

Provides national occupational employ-
ment projections and can be used by
state and local planners. Techniques are
well illustrated to transform national data
into state and local estimates.

Directory of Occupational Titles, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.

Provides information on employment out-
look, job descriptions, sources of employ-
ment, earnings, and training needed for
each occupation listed.

Annual Report, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Employment In-formation

Provides information on employment
within the BIA.

ATIial Report, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
National Employment Assistance Information

Provides information on trainees and em-
ployment opportunities through the pro-
gram.

NOTE. The above sources of data may be outdated (the latest census is 1970) and indicate with
varying degrees of accuracy the employment picture at the indicated level.
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SiAlt pA IA soyFicEs

PUBLICATION TYPE OF INFORMATION

Numhtn of Inhabitants (Document PC
(1) A31NH), U.S. Bureau of Census. Avail
able through the Government Printing
Office ($.40).

Population (current and historic for state,
county, SMSA, town, urban, rui al, and
congressional districts).

.,

General PopulatiOn Characteristics
(P$ (1) B31NH), U.S. Bureau of Census.
Available through the Government Pi intMg
Office ($.60).

Population cross tabulation by race,
i asidence, age, sex, and family for state,
SMSA, town, and counties.

.

General tiousiAg Characteristics,
.

(HC (1) A31NH), U.S. Bureau of Census
Available through the Government Printing
Office ($.50).

Population, total houseing units, inhabitant
desity, plumbing, owner-o cupied, rental,
financial characteristics y state,. SMSA,
town, and county.

General, Social and Economic Characteristics
(PC (1) C31), U.S. Bureau of Census.
Available through the Government Printing
Office ($1.50).

Extensive cross-tabulations of population,
social, income, race, mobility, labor force,
occupation, education, industry, by-state,
SMSA, county, and town.

State Plan for Vocational-Technical Education,
State Department of Education.

.

Basis for the operation and administration
of the state's vocational education plan in
accordance with the Vocational Education
Amendment (currently: Public .Law 94-
482, 1976).

.
.

CoUnty Business Patterns, 1971 (CBP-71-31)
U.S. Bureau pf Census. Available through the
Government Printing Office ($..50).

'Employment by industry for the state and
counties. Excellent source of data.

t

B IA regional Annual Reports Regional Indian population characteristics
,

B I A Employment Assistance Reports Indian employment and training data

.

State Bureau of Employment Services
(U.S. DepartMent of Labor)

..

. .

Employment and labor maritet statistics/
and projections

NOTE: The above sources of data may be outdated (the latest censusis 1970) and indicate with
varying degrees of accuracy the employment picture at the indicated levels.
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LOCAL MANPOWER DATA

In all planning documents requeited at the state level, the local manpower supply and de
mend situation must be addressed.

The local manpower picture is very important, yet it is most difficult, to obtain accurate and
timely data for local areas. However, theme are some sources which may be helpful.

PUBLICATION TYPE OF INFORMATION

Census Data (Document PC (1)
C31, General Sotial and Econoinic
Characteristics.

Contains tables which give employment by
occupation and eMployment by industry of
the residents of your town or city.

Census Data (Document CEP
71-31), County Business Patterns.

Contains the occupational and ernployment
data for counties.

Chamber of Commerce. %Often Chambers of Commerte have conduct-
"ed local conimunity surveys which address
the employment .and occupational patterns
of the town. .

Public Utility Sources. Often the water, sewer, power, or telephone
companies have compiled extensive data.on
local population and manpower require-
ments..

Specific tribes 5 Year Plan.

Specific tribes Annual Report.

Economic develoPment plans including
types of jobs available.

41.
Employment statistics, economic develop-.
ment projections.

Tribal Planning Reports. Qemographic, economic, social, and statis-
.

tics.
.

NOTE: The above sources of data may be outdated (the latest census is 1970) and indicate with
varying degree§ of accuracy the employment picture at the indicated level.

C.
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SUHVEY INSTRUMENTS

The instruments included in tin% Seit ion Of the package must lw considered only as suggest
1011$ or recommendations. Orwe the Steering Committee has defined the specific generic questions
which need to be answered, the quest iormaires included in this package as well as the methodology
used may be adapted to address the locally defined needs for data. This can be done by identifying
corresponding questions within the instruments or eliminating questions for which data is already
available.

Why Do Four Different Surveys?

This package contains suggested surveys for four dif ferent groups: students presently enrolled
in educational programs, adults not enrolled in programs, local employers, and administrators of
schools having vocational programs. This situation is similar to a doctoUpatient relationship which
requires each to contribute information and knowledge which will result in accurate diagnosis. Each
of the four groups above has special knowledge drld perspectives that, taken together, result in a

much more accurate picture of a problem than is possible by taking a single perspective.

Will Tase Surveys Provide All the Information That is Needed?

A good Needs Assessment.uses as much information as it can obtain to answer the specific
questions it has. The four surveys are merely models to examine. Every situation should determine
what specific information is needed. If an interview of other people in the community such as
community leaders and tribal councils is deemed necessary, available information from other.
sources should also be merged. These might include census data, data from thentureau of LabOr
Statistics, data from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, previously conducted local or state surveys,
Chamber of Commerce information, and so on. Preference should be given to already existing data
over new data, the collection of which requires much time and effort. Unless unlimited resources
are available to the researcher, duplications of that which already exists should not be attempted.

Should Anything be D6ne to the Surveys Before They are Used?

These surveys are offiy models to guide the development of the community questionnaires.
(There are no illusions about these surveys being an all purpose general needs assessmente

Circumstances differ dramatically from area to area and no one has the 'same questions tiiiçh
answers are needed. Decisions must be made on the specific areas to be researched, with the design
of the questionnaire then focusing on the needed information,

Is There a-Need for Outside Help? .

..

There is considerably more to doing survey research than jo ing down a few questions on
paper and asking people to answer them. The assistance of a I I survey researth ex-pert should be
sought. The twb best sources are universities and private survey research companies. The assistance
of a good survey expert guards against pitfalls, and ensures-the development of a good information
base.
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The Student Survey

In expandirN or developing nrw vocational pi ogr ams, consideration must be given to stu
dent needs and interests relate(*) future occupational plans. Students ran provide information
which is helpful in determining whether the current school curriculum is compatible with their
vocational interests or occupational goals.

The student survey questionnaire is designed to obtain student opinions concerning their
goals, the value of courses currently being offered, courses they would like to have offered, and
the availability of information on careers.

The Adult Survey

The purpose of the adult survey is to obtairrinformation regarding the-need for Ind the
availability of vocational programs. The par ticular occupational areas in which vocational train-
ing is desired and the barriers to the training can also be identified.

The Administrator Survey

The purposes of the administrator survey are to determine the need for vocational education
programs and tt)e availability of vocational Programs at the secondary and postsecondary levels.
In addition, the survey will obtain information regarding the participation of American Indians
in vocational programs and the administrators' perception of the schools' ability to meet these
vocational needs.

The Cocal Employer Survey

In sp.ite of a relatively mobile population, most vocational graudates find work in the local
area. Thus, it is important in vocational planning that consideration be given to studies of the
local labor market to determine its current status as well as'to ascertain its future needs and
trends.

Specifically, the purpose of the local employer survey is to gather information from business
and industry in the local area, including the kinds of jobs Offered, current needs for people train-
ed in various fields, and estimates of future needs for trained labor.

Depending on the size and number of businesses in the area being surveyed, samplings may
or may not be used. If it is used, then the decision must be made as to whether a simple random, ...
samp e will guarantee representation in all major categories of business in the area. The geogratih-
ic t 4 prea must also be specified. The local labor market area might in practice include the
neig . oring town ten miles away.

. Also, it is imPortant to note thiPt this survey might already have been performed in some
manner by someOne else such as a. local university, chamber of commerce, a school board, or a
-United Say. An inv6stigation should be made of existing data before an effort to collect new
data is b un.

I

A
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Steps in Conducting the Survey

1 Project nesfryn 1 he vet y I list step is to explicitly state the purpose of the pi oject. Each
of these steps enumerated after this point must he ronSidered. and initial decisions
reached line and money will almost always be wasted if anything is done before a
clear decision is made regarding the expected outcomes of the effort.

2 Sampling. E xactly what population is to be surveyed? Sampling should be done with
the assistance of an exper t to avoid inadvel tent bias of the results. The following steps
will be Allele(' to

SInce the nonnher of IfiSt ii Lit 101r. in any one aiea will probably be tow in manlier thole
is no need to survey only a sample. The important issue will be to identify and gain
cooperation froni ti [05.001151Ni? person in each institution who is in a position to answer
questions accurately.

Decide exactly what (poops al e lo lw surveyed.
Decide how Ina,iV espondynts to have for each group.

c_ Decide how to select iespondents.
d. Obtain t he .cooperat ion of everyone necessary to select the sample.
e. Select the sample.

3 Questionnaire Design. What specific pieces of information are to be collected? The
model questionnaire is only a guide. It may be decided that some items are to be drop
ped and others added. The following must be observed:

LI

a. Decide how the questionnaire will be administered, by distribution to classes, by
mail, by telephone, through personal interviews, or by sot*other method. (or
by some combination of these methods).

b Specify exactly what information is needed.
c. With the assistance of a survey research expert, develop guipstions and format

for the questionnaire.
Outline the analysis. In older to justify the inclusion of a qugstion, consicieralion
must be given to how the responseAs to be analyzed and used.

e. Reproduce the questionnaire allowing extra copies for such purposes as files and
. copies for of ficials.

4 Administer ihe Questionnaire 1 he specific step here will vary considerably depending
on the method of administration. The survey consultant should be.helpful in laying
out the steps exactly as they should he followed.

5. Ahalyze the Data. All oNhe answers should be converted to numbers so 'they can be
put into a computer. 1-Vvo common analyses will probably be run.

a. Frequencies. .1-his is merely examining the survey, question by question, to see
how many sjuden l5 gave what responses.

b. Cross-tabulations. This is examining the survey two or more questions at a time.
For example, a close look may be taken of the students' education.aspirations
vers4s their career preferences.
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Organizing for Needs Assessment

It may he felt that the fastest way to develop a needs assessment is for an individual to so
down alone arid design i Tles, illifor ornately, is Hot the most effective way of doing the job A
steer ing committee that will provide various viewpoints is essential. 1he overall success of the pro
ject is linked closely to the quality of the committee that can be assembled. Opposing views are ne
cessary, as well as rmiltiple perspectives, since the best product technically possible is desired. Of
txpral importance, though, is a product that will he used. The involvement of a diverse group helps
avoid near sightedness'in the design, helps build, mutual feelings of cooperation, breeds understand
mg, and keeps the entire piocess firmly in the open, where it belongs.

I he steering cormnotee approach has obvrous Itenttattons, not the least of which is the addi-
tional time and resources it takes to manage and get things accomplished. The benefits however,
are more than commensurate with the costs.

Ihe goals identified by the steering committee are the basis for the questions included in the
survey questionnaires. When the results are in, the initial questions (generii) posited at the ver y
herielning of the project should he answered Other questions which arise as a result of the data
collected will require a comparison he ITliKle of answers from different parts of the survey. If stu-
dents see few local job opportunities for a particular skill, but the local employer survey shows
many, a clear communication gap has been identified and a solution can be recommended. The
steering committee would also be expected to Irave the lead responsibility for making recommend-
ations from the data

In a very real sense, the analysis of the needs assessment data marks the beginning of the
work. The clifficult process of setting priorities, making recommendations, and determining how
progress toward the objectives would be measured must now be addressed.

The importance of including expert assis&nce in the design and execution of the project must
&lain be emphasiied. Care must be exercised to avoid errors in the collection of the data. When it
comes time to begin the analysis, extnesiv4debate about the quality of the methods used-is unde-
sirable. All debate must center on the interpretation of the findings. If the methodology is not
SOIHUI, the credibility of the effort can easily be destroyed.

NOTE The folloWing instruments were developed as a result of ccimmunity meetings at six pilot
sites and the project consultant committee meetings. The Generic Questions were developed as a
compilation of the concerns of these groups. The instruments were reviewed and revised as a result
of local corn Ulu nit y and consultant committee reactions.

Each question on the instruments is specifically related to a generic question. Question number 15
an the Student Survey Instrument, question number 18 on the Adult Survey Instrument, and
question number 10 on the Local Employer Survey Instrument are directly related to the Area
One question, "What are the feelings about vocational education?"

These instruments can be used as a "shopping list" or an example in conducting a local needs
assessment. The decision to use them should be based on the goals identified by the local commit-
tees. .4.
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Generic Questions of the Needs Assessment

Am, One What are the feelings about vocational educatiOn?

Area Two How much knowledge and awareness do Indians have about vocational education?

Area Three What vocational education programs are available to the community for training
and retraining? What vocational education programs should be available?

Area Four Are-Indians taking advantage of vocational training opportunities? To what extent?
Du they complete the training?

Area Five Is career counseling available to Indians? Are Indians taking advantage of career
counseling?

Area SI A What are the career/job interests of Indians? Are the career/job interests similar
to careers/jobs available in the community?

Area Sever, What employment opportunities are available? Is there a need for training in these
areas?

Area Eight What are the education goals of people in the community? Is there a need for
vocational education to assist in meeting these goals?

Area Nine How many Indians are employed as faculty at institutions offering vocational
education courses?
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Table of Correspondence Among Generic Questions and Sample Needs Assessment Survey Items
r

GENERIC QUESTIONS RESPONDENTS

Student/. Adult Administrator Employer
,

Area One 1 b 1 b 10

Area two 3 8

Area Three . 3, 5 4, 8 3, 4, 5 6, 11, 13

Area Four 4, 6 . 2, 3
10, 11

2

Area F ive 13, 14,
15

14, 15

Area Six 10, 12 10, 11 9

Area Seven 11
.

12 7, 8 1,

6,
12

2, 3, 4,
7, 8, 9,

Area Eight . 7, 8, 9 5, 6, 7 t

Area Nine 6

_

"
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SAMPLE SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
NEEDS OF INDIAN POPULATIONS

(Student Survey)

Introduction

VOC,111011(11 EtIM:(111011 programs help people get the kind of trairlihq they need to find jobs.
Ihis survey is part of a project that is trying to find out what types of vocational education
Avow ican Indians would like to have. Your answers will help improve vocational programs for
Indian people by giving very useful information to state vocational agencies, local schools, and
Indian communities. Please take your time in qnswering the questions and give us your honest
opinions. This survey is anonymous-- DO NOT .put your name anywhere on this questionnaire.

ABOUT YOUR EDUCATION

1. What grade are you in? (Check one)

9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
beyond 12th grade

2. What type of school are you in? (Check one)

3.

Regular high school
Vocational school
2 year community college

_4 year college or university .

Other, please describe

From the following list, please check all the vocational programs that you know are offeredoat
your school right now.

4. From the same list, check any of these programs ih which you are enrolled.

5.

t.

Check any of these programs that are not offered right now at your school, but which
you might like to enter.

None
Agricultural fducation
Business-and Office Education
Distributive Education (Sales and Marketing)
Health OccUpations
Home Economics
Technical,Education
Trade and IndUstrial
Other, please describe
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110 6. If you are not now eniolled in a vocational education program, which of the reasons listed be-
low best describes why not. Check all that apply.

I'm not interested in vocational education
Parents don't want me to take vocational education
Vocational courses are not of fered in my school
The courses I want are not offered
I was in it before and didn't like it
The courses are not very goo4
Courses are not offered at theright times for me
The courses cost too much
I don't have the right background or skills to enroll
Classes were filled
Vocational facilities are too far away
I don't have transportation
Vbcational courrs I want are not offered IQ_ my Ole
Other reasons, please describe

7 Many people have ideas on how much training and education they hope to gbt. From the list
below, check those goals that come closest to your ownrdesires. Check all that apply.

Don't know what my goals are
Leave high school before graduation
Finish high school
Get on the job training
Attend a vocational or technical school
Attend a 2 year community college
Attend a 4 year college or university
Other goal, please explain

8. Sometimes problems come up that keep you from reaching your goal, that make it harder
to reach, or that slow down your progress. Right now, do you think you will have any prob-
lems getting the education you said you hoped for in Question 7?

isb.4. SKIP TO QUESTION 10No, I don't see any problems
.Maybe, I mibht have problems.
Yes.I will have some problems
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9. The following is a_list of possible problems that thfferent students sometimes have. As you see
things now, which of these Might become problems to you in finishing your education? Check

all that might apply to you.

Cow ses cost too much, I can't al told it
I will need to get a job.
I will have to go part time
I won't be able to find wtiat I want
I will have transportation problems
I might not meet the entrance requirements
My grades might not be good enough

don't.have the right background or skills to enroll
Classes are fitted
Other reason, please explain

ABOUT YOUR CAREER PLANS

10. Many people have thought about what kind of job or career they hope to have. What jobs or
careers !merest you most? Write down the one you are most interested in as your first
choice. You may list up to thee choices. Please be specific and describe your choices in

First Choice 40

Second Chbice
Third Cho Ice

11. If you chose any of the careers yo-u listed in Question 10, what is the possibility that you could
find such a job in your local community? Please check one box for each of the choices you
listed above.

Definite Job Possible Job Few or No Job
Opportunities Opportunities Opportunities Don't

Locally Locally Locally Know

F irst Choice I I
. I I I I 1-1

Second Choice l I i _I u LA

Third Choice I .1 1 I L. _.1 LI
.

-
I, PSI

1 4
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12 Regardless of what might be available today, where would you prefer to work? Would you
prefer to he employed in your local community, would you prefer to move away from your
local community, or don't you have a strong preference either way?

Pi Oct to wot k in local community
Ptefei to.move away
I don't have a pieference

13. Certain people may have been helpful to you in talking about jobs or careers. How helpful
have the following people been to you in inaking decisions about your own career?

Very somewhat Not Very
Interested Interested Interested Undecided

Parents/Guardians I I I r 1 11 ,
Other Relatives I I 1 I 1 1 1

Ft iends/Neighbors I I -_ 1 I 1 I 1
Teachers I I I 1 L7.1 Li
School Guidance

Counselors I 1 I [1 LI

14 The following is a list of different items to help you in making career decisions. Please check
how interested you would he in get ting more information or assistance about each one.

Very Somewhat Not'Very
Interested Interested Interested Undecided

a. How to plan a career I 1 1 1 [ii
b. Information about

different jobs and I I I 1.1
careers

c. What jobs are avail
able outside my F 1 Li [11
local community

d. What jobs are
available locally I I

e. Information about
special kinds of

F I

training
f. Infoimation about

vocational education I 1
g. Financial require

merits to attend I I

vocational school
h. Training required

for a particular
I 1 Et] Li

job
i. Other, please

explain I 1
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15. How useful do you think each one of the following is in helping people find jobs?

Very Somewhat Not Very Don't
Useful Useful Useful Know

Career Counseling 1 I I 1 t _1 I. 1

Vocational Educatiom Training 1 1 I J Li Li
Job Placement Services I 1 l 1 1-1 [ 1

ABOUT YOU

The last few questions are called "demographics." Your answers to these questions allow us to
compare the answers of men and women, different age groups, and so on.

16. Are you.

_Female
_Male

17. How old were you on yqur last birthday?

age

18. How would you describe the.area where you live? Is it:

_Rural
_Small town (5,000 to 25,000)
_A suburb
_A city (over 25,000 people)

19. Do you presently live on or off a reservation?

_Live on a reservation
_Live off a reservation

Thank you for your help. If you have any other comments Iideas that you would like to share
with us, please feel free to write them on this page.

7 fi
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SAMPLE SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
, NEEDS OF INDIAN POPULATIONS

(Adult Survey)

Introduction

Vocational Education programs help people receive the kinds of training they need to find
jobs. This survey is part of a project whose objective is to find out what types of vocational
education American Indians would like to have. Your answers will help improve vocational
progrAms for Indian people by giving very useful information to state vocational education
agencies, local schools, and Indian communities. Please take your time in answering the ques
tions and give us your honest opinions. This survey is anonymousDO NOT put your name .
anywhere on this questionnaire.

ABOUT YOUR EDUCATION

1 What is the highest level of regular school or college that you have completed?

_ Grades 1 to 6 (Grade school)_ Grades 7 to 9 (Junior high)
Cqrades 10 to 11 (Some high ichool)
Grade 12 (High school graduate)
Some community college, junior college, or technical school
Graduate of community college, junior college, or technical school
Some college
College graduate
Advanced study

2. Are you currently enrolled in any vocational eduCation courses?

_ No -10.-LAN.SWE R _QUESTION 3
Yes . 101.-1 ANSWER QUESTION 4 1

3. Which of the following reasons listed below best describe why you are not now enrolled
in a vocational education program. Check all that apply.

I'm not interested in vocatiooal education
The courses I want are not offered
I've been in vocational education before and didn't like it
The courses are not very good
Vocational facilities are too far away
The courses cost too much
don'l have transportation

Courses aren't offered at the right times for me
Programs were filled
I don't have the right background or skills to enroll
Other reasons, please explain

IF YOU ANSWERED QUESTION 3, GO ON TO QUESTION 5.
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4 -From the following list, please check the kind of program yoU are in:

Agricultural Education
Business and Of f ice Ethical ion
Distrthutive Education (Sales and Marketing)
Health Occupations
Home Economics
Technital Education
Trade and IndUsti ial
Other, please descrihe

5. Many people have ideas on how Much training and education they hope to receive. From the
list below, check off those goals that come closest to your own. You may check more than
one.

I don't have plans to get additional education/training
I'm uncertain right now
Finish high school ID-I SKIP TO QUESTION 8_ Get on the job training
Attend a vocational or technical school
Attend a 2 year community college_ Attend a 4 year college or,university
Other goal, please explain

6. Do you think you will have any problems in getting the education you hoped for in Ques
tion 5?

_ No, I don't see any problems_ Maybe, I might have problems
Yes, I vvill have some problems

ANSWK1. QUESTION 8 1

r ANSWER QUESTION

7. The following is a list of possible problems that different people sometimes have. As youltie
things now, which of these might become problems to you in getting additional educationI
Check all the might apply to you.

Courses cost too much, I can't af ford it
I won't be able to find what I want at the right times
I won't have time
I won't be able to find what I want
I will have transportation problems
I might not meet the entrance Tequirements
Classes are filled
I don't have thelight background or skills to enroll
Other reason, please explain
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8. To the best of your knowledge, which of the following are available in your community?
Check all thht apply.

G.L.D. ((..eneral Iducation Degree)
Community/Junior College
Technical Institute
Industry/Business sponsored training
CETA
YEDPA
Private voratmlial Se.bool
Evening adult prop ams
Public school continuing miucat 1011 progradis
Other, please specify ea.

ABOUT YOUR OWN CAREER AND PLANS

9. Are you presently employed?

Yes, part time, temporary (job will last less than 6 months)
Yes, part time, permanent
Yes, full time, temporary (job will last less than 6 months)
Yes, full time, permanent
No, but looking tor work
No, not presently looking for work

10. How interested are you in receiving job related training or additional training?
4

Very
Somewhat
Not Very --- [ SKIP TO QUESTION 12 d

11. What kind of training would be most useful to you? Please describe fully.

11,

12. How would you rate local job opportunities for the kind of work you presently do, or would
like to do? (Check one.)

_ There are a lot of job opportunities in my community._ There are some job opportunities ih my community._ There are few or ne) job opportunities in my community
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13. Regardless of what jobs tnight be available todayhere would you prefer to work?

Pfieet to wor k i n local communi t y
F rufer to move away

) ,
I don't have a preference

41
... ..

14. The folkiwing is a list of different things that you might find useful in making career decisions.
Pleaie check how Interest& you would be in get tinig more information atiout or assistance
concet ning each one.

i

t. Ver'y Somewhat Not Very ,
Int4rested Interested Interested r Undecided

.. .
. *I. -......"

a. How to plan a career 4.0,1 . I 1 LI .[..)
b. Informa-tiou about

different jobs and I 1

1 i I. 1 I I

careers
c. What jobs are av*I

able locallY I ') [ .i 17.1

ti. d. What jobs are avail ,4

able outside my local
.

I .1 ''' I .1 1.. L.]
community

e. Information about . .., .
r .

vocational education ' I ,1 I 1,..i
f. Information about ,,,* 4

, special kinds of train ,i1.7.1 L I . l._..1

, ing
.s. Financial requirements :

-
r

4
to a tipriCi vocational -.

I

schoOl ....

,e
ra,

h Training required' for a

I 1

particular' fob I I ..1 1. _I

I. Other, please explio, [1-1 LII

15

411..

A?

.. 4 t Ilk : f.

,
..-.

tt .

How Useful do you thinle.each one of the followingyr$ in helping people find jobs?
. -

Ver'y 6 SonfeWriat Noi \An./ Don't
Useful Useful Useful -Know

,
a . .

'43. .

Career.Counsefing 1:1 r.r.)
ri . ,

El_, .... ,
Vocational Educatippil .

Training .. . . I- 1 .

. . .

1-_,1
\ Li L .1.

Job Placemern Serifiees . I. 1
. .

ji," -1, [ 7.1
,
"

41. LI
_It

iselZ
. 4

0
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ABOUT YOU

The last few questions are called "democitaphics.- Your answers to these questions allow us to
compare the answets of men and women, di fferentage groups, and So on.

16 Al e you

.4

Female
Male

-How old were you on your lost birthday?

age

18. How would you describe the area Where you live? Is it:

Riral
Small town (5,000 to 2,5,000 people)
A suburb
A city (over 25,000 people)

19. Do you presently live on or off a reservatkn?

(
Live on a reservation
LiVe off.a.reservation

e

Thank y'bu for you'r hel04. If you have any.other.commentsior. ideas that you would like to
share with us, please feel free to write,them on the-back of this page.

r.

4Ifg
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SAMPLE SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL EDUC.IStION

NEEDS OF INDIAN POPULATIONS

(Adult Interview Survey)

Introductory Statenients

Hello (N), I am and l' am an interviewer. for

fSHOW YOUR.IDENTIFICATION 2

4

We are currently interviewing household adult,S liVing (on/in) r 3

(reservation/city). I would like to irverview any perSons.living in the home who are over 18 years 4

of age or who have left high school. Is there si,ch a persop at the home right now? 5.

If yes Is thavyou?

It no-

4

.L

If yes hope to obtain information which will help the (school,
state, tribe) / to identify .the kinds of
vocational training people living in this community want.
Results of the interviews will help improve vocational
education programs by providing useful information to
the Indian community, local schools, and state %ideational
agencies. This household was included on the interyiew
schedule because

1 STATE ME1610D oF SELECTION I . If it is
all right with.you, I would like to begin the interview, but
first let me emphasize that your,name will not be used in
4 ..

conjtinctidn with your answer's.
. .

IBEGIN WITH FIRST QUESTION

May I talk to that person now?-40. When.person
appears, QUOTE
Lines 1-5 and 7-20.

May I leaie this self ex4lanatory questionnaire and instruction sheet?

. LEAVE CIOESTIGNNAIRE AND IICISMUCTION SHEETI

8

1

I t'

6 .

7

8
9

10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

%



1 . I would like to begin by asking you how far you went in school.

Fit CORD I F SPONSI

2. Are you currently enrolled in a vocational course or program?

yes p yes } SKIP TO QUESTION 3 I

110 t noj Ali SKIP 10 QUESTION 4 I

3. What kind of program are you enrolled in?

RECORD R ESPONSE

4. Many people do enroll in vocational education for various reasons. Are there some reasons

you have not enrolled? LPROBE FOR AT:LEAST THREE R EASONS

'5. Do you have,plans to get additional ediication/training?

Yes [If yes What tcind of sohool or collega do you plan to,attend?

. (RECORD RESPON§r1

_ no

_ don't IcnóW.

no or dori't know 1- --1111r. ISKIP TO QUESTION 81

6. Do you think you will hgve any problems in getting the education yoUllope fot?

_ yes

_ no.

,

4.

OS .

[GO TO' QUESTION 7 I

[SKIP TO OUESTION,01

7 9

$'6

a

c.,

.4
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7. What kind of in oblems.do you expect to encounter in getting the education you want?

[PROBE FOR A I LE AST rim IF PROBI LIMS1

. RECORD RESPONSO

8. I would kike to ask you about the kinds of training which are available in your community.
Do you know if any of the following training programs are available in your community?

Yes No

G F D. (General E ducation Degree)

Community/Jr. College

Technical Institute

IndOstry/BusinessIsponsored training

CE TA (Comprehensive Employment an(1 Training Act)

YEDPA (Youth Employment Development Progrilm Act)

Private vocational trade school

Evening adult programs

Publ ic school continuing education programs

Are there other programs that you are aware of that were not mentipned?

[RECORD RESPONSE

Now I would like.tb ask 'you some questions about your own career and plans.

9. Are you presently employed?

yes.'

no

,

(if yes)
Is your
job

(ifyno)
Are you

3.9".
1

Parttime, temporary (job will be 4ian six
months_ Parttime, permanent

_ Full-time, temporary (job will be less than,Si* months)

Full-time, Permanent

_ Looking for work

_.Not presently )(56k ing +dr work
'

.

H amem, ak ei-

S.

.0
V.

80 - 00 r-
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4.

,

I() Would you say that you me very, somewhat, or not at all interested in vocationaI_training?

Vel V.

somewhat

_ not at all

Fvef y sointswliA I GO 0 OM (;;TION 11

[If not at all GO TO OUESTN 12

11 VVliat kind of trti!fining would he most useful to you? 1, Ill CORD RI SPONSI

4

. .

12.. Would you say that there are a lot of opportunitiet, some opportunities, few, or no
opportunities in your community for the type of work you do or would like to do?

a lot of oppor tunnies _ few Zpportunities

some Opportunities _ no opportunities

13_ Regardless of what jobs might be available today, where would you prefer to work?
ln your local community or in another'community?

local community - another community

PAUSE/READ I

14. NoW I am going to read a list of things that might be useful in making career de.cisions.
As I read each item ori thrilist, would you indicate whether.you are.V ER y, SOMEWHAT
or NOT V LRY interested in getting more information or assistance about each itern?

.110

I READ AND CHECK RESPONSE I
1,

81 S.
I. .
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a. How to plan a career
A

b. Information about different
jobs (Ind car eer s

C. What lobs are availably
locally

d. What jobs are.available
outside my community-

e. Information about
vocational education

f. Informanov about special
kinds of training

q. Financial requirements to
attend vocational schools

h4 :framing required for a
particular job

PAUSE-REAA

Ii
Are there other items
ot interest?

RECORD
if

lot

Very Somewhat Not very
Interested Interested Interested

15. Now I ani going to read a list of services which might be useful in helping people find jobs.
As I rhd each item on the list, would you indicate whether they are VERY1 SO MEWPAT
or NOT VERY useful:

.2

,

[ READ ANE3 CHECK RESF-)N1

4

.--r..,.

1

)
itfr vow...8

.._
at . .."

:?.:

0 .

'1 q .r

1 41. a

*

' 1 y. )

V .

... A' '' . .
v*

A -4.:. ..r.. ^ k A

. , A
.

. 4.1
44.)1 ,
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a .

tr

a. Career Counseling

b. Vocational Education/
Training

Job Placement Services

Very Somewhat Not very
Interested Interested Interested

[ PAUSE -R EAD

Now a final question about you sco we can compare the answers of people of different ages.

16. What is your age) [ RECORD]

FILL IN AFTER INTERVIEW IS COMPLETED AND YOU ARE ALONE I

17. Sex of respondent female male

18. Describe the area in which the respondent lives by checking one of the following.

rural

small town (5,000 to 25,1J00 people)

a suburb

a city (over 2E,000 people) .

19. Does respondent live on or off a reservation? ar on off

,

.% ..

6.

Oir

,

so,

oP
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SAMPLE SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
NEEDS OF INDIAN POPULATIONS

(Administrator Survey)

Introduction,

The inirpose of this survey is to begin a process of systematically determining the specific needs of
Amer icon Indians for vocational education. The information you provide? will help state vocational
agencies, kwal schools, and Indian communities design relevant and responsive vocational programs
for Indian people.

Some of the questions ask for specific details while others seek your professional opinion. We have
intentionally kept the survey as shot t andspecific as possible to minimize any inconvenience to you
in completing it.

1. What type of school is this? (Check one in each column.)

(a) (b)

Secondary Public

Postsecondary Private

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Other, please specify

2. We would like to find out enrollment and dropout information for your student body as a
whole and for your Indian enrollment. Please use actual numbers when available and your
best estimates when actual numbers are not available. Please record your figures on the chart
on the next page of this survey.

,

;S

t
p.

4

4,

84
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Area oi Study

'foto! Stwdent
Enrollment
Sept l'.4 //-1

lotal Dropouts
Jan 19/9

Total Indian
Enrollment
Sept. 1978

Total Indian
Dropouts
Jan. 1979

General Education

College Pr epar atm y
,.

I ,

Vocational F ducation

General/Voc. Ed. is .

,
Other :

[ TO1 ALS

f

3. w'hich of the following areas does your school offer vocational education programs1

4. From the same list, in which areas should vocational educatiOn programs be started?

No addit ional pr ograms are needed

Agriculture Education

Busirross and Office Educdtion

Distributive Education
Health Occupations

Home Economics

Technical Education

Trade and Industrial Education

Other, please specify

5. What specific course giterings would you like to add to your curriculum in the future?

. 12

-0



6. How many staff (full time equivalents) do you have in Vocational Education for school year
1979 80? First list total staff and then those staff who are Indian.

Pt) sonnel Ca tegot y

Instructors
Counselors
Aides
Other

'!

7. Does your school Offer the following?

Career Counseling
Job Placement Services

1(44 Stall 1 1 L Indian Stall 1 1 L-Jr

Yes Not yeti but plan to No

8. What are,the three (3) most popular oorlier interests of Indian students attending your
institution dr agency;

1.

2. 2
3

THESE LAST QUESTIONS ASK FOR YOUR OPINIONS

9. From your experience, do Indian students have more, the same, or less difficulty than others
students in finding,jobs after graduation? s

_ Indians have more difficulty finding jobs
than other students.

Indians have the same difficulty finding
jobs as other students.

._ Indians have less difficUlty finding jobs
than other students.

I ANSWER QUESTION 101

)1. ISKIP QUESTION 10

4L4
+KIP QUESTION 10 1

86 93



10. VVhy, in your opinion, do Indian students have more difficulty finding jobs than other
studentS?

-Thank you for your help. If you have any other comments or ideas that you would like to share
with us, please feel free to write them orIthis page.

A 87
94,



SAMPLt SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
NEEDS OF INDIAN POPULATIONS

(Local Employer Survey)

Introduction

This survey is for general information purposes only and, does not in any way place any obligations
on your business This survey is anonymous and confidential. DO NOT placeyour name or that of
your business anywhere On this questionnaire.

1. What is your three digit federal S.I.C. (Standard Industrial Classification) code, if it is known?
(Business activity code on federal tax -form.)

Code (3 digits)
If mknown, what is your major product or service?

How rnany persons do you normally employ?

Number of full-time employees (351hours/week or more)
Number of parttime employees (less than 35 hours/week)

Number of seasonal employees

3. How many full-time and part-time positions do you'estimate you will have over, the next two
years?

in 1979 in 1980

88
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4. F I om your Own experience, how useful are each of the following to you in filling a job 40
opening,'

14 ii ely ui Not vet y Somow hal Vt41

Nt.vor t MPhil tictitol l ul

a. Advertising and Want Ads I I

b. Application to Coapany, Walk ins I I

c. Private Employnwnt Agencies I I

d. Personal Reference, Word of Mouth [
e. School Cooperative Programs I I

(Distributive Lducation, Cooperative
Office Education, etc.)

f. State Employment Service I I

g. Vocational School Placernent Offices I I

h. College Placemem Offits.es Nila

i. Other, please specify I I

T-

5. Of these, which one method do you find provides you most often with the best job
candidates? If no one method is more effective than th$others, write "none." If two or
more are the Most effective, write these'down.

6, Does Our business Ite.a training program for new einployees?
_

. . )

ga

es, for all new employeA.,

Yes, for some employeesspe who:

No, but 'one is Wig developed

No, not at this time

S.

8 9
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`,411E CHART BELOW TO ANSWER .QUESTIONS 7, 8 and 9

,q

S:

Based on your experience and your projections, what kinds of jobs do you anticipate having
1 openings for in the next two years? Please list a specific job title and/or specific job. If no

L openings are anticipated, skip to Question 10.I'
4.1

8. For each job listed, how many positions do you anticipate being
open in the next two years?

9.

V

For each job listed, what level of training
do you think a successful Opplicant shopld
have? Chack the one that applies.

JOB TITLE
Number

of
Openings

EDUCATION LEVEL

High
School

OJT or
Appren-
ticeship.

Trade/
Technical
School

Jr.
College College

l

Other

.

,
.

,

,

. - -

.

,
-

.

.

. .

,

,

t
ii44,0t . .

.-
1111.1011Widi.

4..,
,. .

90



THESE LAST QUESTIONS ASI\ FOR YOUR OPINIONS

4

10. How useful do you thmk voctional pi ()grams can be in preparing prospective employeesfor
your firm?

_ Very useful

_ Somewhat useful ----.

Not very useful

ANSWER QUESTION 11

I

SKIP TO QUESTION 12

11. In which of the following areas sh uld vocational programs be offered? (4ftck at many asapply.)

Agricultural Education

Distributive-Education

Health Occupations
N..

\ .p\Business an Office Education \_ Technical Educ 'on \
1

Trade and Industrial r

Other areas, please describe

12. Would you say that iri`genbral, Indian appli 'ants for jobs areas well prepared as other
applicants, better prepared, or less prepal-ed

Indians are better prepared

Indians are as well prepared

Indians are less prepared

_ No Indians apply

13. What particular siCills training or education- woul you say Indians need to make Ahem better:
1job candidates?

,

1
A

1
,

Thank you fpr your help. If you fillikany other comments\nor'>ideas thafyou would like to sharewith ui; please feel freeetO writem'them on the back ofthispage.

1 91
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR JOB MARKET ANA LYSIS 1-4 1

&tate and -Regipnal Manpowit Data for Current Programs

The.purpose of JMA 1-4 is to develop as complete a picture as possibl f the state and regional
job mark% both now and in the future, as it relates to vocational program currently being offered
in the local community.

Column 1 List each type of employment for which a program s currently preparing
students; e.g., "carpentry," "auto mechanics," etc It may be desirable to leave
2 or 3 lines for each area, as there may bp data a ailable from 2 or 3 sources.
(Use additional sheets.)

Column 2 List the source of' data used to identify the areas of employment; e.g.,
Manpower Report to the President, etc. mentioned, there may be 2, 3, or
more sources of data for each area of ern loyment, with one line for each
source. The sources of data are in the ra Sources, this section, page 62.

Column 3 , List the current level of employment entioned in each data source for each
area of employment; e.g., "25,400.' For aigiven area, such as carpentry, the
current level should be about the me as each data source.

Column 4 List the projected annual level o demand for each employment area. This may
be given in all or only some of le data sources listed for that area. The annual
leval of demand is the number of As open (through expansion and replacement)-
each year in-that kind of em oyment. This number is a projection based on past
trends and might be quite d ferent in different sources. However, all data should
be listed so that at least a neral trend can be noted for that area of employment.
The annual levbl of dema chtfailld be listed, if vailable, for the next year and
five years hence (note t e years at the top of the columni. If that is not available,
list whatevertnformat n is, and note the Vears at the top.

)Column 5 This column is (per aps) the most important. The idea is to list the percentage
increase in jobs a liable over a five-year period for that area of employMeqt;
e.g., "50%" indi ates that a 50% increase will be expected over the course of the
next five year If specific data is not a0ailable, it should be possible to use the
data in the p eding columns to-discern a trend of expansion or contraetion in
that emplo met area, and the degree relative to other areas of employment. Foi
example, might noted that the area has experienced "great increase" or
"Moder e intrease" "slight Acrease" or "remai4d stable" Or experienced

ecrease" or "great decrease," etc.

,
Column 6 , Lis each current vocational program area (e.g., Trades and Industry, etc.).

Column 7 - e th.is column to make any comments to expand on or clarify the data.

New +tamps re Nee& Assessment Handbook fot Vocational Education Planning

./

02 9,9
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STATE AND REGIONAL DATA FOR'CURRENT PROGRAMS

Date Prepared'.

,Task: Job Market Analysis-1

Community

.

Colunin 1
.

Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5
...

Column 6 Corumn 7

Type
of

Employment

Source
of

Data

f Current
, Level of
Employment

Projected
Annual Level
of Demand

19_ to 19

Percentage
of t hange/
.or Trend

,

Needed
Vocational
Programs

-

Comments

.

. ,

.

.
_ r

N.

,
.

- ,
I,

.

. ,

x
,

..

.
,

.
.

_.

,

94

.

4

k.
-,..

.
,

.

,

.

. /
.

.

. ,

, VP
..

w

.
,

_,
.

.

.

,
.

,

.
.

-
.

'
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4.

INSTRUCTIONS

JMA-2

State and Regional Data for Needed Progiams

The purpose of JMA2 iet.o develop a method of comparing the job market to training.needs
in specific areas of employment. Training programs are not currently offered in these area's of
employnient, but they are being considered and may be offered in the future.

The instructions for JMA 2 are exactly the same as for JMA -1. Data sources for JMA-2 are
shown in the Dirta Sources, this section, page 65.

Column 1 List each type of employment in which training is currently not offered, but
on which it is desired to collect data; e.g., coniervation officers. This list will be
expanded over time ps other programs are requested or considered.

e--
102
94
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- Date Prepared'

-

STATE AND REGIONAL DATA-FOR NEEDED PROGRAMS

.L

Task: Job Market Analysis-2

A. Community

\Column 1 Column ? Column 3 Column 4
.

Column 5 Column 6 Column 7,

Type
of .

_Employmerit

Source
of

Data

*Current
Level oft'

Employment

Projected
Annual Level
of Demand

1 9..___ to 19_

Percentage
'of Cliange/

or Trend

.

Needed
Vocational

, Programs

.

.

Comments
. , , . .

,

. .
_.

..

. b

.

. .

.,

....

_

t -V ,

. ...

.

_

_
.

.

,- .
,

. .
.

,
.

. .
..

. .

,
.

.

.

.
.

.

r

. . t. .
.

tO
1.
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1

INStRUCTIONS
JMA-3

a

Local Data tor Current Programs

- The purpose of JMA-3 is to develop as complete a picture as hssible of the local job market,
both now and in the future, in terms of programs currently being offered in the local community.

The instructions for JMA 3 are exactly the same as for JMA-J, except that local data is used
for each area oftemployrnent listed in JMA- 1. Data sources for JMA-3 are shown in Local Data
Sources, this section, Page 67.

4

1

4

a
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4

LOCAL JOB MAAKET

Task: Job Market AnalysiS-3

Date Prepared-

I&

Community-

Column 1'
,

Column 2 Column 3 Column 4
.,

Column 5 Column 6
,

Column 7
,

.
Type

of -
Employment

Source
- of

. Data

I

Current
Level of

Employment

1

Projected .

"Annual Level
of Demand

1 9._. to 19_

Percentage
of Change/

or, Trend
Needed

Vocational
PrograMs

.

,
Comments

.

1

_

A
.

e 4

.

.

.

-

' A.
I

'
.

.

.

.

.
6

4 '

t

I
It

ijp

4

k . . .

.
I _

. ..

.
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. INSTRUCTIONS

JMA-4

Local Job Market Data for Needed Programs

The purpose of JMA-4 is to develop a picture of the'needs of the job Market and how these
needs should affect training offered in the cOmmunity.

Column 1 List each type of employment not currently offered, but on which it is desired
to Collect data; e.g., "dental hygienist." This list will be expanded over time, as
other programs are requested or considered.

Column 2.6 --, Same as JMA 1 with data sources shown in Loa Data Sources, this section,
page 67.

98
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LOCAL JOB MARKET DATA FOR NEEDED PROGRAMS

Date Prepated

Task: Job Market Analysis-4

Community

Column 1

....,_
Column 2 Column 3

.

Column 4 Column 5
.

ooluinn 6
_

Column 7

Type
of

Employment

Source
of

Data

4
Current
Level of

Employment

Projected
Annual Level
of Demand

19_ to 19_

Percentage
of Change/
or Trend

Needed
Vocational
Programs Comments

_

,

..

. ,

,

.
.

.
.

...

. .
. ,

. .

. -4,

,
. .

.

,

, F. I
-

.

.

J

S. .

.

.
.

_ .

.
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INTRODUCTION TO EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS

Exemplary vocational programs ale identified by their innovative and unique
approaches in the accomplishment of stated goals and objectives and are deemed
worthy models fof:others to emulate.

As a result of the needs assessment, new programs and new methods for meeting needs related
to training must be developed. This section of the Integrated Planning Package was developed as an
aid to program planrkers. Information has been systematically gathered to provide a listing of pro-
grams which have been succeisful in meeting the training needs of Indian populations. In addition,-
each program is placed on a matrix for easy reference so planners can locate programs which would
provide information for the development of similar programs. Names and addresses of contact per-
sons are included in an abstract of each program.

The matrix which follows provides a means by which a user can obtain a rapid and descriptive
picture of each program. The programs are listed in alphabetical order in the left hand column of
the matrix. Descriptors are Iticated at the top of the matrix. For example,.taking the program title,
Acoma Community Adult Education Program, the matrix yeilds the following: adult education,
bilingual, entrepreneurship, and trade and industrial program.

If the user has a specific interest, for example in handicapped programs, a quick glance.at the
handicapped descriptor column of the matrix would rapidly identify any of the exemplary pro-
grams addressing that specific area.

All of the contact persons have given their permission for including their program in this list-
ing. They have also agreed to answer questions about thei( programs. It is important to realize that
they are busy persons; therefore.; please have the questions you want answered ready when you
contact them.

This portion of the planning package also contains infortitaetion gathered from an indepth ex-
amination of seven exemplary programs. This will provide More specific information about why
programs are succeisful; how the programs are administered, funded, and organized; and other,
specific informatiOn which would be helpful tb program develoars. This information was gathered
through site visits and careful review of all aspects of the programs.
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EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS

..

...c ,.`59 ' ocr 4/ .,P s.,0 d' 44, ..., I, / 4k .
b ,k-

0bbi I
455, i 1,A I,--/ P f4 qf 9)1 ( < 1 4(f4.' e e

4 1/
Acorpa 'Community Adult hlucatIon
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41110
IDENTIFYING EAEMPLARY PROGrAMS

31.

For the puipow of this package, exemplary programs are operational programs which have met
andloi ale meeting a specific anti identified needs fol vocational education Within a given Indian
community or, tribe. PrOgrams included in this section were considered without regard to the spon
soring institution or agency under which the training was being conducted. This review of exem-
plary programs serves to identify vocational programs which are unique to Indian pOulation in
terms of organitation, clients served, and education provided. ,

It is important to note that there are many other vocational education programs which are
not unique to Indian populations, but are successful in meeting identified vocational training needs.

The Search

In order to identity Programs that were meeting specific vocational education needs orNian
populations, a review of the liwrature was conducted, and exemplary programs were identified
the following manner.

A search of the ERIC document collection and other publications pertinent to vocational
. education was conducted.

A request for nomination was included in the project newtletter Focus.

Additional exemplary programs viiere identified by one of the following alternative means:

- Nominations from the prOjeces consultant committee

Observation of programs by project staff

Contact with tribes who Were known to Ilawe outstanding vocational programs
Akh

Nominations fvom Indian educational organizations

Nominations from state vocational education agencies

Nominations from pilot site representatives

4
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ACOMA COMMUNITY ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM

'Pueblo of Acorns
P.O. Box 309

Pueblo de Acoma, New Mexico 87034

Contact Person: Fred Garcia
(505) 552-6626

t
ir

This bilingual adult educati9n program is sponsored by the Bureau of Indian Affars. Wood,
working arid cabinet making are two offerings which enable adults to gain and/or upgrade their
Vocational skills. Since the program started, other cultural offerings have been added. Among them
are weaving, sewing, leather craft, InaGI native cooking. Emphasis is now being placed on G.E.D.
classes.

Twenty persons are currently enrolled and are utught by nine instr4ictors, all of whom are
. American Indians. Of the latest completérs, eighteen out of twentq-two found jobs in woodworking

and cabinet making and are very satisfied with the training they received.

It.

AGRICULTIARE TRAINING PRO-GRAM FOR SMALL,
INDEPENCENT NATIVE AMERICAN FARMERS

Gila River Career Center
. Sacaton, Arizorla

Contact Person: Mr. Pat Harrington
(602) 836-2950

N.)

This postsecondary and/or adult education proglern issunder the sponsorship of CETA Find
F.H.A.. It is intended to provide area farmers with the knowledge and skills they need to improve'
their agricultural production. Offerings are in the areas of agronomy, irrigation, soils, pest control,

.and record keeping, received both in the classroom setting and on each student's farm.

The staff consisteof two agriculture instructors and two Indian aides. They serve approxi-
mitely thirty persons, all of whom are Indians.

Meetings of the farmers are arranged periodically for their reaction to the training in terms'
of the results they are'having. This information is vital to program evaluation.
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4
BASIC EDUCATION AND MACHINE SHOP TRAINING

Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma
P.O. Box 58

McCloud, Oklahoma 148b1

Contact Person: Gary Davis
(405) 964-2070

Through the funds of the U.S. Office of Eductition, this program was developed to provide**
training in machine shop operation for Kickapoo Indians. Trainees are given help in locating jobs
upon program completion

Two native interpreters assist the Iristructors in providing basic education for these non-
English speaking adult students. This bilingual effort is one of the main emphases of the program.

Of the thirteen students previously eniolled, three have been employed and two others are
awaiting the arrival of machinery so they can begin work. This venture is' one of the tribe's most
succqssful.

$i

4
A BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL

INTENSIVE-STUDY TRAINING PROGRAM

Kuskokwin Community College
Vocational Education

P.O. Box 368
Bethal, Alaska 9955q

Contact Person: Nicholas Haiducek, Program Director
(907) 543-2621

F lng for this program is provided by Title VII of the Indian Education Act. Its overriding
qo I to enable Eskimo Indians who live in the area Served by the college to remain in their villages
a receive special bilingual/bicultural training to become education teachei aides. This training
sa 'sties the requirements of the first two years of college, after which trainees can transfer to the
f r year institution to qualify as certified teachers for the State of Alaska and/or seek employ-
m nt..

The main emphasis of the progr;rn is providing a person with a beginning collegweducation
and an opportunity to be gainfully employed while pursuing teacher certification without having
to leave'home. One of the instructors is of Native American background.

Evaluation is done through contracts made with an outside firm (not associated with the pro-
.grini). This activity is based on program guidelines. Less informal evaluation is based oh numbers of
completers who are placed and their performances. There is also high coMbiunity appreciation of
the'possibilities arising out.of tile program.



CAREER VUDIES PROGRAM AT THE COLLEGE 04F GANADO

The College of Ganado.
Ganado, Arizona 86505

Contact Person: Betty M. Rasco, Director
(602) 755-3442

The Career Studies Program is CETA funded and is designed to train adults for specific skills
which will help them meet the requirements for jobs offered on 6r off the reservation. Specific
concerns focus on providi-ng (1) general literacy, basic education, and job skills leading to em
ployment, (2) enrichment experiences through genefal education, (3) opportunities for interaction
of program students with college students, (4) incentives for students to assess their educational
goals, and (5) opportunities for them to continue education.

Most of ipe materials used fo; instruction'arp developed on-site by project staff, ten of whom
are Native Americans. Input from the students p1flys a very important part in needs assessment for
program planning.

The program is evaluated both by the state and local (tri al) authorities. Instruments are
developed internally (by the Career Studies personnel) to dtter ine student interest, acquisition of
-skills taught, and the number of students finally receiving place ent.'

1

CHICKASAW NATION OF OKLAHOMA PARAMEDICAL TRAINING PROGRAM

Chickasaw Nation of Oklahoma
P.O. Box 1548

Ada, Oklahoma 7482Q

Contact Persons: Overton Ja , rogram Director and
Kennedy Brown, Di ector of CETA

(405) 436-2603

The program is part of the Economic*Stimulus Prqgram of the U.S. Department of Labor.
The purposes of Oe program are to provide skill training to Move people into nursing careers end
to prepare Indian students for jobs in the Indian Health Service.

The training is provided at the high school level and is designed to prepare postsecondary and
adult students with skills beyond that necessary for initial entrance into the career field. The
program is based on information obtaiped from an jntensive needs assessment.

Currently, fiteen students are enroll-ed. Of the twenty-four program comrileterseighty percent
have been placed in nurse's aid jobs and, some of 'The remainder are. in the LPN training. Skill
achievement along with the placement record provide information for program evaluation.
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CHOCTAW VOCATIONAL PROGRAM

Missippippi Band of Choctaw lndiEins
I ribal .Education. Department

471 Fvergreen Street
Philadelphia, Mississippi 39350--

Contact Person(s). Kenneth York or
Maggie Wells

(601) 6565813

111

This bdingtial 1 ogr am, sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education, is designed to train ten
Indian students each year for occupations in electricity, electronics', agriculture-horticulture, and
wood and Metal trades. It also has small business management courses which Mein Indian students
wishing to operate businesses in the.community. tb

The program serves secondary and postsecondary studeets. It integrates vocational education
into the broader concept of,community development. As a part of community development, the

.program is training Choctaws to train others in their tribe in starting and operating small businesses.
,A placement service is provided for students.

Cooperation with the local CETA program, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Indian
Health Service has been very helpful in establishing the program. There are no completers yet, but
business is already looking to this program to satisfy many of its personnel needs.

CLERK TYPIST PROGRAM'

Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin
Menominee Tribal Education:

P.O. Box 397
.Keshena, Wisconsin 54135

Contact Person: Virginia Nuske
(/15) 799-3104

The flärth Central Technical College of Wausau cooperates with /he Menominee Indian Tribe
to provide one year of postseconddry training to its students in clerk/typist occupations. (An
account clerk progrdm is scheduled to begin August 20, 1979.) Completers are assisted in finding
jobs. Credits for this one year (on reservation) course can be used toward the astociate degree at
the college.

The program is funded jointly by federal ahd local (tribal) monies. Approximately ninety per:
cent ol the students who have completed the course have found placement. This Information is
used in determining the success of the program.
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DISCOVER
DESIGN FOR INDIAN STUDENTS WROUGH COOPERATIVE

OPPORTUNITIES IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

Little Hoop Commumty College
Fort Bet thold College Center

Turtle Mountain Community College -

United Tribes Education Technical Cente
-

Contact Person: Clarke L. Marion
Turtle Mountain Community College

Box 340
Be !court, North Dakota 58316,

(701) 477-5693 .

The purpose of this program is to establish localized, accredited, postsecondary instruction in
vocational education for utilization by Indian students. It is the outworking of a consortium of
many educational agencies throughout the state who ha4 combined efforts to plan, coordinate, and
provide vocational education to postsecondary students in North Dakota.

The program is sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education under Pub. L. 94-482, the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1976. Eighty percent of its instructors are Native American.

Each of the agencies involved provides training in at least one of the following areas: business
management, farm and ranch management, secretarial occupations, licensed practical nursing, photo
journalism, carpentry, electricity, plumbing, heating, ventilation and air conditioning, construction,
and printing..Comprehensive surveys of needs are done to determine course offerings.

Evalvation of the program is done on the basis of the interest (or lack of it) shown by the
students, their skill achievement, and job placement.

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN TRAINING PROGRAM

North Dakota State School of Science
708 Dakota Avenue

Wahpeton, North Dakota 58075

Contact Person: John Larsen
(701) 671-3e02

This vocational program trains employees of a private electronics company to upgrade skills
.for their present occupations. The program is open to adult students employed by Turtle Mountain
Corporation. Turtle Mountain Corporation is located adjacent to the reservation anclis particip4ting
in this program to insure qualified workers for its production.

CETA funds,are used for tuition, supplies, and cost of instruction. Instruction is supplied by
North Dakota State School of Science and is tailored to develop the employees competencies
needed to perform their jobs. Evaluation is based upon the performance of trainees in relation to
the objectives of the course..
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"E SU PU NEE GA, NO SA BE DA GUAKU"
"YOU SHOW ME, I'LL LEARN"

Yerington Paiute like
171 Campbell Lane

Yerington, Nevada 419447

Contact Person: James D. Bednark, Director
-- (702) 4633301

The purpose of this program is to train Inthan adul s in vocational skills and to assist the train-
ees in finding jobs both in local private businesses and prbected tribal enterprises. One of the key
ideas in the development of the program is the integration of individual and tribal self-sufficiency as
interdependent activities. This prqgram, sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education, provides skill
training in advanced welding, autd mechanics, and cultural arts (beading, basketry, and tiling by
hand).

Some early evidence of program success is found in the positive response of outside groups and
individuals who have utilized the skills and marketed the goods developed during the program. The
tribe is also considering the establishment of tribal enterprises that Will make use of the trainees' s

skills. The cooperation of the local'community college has provided a counseling component in the
form of interest and skill testing, development of job-seeking skills, and on-site job explorations in
private businesses.

currently, there are fifteen students (five in each area) in the program. All five instructors are

FORESTRY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

Salish-Kootenai Community College
P.O. Box 1020

Ronan, Montana 59855

Contact Person: Jerry Slater4 (406) 676-4650

This program leads to the associate's degree in forestry technology and is especially intended
to train Salish-Kootenai tribal members for the management of tribal forests. Funding has been
made possible through the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

A high percentage of the twenty-five (or more) persons who are served remain in tirrogram
only to take specially selected courses. Approximately twenty-five percent continue to program
completion which requires a minimUm 9f four years since classes are scheduled only during the
evening hours. Students are usually ethployed by the tribes in a CETA day program where they gain
practical experience relating to forestry technology.

All graduates receive placement as forestry supervisors. The demand far outnumbers thesupply.
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FORT BELKNAP VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROJECT

Fort Belknap Community CoUncil
For t Belknap Agency

Box 249
Harlem, Montana 59526

Contact Person: Clarena M. Werk
(406) 353.2205

This program, sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education, awards a one year certificate of
completion to those who coMplete its postsecondary offerings. CoOr\ses and workshops aregiven in
the areas of farm and rariCh management, business management, animal husbandry, livestock pro- \
duction:and lifecoping skills.

The selection of occupational offerings was based on a comprehensive nOeds assessment.
Counseling is also provided to aid students in their car.per planning and placement.

During the project year, two external evaluations are'completed, one interim and one final
evaluation. In additiork.to these, internal evaluations are done on a regular basis. These take into
account student interest and job placement.

Monthly-reports are made to a seven member board which consists of Indian perm's, edu-
cators, and,tribal council members.

There are ten students enrolled in agricultural occupations and ten in business,

THE GILA RIVER CAREERtENTER NURSIOROVIAMS

Gila River Career Center
Sacaton, Arizona 85247

Contact Persons: Linda Honaker or
Alice Gilliland

(602) 836-2950

The purpose of this federally funded program is to provide an opportunity for Native
Americans involved in health occupations to upgrade themselves from Nurse's Aides to Licensed
Practical Nurses (LPNs) or from LPNs to Registered Nurses (RNs).-A major thrust of the program
is to enable enrollees to pass the board examinations in conjunction with receiving the associate
degree from'Central Arizona Community College. Efforts to enroll aides in the professional nurs-
ing program have been extremely successful.

Courses are taught by two instructOrs who are both Native Americans. Instruments are
developed internally for epaluating the program, Student interest, skill achievement, and the
number of stu ents fjoding jobs are important measures of program success.
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THE GRAND PORTAGE SELF-HELP HOUSING PRO4ECT

Duluth Area Vocational School
2101 Trinity Road
Duluth, Minnesota

Contact Person: Bill Meyers, Supervisor
Special Needs

(218) 722-2801

t"

The project is a cooperative effort between the Duluth Area Vocational School and the
Minnesota Chippewa Tribe. Funding has been provided through the Department of Housing and
Urban Development ahd the State of Minnesota. The object of this project is to provide training for
postsecondary and/or adult tribal people in the areas of basic carpentry and home remodeling, with
the expectation that they will be able t9Abuild their own homes.

'14
The project employes three Native American instructors who also help completers find

employment in local housing programs or in other related fields. Approximately sixty percent of
the trainees are placed. Similar training programs exist on the Nett Lake, Millie-Lac, Found-du-Lac,
and Lake Vermillion reservations.

Formal evaluation is conducted periodically by state evaluators. Evaluations of a less formal
natur4are done by instructors on the basis of the reception of the program by the students and
their performance in work situations.

41.

HANNAHVILLE INDIAN ACTION PROGRAM

Hannahville Indian Community
Route 1

Wilson, Michigan 49896

Contact Person: Roger D. L. Dault
(906) 466-2611

The purpose of this program is to train 'managers and workers to operate a tribally owned
residential construction company. The program includes training in electricity, carpentry, masonry,
plumbing, heating, and landscaping.

Adults in the.program have three to four hours of on-the-job training per day constructing :

three houses, two hours of related class, one hour of Indian language, and one hour or general edu-
cation development. These trainees have also been involved in community emergency functions
during fires and in rebuilding structures damaged as a result of these fires.'

There is One Native American instructor and thirteen students. All trainees will be able to work
for the tribal residential construction company as soon as it is established.
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HEAVY EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION

The Minnesota Chippewa Tribe
P.O. Box 217

Cass t.ake, Minnesota 46633

Contact Person: Michael J. Peacock
(218) 335-2252

This is a reservation-based training program in cooperation with the Staples Minnesota Area
Vocational Technical Institute: Its purpose is to train postsecondary students to maintain and
operate heavy equipment and thus fill lobs which are important to the development of the reserve-...tion.

The effort is funded by -slate and tribal monies. One Native American instructor is employed.
Upon completion of the program, 100 percent of the trainees find jobs in the area in which they
are trained.

to,

HOPI TALENT SEARCH PROGRAM

The Hopi Tribe
Education Department

P.O. Box 301
Oraibi, Arizona 86039

Contact Person: Lorena Elmer
(602) 734-2445

This program is sponsdred by the Hopi Tribe and provides education referral services for Hopi
Indians. The all-Hopi sta.ff provides information on opponunitiei for postsecondary study, career
counseling, work study, and placement through CETA prcpgrams. Counseling in the subject of life-
living off the reservation is also an important emphasis of the program.

The staff of five are all Indians and serve approximately 300 students each year. Evaluation of
the program is based upon the number of students who are admitted to postsecondary schools.
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HORTICUtTURE TRAINING PROGRAM

Cherokee Nation
P.O..Box 948

Tahlequah, Oklahoma 74464

Contact Person: Bob Hathaway,
(918) 456-0671

This is a coordinated effort between the Economic Stimulus Program, Job Corps, and the
Cherokee Nation. Its purpose is fo prepare skilled employees to fill job openings in the rapidly ex-
panding horticulture industry. Training is provided in the areas of orchard and nursery management,
landscarSe design and installation, and greenhquse management and maintenance.

A

The training combines closely integrated classroom and work experiences. Studehts receive the
minimum hourly wage for a forty hour work week for the duration of the program. There are .

twenty-four students receiving training on the tribally owned and operated orchard, greenhouses,
and nursery under three instructors, two ol who are of Cherokee decent. Planned evaluation will be
on the basis of job placement and tribal business success.

INDIAN ACTION PROGRAM

The San Carlos Apache Tribe
P.O. Box 1000

San Carlos, Arizona 85550

Contact Person: Dr. Roland W. Williams
(602) 475-2337

The major goal of this program is to continue providing a.tribal-based skills training and edu-
cational program which will assist tribal members to Meet the manpower and skills needs identified
on the San Carlos Apache Indien ReservatiOn and in local off-reservation communities. The probom
provides training in plumbing, carpentry, painting/drywall, electrical, masonry, mechanics, small
business manageMent, heavy equipment operation, farm and ranch management, and union appren-

-q'ticeship plumbing.

These trainees receive a minimum of 400 hours of classroom work and approximately 1610
hours of on-the-job training in a one-year program of road building and land prebaration, building
trades, auto and heavy equipment maintenance, and small business enterprises.

Telp instructors, eight of whom are Apache Indians, assist approxin\tately eighty students in
this federally funded project. Evaluation is based upon the placement and performance of students
subsequent to training.
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INUIAN AC I ION I LAM

Seminole Tribe of Florida, Inc.
60/3 Stilling Road

Hollywood, Florida 33074

Contact Person: Jacob Oscoella
. (305r 791-0920

The purpose of this federally funded fq-ogram is tojrain adul\t persons to become employable
in skills that can be used on the reservation iri.community development projects. Three skill areas
are taught: carpentry, plumbing, and electrical wiring. Emphasis is on practical application of skills.
Presently, trainees are participating in the construction of a fire station and a clinic.

Currently, twenty students are enrolled. On-reservation jobs arebecoming available to program
completers in tribal departments such as residential maintenance and utilities.

Of the three instructors one is Indian. Program EvalUation is based on skill schievernent.

INDIAN ACTION TEAM

Saginaw-chippewa I ndian Tribe
7970 E. Broadway

Mt. Pleasant, Michigan 48858

Contact Person: Gary Franks, Program.Oirector
(517) 772-5700

,

.- ';
This program was developed to train adults to be employable in Consttfuttion technology. The

tribe provides the work projects for the trainees. The Bureau of Indian Affiiirs, Indian Technical
Assistance Program, funds theproject. Instruction is provided On-site by MIddle Michigan Commu-
nity College.

A one-year certificate of completion and a two year associate of arts degree are offered to
trainees in the.F5rogram. Currently, there are thirteen trainees. None has yet completed the pro-
gram.
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INS1 11U L I-0H NAIIVE AMEHICAN DEVELOPMEN1

Truman College
1145 Wilson Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60640

Cont,act Person: Michael Limas
(312) 878-1700

This program will provide an assessment serviceAor urban lildian population in the Chicago
area. The program is sponsored by the IIItis State/Department of Education and Truman College.
A needs assessment was conducted to identify We Indian populaticins in Chicago and determine
individual needs.

The program will provide a thorough skills, abilities, and interest assessMent of each intvidual
and develop &career plan. The career plan will be implemented in one of four ways:

1. Individuals needing basic education will be placed in appropriate programs in other
agencies and reassessed on completion:

2. Individuals with problems requiring special considerations sich as mental or physical
handicaps will be referred to appropriate organizations for aid and/or vocational training.

3. Individuals prossessing job skills will be provided career counseling and placement.

\\ 4. Individuals with the ability to participate in vocational education will be placed in appro-
priate programsain the Chicago area.

Support for people in the various programs above will be accomplished through cooperation
with CETA programs and work placement as part of the training. The program will provide
individual tutorial help to support the vocational training and cultural awareness.

The program expects to serve 200-300 people with approximately 100 enrolled in vocational
programs.

KINGS EMPORIUM

Chinle High School
P.O. Box 587

Chinle, Arizona 86503

Contact Person: Don Haines
602) 674-3481

This program is a clerical and office education procedures simulation of the business office of
a ten-department commercial enterprise. Its purpose is to demonstrate to students how learned
skills can be applied in real situations.

The class is a two hour block with skills taught during the beginning of the school year and the
siMulation dirring the remainder of the school year. Students who have been placed following com-
pletion of the program report that the simulation aided them id becoming accustomed to work
situations. This information is vital for the evaluation of the program.

Funding is provided by state government and other local sources.
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ML I AL I-ABHICA I ION AND SMALL BUSINellbS MANAGEMENT

Bismark ,Junior College
Intensified-Mining Center

II)sfhttrk, North Dakota 5B554

Contact Person: Gordon Dietrick, Director
(701) 663-6532

The North Dakota State Board of Vocational Education,'Iocal CETA programs, and the
Standing Reck Tribal Council have coopeiated to provide this program through Bismarck Junior
College. Th'e purpose it to develop a tribally owned, managed, and operated metal fabricating busi
ness on the Standing Rock Reservation.

The program is designed to meet individual needs of five adult Sioux Indians who are develop-
ing thekbusiness. Instruction is provided on:site as the need arises and is identified bY these people.
As the business deyelops, the following courses are provided: welding, fabrication, assembly line
setup, painting, inventory systems, cost accounting, marketing, and distribution, and methods of
attracting new busineis

The degree to which the business evolves, becomes established, and succeeds will show the
degree to which skills have been acquired and internalized. Evaluation is based upon the degree
to whh a successful business is established.

e"(

42,

NATIVE AMERICAN CAREER EDUCATION IN NATURAL RESOURCES

Humboldt State University
McMahan House 80

Arcata, California 95521

Contact Person: David Jackson, Program Director
(707) 826-4994

This state-funded program is desidned to provide postsecondary training with the view pf plac-
ing. American Indians on reservatioins to manage federal trust natural resources. B.S. and M.S.
degrees in-Natural Resources are granted by the university. Included among the specified areas for
individual students ace Park Management, Oceanography, Environmental Education, Environmental
Engineering, Forestry, Fisheries, Watershed, Range, Resource Planning and Interpretation, and Wild-
life.

In addition to two full-time and two part-time instruct isithe services of guest lecturers are
utilized. Three of the instructors are Indian. During and up ..c%npletion of their training, lirtipf
the students who apply, receive jobs in the areas for which t 4 are trained. Records.of job place .
ment and follow-up information on the performance of theselludents provide thOkaluation of the
success of the program.

1
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-IHE NAVAJO MEN I AL HEAL! H PHOJEC I

Rough Rock School Board, Inc.
Aiirona 86503

Contact Peison. John Dick, Director
(602) 728-3311

The program calls for a select number of Navajo medicine men and/or women to teach a
ceremony that they know to an apprentice or tiainee. CurrentO, there are ten trainees in the
program.

. The purposes of the project are to train Navajos to become medicine men and women, who
will then work with the community clinic on health problems affecting the community; and to
insure the continuance of 'traditional Navajo medicine eremonies.

The school for medicine men and wornen is the only school of its kind in the United 5tales
and has been in operation since:1975. The program has been in operation for three years and has
received an additional five year contract from the National Institute for Mental Health.

er

N,ETT LAKE CARPENTRY PROGRAM.

The Minnesota Chippewa Tribe
P.O. Box 217

Cass Lake, Minnesota '56633

Contact Person: Michael J. Peacock
(218) 335-2252

This program is designed to train postsecondary persons for jobs in construction work on the
reservittioh. The reservation-based programis provided by the Staples, Minnesota Area Vocational
Institute under one Indian instructor. *ft

Work experience is provided on houses and other buildings being tconstructed on the
reservation..Upon completion of training, students cari become tribal employees. Scholarships,
which include salaries, are provided by the tribe.

Currently, there are ten Students in the training program, Funding is provided by state and
local sources.
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OPEN ACCESS, SATELLITE EDUCATION SERVICES (OASES)

e". American. Indian Training and EMployment Program (CETA)
334 S.W. 26th

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73109

Contact Person: Bob Giago
(405) 631-7649

a,

The goal of this program is to assist, Oklahoma County Indian residents in becoming self-
sufficient. The C.ETA funded program serves approximately 300 adults per year. A staff of twenty-
two, all of whom are Indian, provide servicet whicirinclude career counselin4ktraining placement,
and job placement. hi addition, three training options ate offered, These are work experience,
classroom training, and on-the-job training. The program also provides referraito other service
agencies.

Besides the responsibilities mentioned above, the project has two unique aspects: (1) providing
cultural sensitivity training for employefs, and (2),offering secretarial courses which combine class-
room experience on the college campus and at the Indian Center. Evaluation of the program is built
around the number of positive and nonpositive terminations.

v

A PERSONALIZED WHOLISTIC APPROACH PROGRAM
FOR THEEXCEPTIONALJUVtNILE ,

Citizen Band Potawatomi Indians of Oklahoma
Route 5, Box 151

Shawnee, Oklahoma 74801

Contact Person: Gayle Heckman, Counselor
1' (408) 275-3121

This is a CETA-sponsored, bilingual program for male Indians who have been adjudicated twice
for crime. The purpose of the program is to assist juvenile delinquents to become self-suffkfent and
to function in society.

,

This is an alternative pr9gram to placement in, a correctional institution. Dormitoris are
provided, anq trained counselors work with the juveniles to determide what kiwis of education best
suits their individual needs. Career exploration and awareness are emphasize and a plan is
developed. Then appropriate vocational programs are selected, and work expeiience is arranged.
Transportation is provided to nearby high schools'or vocational schools. The'staff also provIdes
tutoring to supplement the education of these students.

The program will begin October 1, 1979 with an expected enrollment of twenty-five to thirty
individuals.
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POSISECUNDAHY EIILINtiUAL VOCAl IUNAL LDUCA flea i'llOJLCI

Little Wound School Board, Inc.
Pine Ridge Reservation

Kyle, South Dakota

Contact Person. Stephen Langley, Director
(605) 455.2461

The purpose of this project is to provide training for those tribal members selected by the
school board to become supervisors in the construction of a new tribal headquarters building and
high school.

d114

The objectives of this project are toll I provide training to non-English speaking citizens of
Kyle in their native language, Lakota; (2) pi ovide a curriculum designed to prepare local people kir
employment on. the-reservation; and (3) provide an opportunity for skilled local people to assist
others in attaining econimic self-sufficiency.

The project includes training in the uti tion of hand and machine tools, the basic elements
of working with concrete, the basic elemwts of frIfiling, the basic principles of working-with elec-
tricity, and finish darpentry. Local people with skill's in the above areas are used as instructors and
consultants. Training is also provided in mathematics, Engfish, and lite skills.

At the completion of their training, trainees are placed on jobs with contractbrs on the reserva-
tion. There have been twenty-three ihdividuals thined by this project. Of five instructors, three are
Indian.

Funds are provided by the Bilingual Vocational Education Act. Evaluation is done on a
contract basis with out outside firm. The number of trainees who remain in the program until com-
pletion and then find placement is a source of information for formal evaluation.

RAMAH NAVAJO ADULT VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROJECT

Ramah Navajo School Board, Inc.
P.O. Drawer F

Pine Hill, New Mexico 98321

Contact Person(s): Don Vincenti or Jeff Kiely
(505k '783-5054

This program is funded by the Vocational Education Act, Pub. L. 93-638 and provides train-
ing to CETA-sponsored adult students in tfie areas of oonstruction.trades, office occupations, and
vocational agriculture. It is reservation-based and'uses the Navajo and English languages as a measure
of sensitivity to the cultural differences of the participants.

The objective of the program it to enable trainees to acquire and improve.skills.needed for em-
ployment. All,of the 120 students and two of the three instructors are Indians. In addition, three
Indian paraprofessionals are employed. The staff consists of an evaluator who schedules exercilses
at intervals to evaluate achievements with i-eference to the stated objectives covering the period.

Cooperation frdm the Community Action Committee, Local Chapter, and the Local Grazing
Committee has aided the program in acquiring"occupational experiences for participants. There have
been no completers to date,
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SAN JUAN BILINGUAL VOCA VIONALEHAINING PROGRAM

San Juan Center for Higher Education
P.O. Box 363

Blanding, Utah 84511

Contact Person: Jim Kindred
Bilingual Vocational Director

(801) 678-2370 or (801) 678-2209

This bilingual, postsecondary program is sponsored by the College of Eastern Utah, This is an
interagency, countywi4e effort involving an advisory council representing twenty agencies to
provide training and job placement for residents of southern Utah.

The purpose is to, provide job-related training, for teacher aides, licensed practical nurses, and
secretaries. In addition, a one-week Mining Orientation and Safety Program is held to enable local
residents to meet federal regulations before being employed in various energy-related occupatturir
Teacher aides can receive d one-year certificate or a two-year Associate of Arts d,egree, They can be
employed or transfer to a four-year institution to receive a Bachelor's degree in teaching, Licensed
Practical Nurses receive two years of training. To date, all of the LPN graduates have passed State
Board Exams and all have been placed on jobs. Wacluates of the secretarial training program earn a
one-year certificate, which may include a class W4earning to type the Navajo language. These classes
may then lead to a two-year Associate of Arts degree.

Currently, 129 students are enrolled in these programs. The Advisory Couhcil 4 examining the,
potential for expanding programs because Ole area has increasing job opportunities in energy-related
occupations. The performance of students, both while in, training and when employed, is the basis
for program evaluation.

ST. CROIX INDIAN ACTION PROGRAM

St. Croix Tribal Council
Star Route

Webster, Wisconsin 54893

Contact Person; Duane W. Taylor
(715) 349-5442

This program began in 1976 withlunds from the U.S. Department of -the Interior. The purpos
of the program is to provide training,for persons seeking employment in business management and
the operation and maintenance of heavy equipment. Supplementary education/training is also pro-
vided for participants in related areas such as welding, surveying, first aid, and general education
development (GED).

Program completers have been successful in finding employment with the assistance of the two
Indian instructors. Sixty percent have found jobs in their areas of Specialization. At present, four-
teen adult students are enrolled in the program, and there is a long list of those waiting to enroll.
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VOCATIONAL ADVISORY SERVICE
)

9200 .F lying Clo lid Drive
Eden Prim ie, Minnesota 55343

Contact Peison: Simeon A. Belanger
((312) 944-2222

This program is a statewide effort to assist minbrity students with placement in postsecondary
vocational schools and to complete their piograms. It is sponsored by the Minnesota State Depart-
ment. of Vocational Education. The program originated in 1973 by efforts supported by the
AFL-ClO.

The specific services provided include presentation to high school groups; Title IV Indian
Education programs, Indian agencies, Urban Indian Centeh, and other groups to inform students
of the oOportunities available. Assistance is given in locating prograrr4, filling out applications4our-
ing vocational schools, obtaining financial assistance, obtaining counseling during the program,
placement in appropriate postsecondary vocational programs, and placement in.jobs.

Approximately 200 students are being assisted, forty percent of whom are American Indians.
The dropout rate is, being lowered, and Indian enrollment is increasing. One hundred percent of the
completers of vocational education programs Who were assisted by this service have been placed.'

VOCATIONAL EVALUATION AND EDUCATM FOR THE SEVERLY.HANOICAPIIED

Alchesay High School
P.O. Box 190

Whiteriver, Arizona 035941

Contact Person: Brian Patrick, Director
(602) 338-4361-,

The purpoie of this program is to provide vocational education 'and job experience for
secondary students with severe mental or physical handicaps. This is accomplished through the
establishment of positive work ethnics, consumer awareness, and job survival skills.

Jobs are located in the community, and a task analYsis of each job is conducted. Entry level
skills are identified, and students are then evaluated as to their ability to perform these jobs. Place-
ment is arranged for students meeting the required standards. For those who need upgrading to
kitry leveLhelp is provided.

Out of twenty-four students enrolled in the program during the first year, ninety-four percent
were placed in part-time (work experience) jobs. Some Of the employers requested students remain
in their jobs fuktime during the summer. Resources are provided by CETA and JohnsOn O'Malley
funds.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Wisconsin Indianhead VTAE District Office
P.O. Box B

Shell Lake:Wisconsin 54871

Contact Person: William Arbuckle
Native American Liaison Specialist

(715) 468-2815

The purpose of thiS program is to provide assistance to Indian communities through (1)
forming a Native American advisory committee with representatives from the four reservations in
the area and from one urban organization; (2) providing a staff position' for a Native American to
act as liaison between the Indianhead district and the Indian communitieslo improve the delivery
of vocational education; (3) hiring a tribal leadership training specialist to providelechnical
assistance and training for tribal managers; and (4) hiring a tribal financial management specialist
to install a centralized accounting system for the trib

The program serves adults by providing either on-site training or enrollment in regular associate
of arts degree programs at the Wisconsin Indianhead Technical Institute. One of the three instruc-
tors of the on-site program.is a Native American. Over 300 persons have been assisted either with
individualized training for specific jobs or in groups.

Other programs have been started using this program as a model. Evaluation is based upon the
degree to which the objectives are met.

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PROJECT (YETP)

Gila River Career Center
Sacaton, Arizona 85247

Contact Person: Mr. Rich Mc Quillen
(602) 536-2950

The purpose of this program is 'to provide options for high school dropouts age sixteen to
twenty.one. These options are to return to public school to complete their high school education or
tdio enter vocational training. The areas in which vocational training is offered are plumbing, painting,
rbof maintenance, carpentry and waxing, electronics, and general maintenance. Very strong
emphasis is placed upon classes in reading and Mathematics and courses in preparation for the
G.E.D. exam.

Funding is provided by the CETA (Manpower Advisory Training). The staff consists of three
crew leaders and one assistant, all of whom are Native Americans.

At present, sixty persons are enrolled and housed at the Gila River Career Center. An addi-
tional twenty-five students are to be enrolled in the nearfuture.

e
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IN-DEPTH EXAMINATION OF SEVEN EXEMPLARY PRWRAMS

c The purpose of the on site, in.depth examinations of the sevvn exemplary programs was to
obtain information which would be ot use to these interested in developing vocational programs tor
Indian populations.

The in depth examinatioins were not official investigative evaluations of program performance
or personnel. The willingness of prograM agencies, personnel, organizations, and tribes to voluntar-
ily share information is greatly appreciated.

Descriptions of each of the seven programs are presented in the following format: contact
information, purpose of program, program operation, funding, organizational chart, evaluation,
future plans, and program documents.

List of the Seven Exemplary Programs Examined

1. Forest Technology Program

2. Vocational 'Adyisory Service Program

3. Metal Fabrication and Small Business Management Program

4. Electronics Technician Training Program

5. Bilingual Vocational Program

6. Vocational Preparation for the Handicapped Program

7. Horticulture training Program

1 35
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Forest Program

EXEMPLARY PROGRAM LOCATIONS '

Electronics Program

Metal
Fabrication

Program
Vocational
Advisory
&Kyles

Program

Bilingual
Vocational
Program

Vocational
Handicapped

Program

Oklahoma
Horticulture

Program
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Contact Information

Address:

PROGRAM 1

FOREST TECHNOLOGY

Forest Technology Program
Salish-Kootenai Community College
P.O. Box 1020
Ronan, Montana

Tel Ohone: (406) 676-4650

Contact Person(s): Jerry Slater, President
John Curry, Vocational Education Director
Donn Richard Dale, Instructor
Alice Oechsli, Student Services officer

Purpose of Program

The program is designed to upgrade tribal employees' job skills, thereby assisting them to_
obtain higher positions of responsibility in local forest management.

Program Operation

The college is presently housed in an elementary school building. The forest service has made
their equipment and facilities available for training purposes. Field trip activities in national, state,
and tribal game, fisheries and forest reserves are included.

The classes consist of three three-hour sessions each week on a quarterly basis. Credit is
allowed for work experiencd gained in the forestry industry, subject to instructor evaluation.
Courses may be challenged for credit through advance standing e s. The inservice training pro-
gram of the forest service is available to participants. Copies of pr m documents/materials are
included on page 133. Program completion leads to an astociate o rts degree.

Funding

The furiding sources Which have assisted in the establishment of this program are: (1) Voca-
tional Education Act as amended (One-Percent Set Aside), (2) Indian Education Act as amended
(adult education), (3) Tribal Funds, and (4 ) State Vocational-Technical Matching Funds.
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Ofvenuational Chin

The organizational chart delineates the administrative structure of the program. The tribal
council of the Confederated Salish Kootenai Tribes has final approval or disapproval on matters
which relate directly (0 or affectiihe forest technology program.

Confederated
Salish-Kootenai
Tribal Council

Sal ish-K ootenai
Community College

Board

Community
College

President

College
Vocational Education

Director
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I valuation

A four year commitment is required to-compltite the program. The evaluation is based on com-
pletion and job placement or promotion. Those who have completed are now supervisors.

Future Plans

The program is ongoing. Negotiations are being car I ied on with four year institutions with
hope that students completing the program will be admitted to four year forestry programs with
full credits for their AA degree. The community college has a target date of June, 1980 for
acquiring accreditation. I here are plans to locate die college in new facilities at the tribal
headquarters complex in Pablo, Montana .

4.4/1

Documents Produced by the Program

Pt oposal for F9rest T echnician Career Development Pi or)! am
)

Agreement With F lalhead Community College

Tentative Curriculum for Forest Technican and Forestry Program
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PROPOSAL . FOR FOREST TrcliNlclAN

DE VE OPMEN1 PROGRAM

A frequently repeated question is. Can't some or all of the jobs presently occupied by pro-
fessional Foresters be filled with F ()rest techniciantd Couldn't I (nest Technicians do the job as
well or better than the prof('ssional i ()rester Isn't 10, 1!) years On the job an adequate substitute
for a formal education at .1 4 year I or war y College!'

What is the dif ler ence between professional I memos arid I or est lechnrcians that gives the
former superior job and car eet opportunities? Acknowledging that there are exceptions to the rule
at both ends of the scale, one can still safely generahee in answering this question. Professional
Foresters typically have a strong academic background. They can handle basic English composition
*II enough to ef fectively coniml1111Cilte orally and in wr inn!). 1 hey are able to write the necessary
re`ports to carry on their work. They can critically read, conipreherid, and apply technical informa
tion containeci in reports pertaining to forest research and program operations, and written material
outlining established administrative procedures or changes then ein. Furthermore, they have at least
a fair ability with math and can handle the basic algebra and\trigonometric concepts pertaining to
their jobs. Foresters can confidently use statistical analysis, it it pertains to their duties. Most im-
portant, however, the professional Forester hasliad training and experience, through his education,
in handling problems that don't have a ready answer or tor which there is not a clearly defined set
of instiuctions. He accews the responsibility for identifying and resolving, sometimes through con-
sultation with his supervisor, problems that frequently cannot be precisely anticipated in advance.
Pre Distric't Forest Office in charge, an excellent example, takes the responsibility for following j
thxclugh on such problems and makes sure they are resolved. Additionally, the professional Forester
has a basic education in the sciences chemistry, physics, botany, soils, zoology, and economics.
The Forester understands the relationship between plants and their environment through the stud*
of silviculture. Furthermore, his attitude tOwads his lob might be described as a professional
attitude. Typically, during at least the first halt of his career, he believes he will eventually attain
a position of considerable responsibility and higher pay. 'Nis tends to motivate him to apply "extra
effort" to his job to establish a good professional reputation to demonstrate his worthipess for
future promotions. This, in large measure, together with something a little more difficult to define,
call it personal goals, accounts for service beyond the call of duty or special effort that is not un-
common among professionals.

Now what characterizes the Forest Technician? lo begin with, he does not have a strong aca-
demic background. Although he may have a high school diploma, he typically cannot communicate

ell in writing. He cannot read and comprehend complex technical material. He does not have a
working knowledge of math beyond very elementary concepts. He lacks the background in.science
which comprises the professional Forester's education. He has not had the expefience of rigorous
four years of.problem solving which the Forester gains in college. This, it may be,be argued, is per-
haps the training which develops self discipline and initia(ive in the Forester. The Technician does
not necessarily understand ecology and silviculture. (After yeais of experience, he can acquire much
of this but he doesn't necessarily do so.) Because of his academic weakness, he cannot handle the
reports and administrative responsibilities adequately for even the first levelof supervision. The
most conspicuous trait of the Forest Technician, however, is thp he does not expect to advance to
a high level inshis career. He sovects he will always be relegatei to the more menial duties in forest
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;1,1 locz, decrAun making
pi oblems, administrative duties, and people ptoblems, must accept the fact that he will
not have access to the highest paying jobs in this or any othei otganitation. nw profes'
sional F ~stet IS Illeh fled to say, ''If they ( F-or est F echnicians) waht to go ahead tlwy
can do what I 1i I I hey can wor k thee way through College and spend 5 or 6 thousand
douals ovei cl I tif yed1 lott to get an education-to prepare lot thrm job.- I hat's ci
1101111,01 I caution. but, is there any othei way the same end !milt could he accomplished
in pat t or entirely that r esult tieing to produce local Ii ibal membets who are truly quell
fled to fill some oi all of the lobs pi esently held by !Hof essioinal Foresters?

1 he cillsWel 10 this question can he expressed in relatively simple terms. If you can mate
somethintrlocally to substitute fia iiridessional tr din mg as We know it and eliminate the eduaational
and training deficiencies noted above, this ohjective can he achieve(l I lamed technicians cah be de
veloped and placed iii cei tam key 4..u.)sit ions _in oui organization and receive substantially higher
salar ies. 1 linnigh a combination of On the Joh ti dining, bringing educatois onto tIH? Reservation and
much initiative On the par t of tiamees and oui ofessional staf, 1, it may be possible to meet .the,ed-
ucation and training requirements of the Civil Service Commission and any responsible administra-:
tol ii ()Posing Om appioach f (Mowing is a tentative outline foi estahishing this kind of program.

I. Identify potential candidates willing to study and attend classes on then own time to ,

qualify tom cateer development. these may or may not be people already employed in the
roiestly Branch. Perhaps they could he paid a token fee for attending such as$3.00 per
hour tor class time.

Identify exactly what the ttaiNg needs ale. I his should,involve the Education and Ent-\ployment A nssistace activities Cl I ently operated by the 1 iibe.

3. Establish 1 curt iculum and set up a time schedule tom completion ( 1 .2 years?).

4, Acquit e qualified instructors, training facilities, and materials.

Complete the clay.ioom ii miring for at least the basic academic needs. rhe number of
people successfully completing this will establish the field of potential candidates for
poRsible advancement to specified key positions. I hely should be a_nwans of determin
mg perhaps tht ought testing -which individuals do not need ceriain parts of the academic
insti uction provided.rne will have to decide how we are going to provide on-the-job train-
ing to these candidates if they are not currently Forestry employees. Perhaps we should
try to place them all on the staf f in at least seasonal jobs.

6. Eventually we must select the individuals to enter to final on the job phase for the spe
cific position to he filled.

Trainee works closely with Fotester whose job he will assume. This will be the Forester's
counterpart and here much duplication will be seen. One season, 6 months or perhaps a.
year with .gradually decreasing association with the Forester will be required to complete
this final training.

8. Trainee assumes full responsibility .for job at a corre1ponding salary level or on career
ladder salary incremental basis,

9. Replaced-professional Foresters will be assigned "other" duties.
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proposal is implemented.

Location

1. Poison
.2. Polson
3. Dixon
4. Dixon
5 Hot Springs
6. Ronan

Position

I unbar Sale UI heel
Forest Of ficer
Forest Of but
Timber Sales Administrator
Forest Officer
Inventory Appiaisals &

Allotment Cruises
I- nu Control Of ficei

The.followinq points deserve considelation:

Presently Occupied

I of este!
orester

F orester
(Vacant) Forester

orestet
otestet

1. ()tester

Recommendecl

FoLest Technician
Forest Technician
Forest Technician
Forest Technician
Forest Technician
Forest Technician

Forest Technician

1 his ptoposal is an excellent way to set the tribe up for termination or otherwise make it

.easy for the federal government to withdraw money and services. For instance, each -

year we seem to be getting less federal money proportionate to our program needs. We

presently do not have ertough money to fill one vacant Forester position at Dixon. The

Tribe! typically takes up the slack by filling soch positions with teibal employees. Con-

ceivably, this coulci continue until the Tribe is carrying practically the entire program. If

if we'succeed in training technicians to fill most or all of the forestry positions and the

tt is funding these tr dia.l employees, it seems that it woukl be very easy for the

federal governinent to lut ther withdraw from pat ticipation in the local forestry pro-

gram.

2. It is unlikely that we will be able to obtain authorization for additional civil service

positions. Because of this, the tribe will probably have to emploY additional tech-

nicians if we are to maintain acceptable production levels. For instance, if a Forester in

charge of a dist, ict is assigned the duty of training a Forest Technician to take over his

fob, they will work very closely together. This counterpart syStem will mean that two
people, the Forester and the trainee will spend considerable tiine together doing what the

Forester was formerly accomplishing alone.ln certain instances, probably not every case,

it seems there are two choices of we are to implement this program. Either the tribe will

have to (1) hire an additional man to perform the dutkkthe trainee was formerly occu-
pied with (this would not be true of the trainee was not previously a forestry employee,

but was brought in from outside the current organization. However, this is not likely to
be the situation), or (2) the tribe will have to settle for less production. Referring to the

chart showing positions presently occupied by Foresters which could realistically be

turned over to trained technicians (when they are available), the Tribes might have to

hire seven people (six if we fill the vacant position at Dixon with a technician) in order
to accomplish the stated objective.

3. The only way a proposal like this can work is to make positive plans for moving displaced
Foresters into responsible, professioinal level jobs without jeopardizing their career

' opportunities. We have an abundance of work we've never had the time or money to
attend to which required the expertise of professionals. Tlgese would include refinement
of growth, inventory and site productivity information, silvicultural recomdiendations
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atild anplcmcntatiun.ul :.,,,:.,Lcins analysis techniquu; whcre this shows pi oinise of Imp ov
riig operations. ih effect, this is not a proposal to drop professional thresters. les a
suggestion to change sorne of their duties from production managers to duties wherein
they function at a higher professional level engaged in scientific forest manageMent
activities. 1 his i eassignment and normal attrition of foi esters will maintain a balanced
toresti y stat t at this agency, and $s the long alli can iesult in a bet tel !mostly job
(because more work is getting acc iplislied).

.

4. The forestry branch at the Colville Reservation is conducting a training program similar
to this proposal. They have hireNnstiuctors nom the Spikane Cqmmunity College to
conduct the classroom sessions. They are probably about a year ahead of us, We should
take advantage of this to study their pi ogr am and learn from them. At least some of the
local education people should visit the Colville projett and talk with the staff and train-
ees involved.

In summary, we probably_can meet the objective of improving career opportunities for
Forest Tech9icians at a laster pace. However, it required cooperative efforts on the
part of many, and allocation of tribal resources. This paper is not a detailed plan for
ef fecting this proposal. Many details have yet to be worked out. But the idaa may have
potential if the council is inteiested.
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Agreement with
FLATHEAD VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Kalispell, Montana

ATTACHMENT A

TRAINING OBJECTIVES FOREST TECHNICIAN TRAINING

1. Upgrade job qualificatioins of the Forestcf(nicians.

2. Upgrade quality of forestry work performed on the Flathead Reservation.

Detailed benefits we expect and desire from this program include:

1. Increased job and career satisfaction for the Forst TechniCians.

2. Increased 'potential fo career growth and promotiorit potential for Forest Technicians.

3. Release of professional Foresters from "production" jobs that can be adequately handled by
Technicians so the Foresters con perform higher level jobs specifically requiring the qualifi-
cations of professionals.
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FLATHEAD VALLEY COMM6NITY COLLEGE
Kalispell, Montana

January 30, 1974'

A Proposal to Conduct an Educational Training Program on the Flathead Indian Reservation

T he Fkithead Valley Cominunity College! will establish a Residence Center in Ronan, Montana,
and will initiate and conduct a Forest Technolcoy program. This program was requested by the
confederated Sahsh and Kootenai Indian tribes through their Tribl Council at Dixon, Montana.
The request is based on a study by the Indian Agency Forest Manager, Fred Malroy, which essen-
tially recommends a training prograrn to upgrade the tribal forestry employees to assist them in ad-
vancing to higher positions of responsibility. (See Attachment A: Training ObjectivesForest
Technician Training.)

Flathead Valley Community College proposes to accomplish these-training objectives through
the implementation of a program as follows:

General Information and Agreements

1, A professional full time resident Instructor Coordinator will be employed by the college
to conduct the technical training and selected general studies.

2. The college staff and faculty will be utilized to present basic liberal arts general education
courses as may he included to support the technical program.

73. Qualified resource persons other than full t ie staff and faculty will be engaged period-
ically as specittlists to present specific elernen s of the program.

4. The program will be forty-eight weeks in le gth conSisting of up to 297 hours of formal
(classroom) group instruction, and approximately 1150 hours of individualized instruction
and group seminars. Art unestimated amount of time will be utilized by the Instructor-
Coordinator reviewing, 'during the summer months, the individual student's work experi-
ence in the-field. The time estimated above is based on an academic (fiscal year) basis.
The prorated tirne for the balance of this fiscal year approximates 190 and 400 hours
respectively.

Group classes will he scheduled for three hours each evening for three days per week.
Individualized instruction and small,group seminars will be held.on one additional night
during the week.

Winter Quarter
Spring Quarter

January 29 April 12, 1974
April 15 June 28, 1974
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and Imtlyelvd qutienIti 10(711111Cdil 1110(1141in),

will consist of tirthal member s who are employed by the tribes or the Bureau of Indian
Af fairs on the flathead fies;.rszation who are engaged in the forestry field or forestry
related fields Selection of students will be a function of the Tribal Council or one of the
Ii ibal committees designated

6. h Ii lbal Council or its designate is encouraged to allow prospective tribal member
students to attend the genet al education or studies courses who are not engaged in
forestry or related fields.

7 Program changes or alterations deemed necessary may be made by mutual agreement
between the pal I ies coirer ned.

Course Information

.1. It is recognized that the pmspective students represent a broad spectrum of (1)
educational background achievement, (2) work experience, (3) job responsibility,
(4) pay scale, (5) age, and (6) other variatioins. It is apparent that a standard course of
instruction would be out of the question for this particular group of students. Basically
a considerable arn9,umt of individualized instruction will be necessary and is therefore
included in the tedmical phase of the program.

2. With the above in mind, it will tie difficult to follow a regular or structured type of
quarter sessions. Therefore, a more practical policy of crediting a person for his aca-
demic achievements is in order.

3 A regular college schedule by quarters will be initiated and maintained for those stu-
dents who progress adequately. Those who proceed more slowly will be allowed to
continue at their own rate and will be credited for the work completed when so done.
Likewise, the more advanced students will be allowed to proceed faster, thus achieving
credit at an ear her time.

4 Completion of all the courses offered in this Forest Technology program will lead to an
Associate of Applied Science Degree. Some fifteen to eighteen credit hours of general
education will be included as elective, which will be transferable to other bolleges and
universities. Students other than forestry and forestry related folks might well take these
offerings.

5 Each student's work experience and education background will be evaluated in reference
to crediting him with accomplishment toward the degree above. Students have the option
of the "Course Challenge" procedure should they quality.

6. The curriculum for forest technology as outlined in the college catalog will be followed
generally. Adjustments will be made where necessary to meet the needs of the individual
students, keeping in mind the training objectives. Atta6614nt "B" from the Forestry
Department illustrates the curriculuM point in question. A summer work experience of
some four credits and to be listed as "applied field problems" will be added to the cur-

4 riculum point in question. This part of the student's field activity will be observed, in
part, reviewed and recorded by the Instructor-Coordinator to include conferences with
the student's immediate supervisor.
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/. Upon ...,dte.Lictui Lompletion 01 the pi upubed cuiiiculum and die may be likudthed, the
student should be qualified, at the civil service minimum entry-level es Technical
Assistant Forestry Technician GS-4. This might well be GS-5 if the student has accumu-
lated sufficient technical (specialister) work experience.

8 It is anticipated, at the moment, that on an average student basis, it will take about four
to tour, and one halt years to complete the basic Forest Technology curriculum.

TENTATIVE CURRICULUM FOR FOREST TECHNICIAN FORESTRY EDOCATION

ol I ow n g are courses taken nom the current F VCC catalog which may meet formal training
needs

English

English 51, 52, 53 fechnical Communications
English 10 English Review
English 12 Readiny'Improvement

Math

Math 51, 52 Technical Math

Biology

Biology 71, 72 Forest Botany (Do not need complete tree and shrub identification)

Forestry

Forestry 50 Silvieultural Practices (may need an advanced silviculture course)
Forestry 60 Forest Protection Less emphasis on fire control and more on forest pests

(i.e., insects and disease)
Forestry 51 Drafting and Mapping, Forestry
Forestry 70 Photo Interpretation
Forestry 71 & 72 Advanced Mensuration
Forestry 75 Forest Economics
Forestry 85 Personnel Management

Other

Contemporary I ndian Problems
Business Administration 53
Seminar Designed similarly to BA 90 but modified to reflect forestry problems, communica-

tions, inc.
Selections from Human Services
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Additional Course Work Suggestions (ii ()In I Mind! y I )IVISH)11)

1. Supervision (basic, intermediate, advanced)
2. Human relations for managers
3. Problem solving
4. Wolk planning iind scheduling
5. Forest administration
6. Logging road locatron
7. Logging Methods

Job Skills

S.

We want our technicians to possess adequate csIkills to perform the following kinds of duties:

1. Log scaling On-the-job training

2. Timber marking -- On-the-job training but should have thorough coMprehension of silvi-
cultural concepts and logging methods.

3. Timber sale administration:
a. Inspect logging operations to maintain contractural compliance re: slish disposal,

utilization, damage to residual stand and excessive soil disturbance
b. Sale administration requires use of human relations skills, persuasion skills, close

communication, and
c. Incumbent must keep written and map records of many facets of the logging opera-

tion, make numerous contacts with logging oontractors and coworkers and provide,
on a regular basis to his supervisor: situaticfrn reports, logging plans, stumpage pay-
ment records

4. Supervise up to 25 men on fire suppression assignments.

5. Supervise precommercial thinnings, ifforestation projects and other intensive forest
management practIces--- must fill active role in planning such projects.

6. Timber cruising lonrading appraisals--must understand cruise design and statistical
analysis (basic.concepts).

7. Must supervise up to four men on a permanent basis, This includes evaluation of subordi-
nate§ work, identifying training needs and conducting training as necessary, planning vd
scheduling work assignments, and taking appropriate corrective action with problem
employees.

8. Relocate section, lines and property linesshould know how a section is subdivided. On
the job the employee usually does his surveying with a hand compass and pacing and/or
chaining. Occasionally uses a staff compass. Frequently uses abney level or clinometer.
Never uses a transit.

9. Should understand basic application of statistical analysis to forestry problems.

10. Identifies forest insect and disease problems and reports to appropriate section for format
study. Should understand life cycle and standard prescriptions for typical local problems.
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11. Supervison and more supervison -should be able to plan arty layout wor k end estimate
correctly men, time, and equipment required. No classroom study will instill this ability
but the trainee must have the imagination, problem solviqg ability, and initiative to,

- quickly acquire this knowledge.

12. Must write technical reports (usually memorandum reports) on many and various forest
problems and people problems and make recommendations for resolving such Problems.

13. Must be able to read, comprehend, and apply timber sale contracts.

SOUHCE. Forestry Department
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Contict Information

Add reSs

4

PROGRAM 2

VOCATIONAL ADVISORY SERVICE PROGRAM

Minnesota Department of Education
Divison of Vocational Technical Education
Recruitment Advisory Program
Room 514
Capital Square
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Telephone: ((512) 296-5707

Contact Person(s): Hal Birk land Manager of Special Needs Program
Jerry Guevara State Supervisor of Program.

Purpose of.Program.

The purpose of this program is to provide minority advisors at the local AVTI's who will
actively recruit, provide advisory and referral services, and act as an advocate When necessary.

Program Operation

The administration of the statewide minority advisory program is assigned to the special
needs office of the Division of Vocational-Technical Education. The state supervisor works with
AVTI's which have a total of seventeen advisors including six Native American advisors.

Each advisor is located with a local AVTI with the responsibility of advising and assisting the
minority students attending that iustitut ion. The recruitment efforts of the advisor are done
through Presentations at high schools, community organizations (Indian Centers, Alcoholics
Anonymous, etc), and through referrals received from other agencies. The advisor assists the poten-
tial student in identifying a vocation of interest, locating an apPropriate training program, and en-
rolling in the program. The advisors maintain regular contact with students as they progess in their
training. A crisis fund is available which allows a student to receive an emergency grant or loan up
to $50.00 when needed.

Funding

The advisors are employees of the AVT I to which they areassigned and as such report directly
to the AVT I. The program ,funding is provided by the state vocationakedhnical education agency.
The AVT.I's provide facilities, but are reimbursed for the advisors' salary.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

The chart diagram shows the basic organizational structure of the program.

Minnesota Division
of Vocational-

Technical Education

Other State
Vocational Programs

Special Needs
Programs

OP

Other Spociid
Needs Programs

Area
Vocational
Technical
Institute

State Supervisor
Vocational

Advisory Services
Program

Area
Vocational
Technical
Institute

Adifis%

Other State
Vocational Programs

Other Special
Needs Programs

Area
Vocational
Technical
Institute

Advisor
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Evaluation

Evaluation is based on the number of minority members recruited, who complete and are
placed at a lob. In 1915, only 160 minority members were,enrolled in vocational programs; by
1977, the number increased to 2500. The increase in enrollment was largely due to the program
efforts.

Future Plans
4

The program is on a continuing basis.

Summary

The program has been in operation long engough that the advisor's activities find reipOnsi-
bilities have fairly well stabilized. A concern over transportatidn for participants and public aware-
ness of vocational programs was expressed by tfie advisors. Hopefully, these problem areas can be
addressed in future plans.

The program's efforts have particularly been effective in reaching out to the urban minority
populatiori.

Documents Produced by the Program

Monthly Statistical Report

Position Description Form

A'N

41101
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MONTER Y STATISTICAL REPORT

AREA VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

1 Summary of stude4tnrollments

2..

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Total

Minority

Hispanic

American Indian/Alaskan

Black/not Hispanic

Asian/Pacific Islander

White/not Hispanic

MQVTFILY REPORT

II. Summary of student withdrawals

1. Referred to another school

2. Transferred to another school

3. Complete withdrawals from school

4. Went to work .

In order to assure conformance with state data privacy act and federal.privacy right of pliitntiiirid
students act, submit as requested.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

INSTITUTE PROGRAM / REASON FOR WITHDRAWAL

',0Ett
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III Retention

1. Summary of minori studfints enrolled each moth.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

INSTITUT PROGRAM SUPPORT SFRVICF
YES NO

IV. Emergency Fund Expenditures

2. -

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

INSTITUTE PROGRAM REASON LOAN GRANT
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V. Graduation and Placement

1. Summar y of minority

A Graduated

students

PROGRAM

a

PLACEMENT FOLLOW-UP

B. Placement

INSTITUTE

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

VI. Please submit comments and/or suggestions that should be brought top3e State Department's

attention: "
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NAME OF EMPLOYEE.

POSITION TITLE.

DEPARTMENT:

\.

POSITION DESCRIPTION FORM

POSITION CONTROL NUMBER:

Vocational Education Advisor

EMPLOYEE'S SIGNATURE:.

SUPERVISOR'S SIGNAFURE.

EMPLOYEE'S ANNIVERSARY DATE:

CLASSIFICATION TITLE:

PREPARED BY:

'DATE:

DATE:

PREVIOU'S.INCOMBE:NT:

POSIT ION PURPOSE: To actively recruit, entice and stimulate the interest o'ftirity frlembe6.in Vocational Education programs.

2 REPORTABILITY AND NMENSIONS: Report to:
. ,

1., Director of Area Vocational
Technical Institute where housed

2. State SuRervisor, Vocational
Advisory Services

Principal Clientele:

PRINCIpAL RESPONSIBILITIES:

.
.

1. To acquaint minority students and minority
communities with vocational edutation'
program's availability within the area
vocational-technical institutes and advise
minority individuals on the procedures neces
sary to enroll in a vocational program.

1 7"

Concerns that Cannot be
resolved at a local level
Shall be immediately for
warded to the state super-
visOr.

Minority individuals, meaning non-anglo ethnic groups such as

Asian, Black, Latino, and Native Americans

AUTHORITIES:

-f.
la To totally familiarize the minority students with the followkrIg:

(a) the skills offered with eaqh program,
(b) the facilities of each institute-, i.e., school policy, structure of

program and the responsibiliites expected of the student
(c) orientation of student to extra curriculum student activities
(d) to notify students and other individual or agencies involved

on the action taken by the AVTI on the school application.
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NAME OF EMPLOYEE

POSITION DESCRIPTION FORM

EMPLOYEE I.D. NUMBER

PRINCIPAL RESPONSIBILITIES (continued)

-2. To advise students about financial aid resources
and provide written information pertaining to
funding agencies while also advising minority
students on the procedures necessary to acquire
the financial assistance.

3. Assist the state supervisor in maintaining records
for the vocational education advisory services. \

41'159

AUTHORITIES (continued)

2. To contact, meet and confer with local service agencies and
other funding sources identiiying assistance for minority
students, in order to assist the student any way to be success-
ful in vocational education.

To assist student and area vocational-technical institutes with
preparation and process of financial applications.

Follow-up on the proper use of the scholarship grants in the
area vocational-technical institute sy§tem.

3. Submit to the area vocational-technical institute Snd state
supervisor a monthly statistical report that will include the
following area of concern:
(a) Student enrollment
(b) Student withdrawals according to the following:

1. Student Enrollment
2. Student withdrawals according .to the following:

A. Referred to another school
B. Transferred to another school
C. Complete withdrawal from school
D. TThetikved to support services

3. Community. visits (contacts)
4. Crisis fund expenditure
5. IndustrV contacts
6. Program operations
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POSITION DESCRIPTION FORM

NAME OF EMPLOYEE EMPLOYEE I.D. NUMBER

PRINCIPAL RESPONSIBILITIES (continued)

4. To render equitable distribution of vocational
services, minority individuals, groups and agencies
must be identified to the area vocational-technical
institute.

5. To assist the area vocational-technical institute
in the retention of minority students.

6. Assist the minority student in the area vocational-
technical institute by facilitating support servides
as needed.

7. Assist the minority student in the area vocational-
technical institute by advising the employer, place-
ment officer, instructors on employment
opportunities.

161

AUTHORITIES (continued)

To visit local minority communities, groups and agencies
identifying potential students and community resources
within the minority communities.
Attend local, state and/or national meetings to become more
knowledgable of methods, systems, etc. that may provide
greater minority student retention within the AVTI system.
Arrange in-service training with state supervisor, in conjunc-
tion with local supervisor. The training shall include field
experience, classrodm experience, conference and seminars.

5. Minitor the attendance and progress of the minority student
within the vocational training program, and act as liaison between
student and school community.

6. Refer minority students to support services for assessment of basic
skills.

7. Contact, meet and establish good working rapport with industry,
government and any other sources on possible employment oppor-
tunities for minority students.



Program 3

METAL FABRICATION AND SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Contact Information

Addiess: Metal Fabr ication and Small Business Management
Intensified Training Center
Bismaack, North Dakota 58554

Telephone: (7Q1) 663-6532

Contact Person(s): Gordon Dietrick, Program Director
Bill Rosenberg, State Board of Vocational Training,
701 I 224 2287

Purpose of .Program

The purpose is to provide training for Sioux tribal members that enables them to manage and

operate a tribally owned business.

Program Operation

The results of a needs assessment by a nonprofit organization led the inyan Wakagapi Cor-
poration to establish the program. The business is located in the Gannon Ball Community on the
Standing Rock Sioux reservation. Training is carried out in the present business facilities, a con-

verted gymnasium.

The product of the tribe's business, Cannon Ball Industries, is a tubular trash can rack) Train-
ing assistance fr9m the North Dakota State Board of Vocational Training and the Intensified
Training Center of Bismarck Junior College (BJC) was obtained. The participants were members
of the Sioux Tribe living in the Cannon Ball Community.

Essentially, the establishment of the business and training was concurrent. The training was
flexible and based on need. The instructors used the discovery method. The areasof concentration
were production and management. The hands-on and practical application aspectwas emphasized
since the skills developed were used daily. The content of the two areas of concentration was as
follows:

1. Production

(a) Welding
(b) Fabrication
(c) Assembly line setup
(d) Painting
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2. Management

(a) inviontory
(b) Cost accounting

Marketing/distr ibution
(d) Methods of attracting new business

The intensified training center of BJC provided the above training and technical assistance in
establishing an operational .production line assembly process. Experienced welding and management
instructors from BJC provided the instruction. The Statg Board of Vocational Training provided
equipment and training materials support.

Funding 4/1

The funding sources of this program were CETA and the Economic.Development Assistance
Act.

Evaluation

The evaluation basis was on eventual success or failure of the business venture.

Future Plans

The program has been completed. The business has since experienced a slump in trash can rack
orders and has curtailed production. They have begun production of metal stock gates. Trash can
rack production will commence when orders pick up.

Documents Produced by the Program

None included

J
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ORGANILA I IONAL CHAR I

Inyan Wakagapi*
Corporation

I.

40

North Dakota State
Board of Vocational

Training
(Manpower Division)

Bismarck Junior College
(Intensified Training

Center)

Program Director 6

CO

.1

* See this section, page 185, for corporation organizational chart.
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Contact Information

Address

-/ Program 4

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN TRAINING

Turtle Mountain Electronics Technician Training Program
North Dakota State School of Sciences
708 Dakota Avenue
Wahpeton, North Dakota 58075

Telephone: (701) 671-3802

Contact Person(s): John Larsen, Program Director
Donald N. Rose ly, Instructor
Bill Rosenberg, North Dakota State Board of

Vocational Training, (701) 224-2287
John Miller, Turtle Mountain Corporation A

612) 636-5527 11.

Purpose of Program

The purpose was to p Ovide training to the employees of a private electronic corporation
which would upgrade ttmir kills for present occupations.

Program Operation

The training took place in the electronics corporation's plant facilities. The plant is located
in an industrial park on the Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation in North Dakota. The industrial
park is a means by which they hope to attratt industry to the area thereby providing jobs and
ecoliornic growth for the tribe and area.

The existing electronics corporation expanded production and this required additional
workers. The tribe assisted the corportition in acquiring the additional workforce by referring tribal
members who were unemployed to the state employment office. The applicats were screened by
the state employment offiCe's job service division. Those applicants chosen for employment *ere
the participints of the program.

The NVh Dakota State Board of Vocati al Training's manpower division administered the
effort. The North Dakota State School of S.qcs Continuing Education Division provided the
training content and the 'required electron* measuring instruments. They also provided the in-
structor. The corporation furnished specific electronic components, printed circuit boaids, wiring
harness-, etc. that were asscrciated with the trainees' presentoccupation. The State School of
Sciences and corporation personnel met and planned the program content to insure that the train-
ing outcoine would improve the employees' job performance and production.
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Funding

The program was futhled through North Dakota State Board'S Manpower Division (CETA
funds

Evaluation

Job related performance was the key evaluation criteria. The instructor used evaluatioin during
the training. The plant manager, instructor, and state board personnel met twice a month to access
training progress. In addition, the plant manager and the instructor met weekly to discuss class
progress.

Future Plans

The program has been completed. The growth of the corporation and subsequent contracts
may lead to additional training efforts.

Documents Produced by the Program

None included.
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Contact Information

Address.

Program 5

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

Bilingual Vocational !raining Program
San Juan Center for 114mi I ducation
P 0. Box 363
Blanding, Utah 84511

Telephone: (801) 678 23/0

Contact Person(s). Jim Kindred, Program Director
Bill I odacheenie, Staff Member

Purpose of Program

The program is designed to improve the employment potential of adult Navajos who have
limited English speaking expel ience.

Program Operation

Program facilities at community learning centers, are located at Blanding, Mexican Hat,
Montezuma Creek, ad Navajo Mountain, the latter three being on the Navajo reservation. The
Blanding facility serves as the main administrative center for the program.

At the present time, the bilingual vocational training effort has been concentrated in five areas:
(1) mining, (2) building trades, (3) secretarial/clerk-typist, (4) teacher aides, and (5) licensed
practical nursing. The coursework is college accredited. Completion of required coursewoek leads to
an associate of arts degree (AA).

Cooperation and communication with tribal authority is maintained with the Utah Navajo
Development Council (UNDC) and tile main Navajo tribal agency at Window Rock, Arizona. The
UNDC is the local tribal organization for the Navajo population in Utah. Mbst of the liaison-is with
UNDC.

During the enrollment process, the participants undergo testing and receive guidance arip
counseling in the areas of ,career choice and financial aid. The San Juan Center sponsors an inter-
agency meeting every two weeks. This has maximized the use of community resources in terms of
education, human, and financial services available to the participants. Some eighteen to twenty
agency representatives attend the meetings.

In addition to technical content, the bilingual program includes an emphasis on job survival
skills and,prevocational courses which Wengthen the participants' basic educational skills. A pro-
gram document on page 170 provides additional background information.
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Monthly inservice cultural awareness tiaininq is provided for staff/instructors. One member

of the staff is a local Navajo Indian. Hig function is that of an outreach worker. His identification

and interaction with the Navajo population has had significant impact on program success. the pro

gram director is a bilingual/vocational specialist. Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA) workers

are used at supplemental omit UCIOI S.

Funding
II

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Staff Department
of Stocat)onal-

Technical Education

President
San Juan Center for

Higher Education

Program Director

(Arm of Utah
Eastern College)

The program funding is thhough CETA: Governor's 5% discretionary and the 1,5% set aside for

bilingual education. Tribal monies are'not used; however, UNDC funds the community learning

cenler facilities on the reservation. They also provide participant access to many of their existing

support services. The state vo-tech system has provided a mobile classroom (converted.truck trailer)

'for the mining training.

Evaluation

The performance of Mudents,iboth while in training and when employed, is the basis of pro-

gram evaluation. In addition, monthly and annual administrative reports are prepared to the fund-

ing agency. Local physitians attest to the success of the LPN course.
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Future Plans

Plans are tci,continue the program and increase tutorial assistance in basic skills development.

Development of additional bilingual vocational training will be in those employment areas which

have existing job opportunities.

Documents Produced by the Program de)

Bilingual Vocational Education

k
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BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

AREA OF- CONCENT

MINE TRAINING

Orientation to Mining Occupations

First Aid and Safety

Open Wounds

Closed Wounds

Scalds and Burns: ,

Control of Bleeding

Artificial Respiration

Physical Shock

Fractures and Dislocations

CPR

Transportation

Basic Mining Techniques

Roof and Rib Controi

Why Roofs Fall

How to Hold Up a Mountain Part I

How to Hold Up a Mountain Part II

Roof Control Plan

Roof and Rib Inspection and Testing

Preventing Roof Fall Acdidents

Glossary of Mining Terms

Mining Safety and Health Administration
Certification

MSHA recertification

Job Survivai 6kiils
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HOW ACCOMPLISHED

August

Slide sound Modules, Navajo and English

Slide sound modules, Navajo and English
available Otb review question slide
!nodules. \

7 slide sound modules, ESL versions

40 hours of instruction and individual
competency assessment

8 hours of instruction and assessment

40-60 hours of individualized instruction
on getting and keeping a jog. Most modules
have English and Navajo sound tracks.



AREA OF CONCENTRATION
,40

BUILDING 1IIADES

Orientation to ttw Building Trades

Basic Math for Carpenters

JOB SURVIVAL SKILLS

Job Decisions and Planning

Working Conditions and Job Leads

Personal Appearance

Rescue and Application

The Interviews

Good Work Habits

Payroll Deductions

Money Management

Consumer Skills

Insurance

Consumer Credit

Renting a Place to Live

Time Management

170

HOW ACCOMPLISHED

September 11

Filmstrip module in Navajo and English
with additional module in easy to under-

stand English.

40 hours of individualized instruction with
modules designed specifically for carpen-
ters. Available June in English, July in
Navajo.

May 1

40-60 hours of individualized instruction on
getting and keeping a job. Modules include:

English and Navajo

English and Navajo

English and Navajo

English and Navajo

English and Navajo

English and Navajo

English

English

English

English and Navajo

English,

English and Navajo

English and Navajo
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION

SECRETARIAL/CLERK-TYPIST

Orientation to Business Occupations

Job Survival Skills

Devetopment Vocabulary (20 hours)

Basic Math (30 hours)

Typing Navajo

LINCENSED PRACTICAL NURSING

Orientation to Nursing

Techniques of Effective Study (30 hours)

Developmental Vocabulary (20 hours)

Basic Math (30 hours)

Basic Life Sciences (50 hours)

Job Survival Skills

TEACHER AID TRAINING

Orientation to Teaching Occupations

Lower division teacher education
courses

Remedial Basic Skills Development

English

Math

Study Skill's

171

HOW ACCOMPLISHED

July 5

Filmstrip modules in Navajo and English
with additional modules available in easy
to undeistand English.

40-60 hours of individualized instruction
Most modules have Navajo sound tracks.

Individualized courses offered prevocation
ally or concurrently with regular course
work. Provided by the Learning Resource
Center.

An individualized typing course designed
to provide secretaries with the ability to
type Navajo, thereby enhancing their
salaries.

July 5

2 filmstrip modules in Navajo and English
with additional modules available in easy
to understand English

Individualized courses offered prevocation-
ally or concurrently wi.th regular course
work. Provided by the Learning Resource
Center.

40-60 hours of individualized instruction,
most modules have Navajo sound tracks.

SepteMber 18

Career Exploration materils available in
easy to understand English.

14 classes haw 'men individualized with
competency based, modules developed or
purchased.

Individualized courses offered prevocation-
ally or concurrently with regular course
work. Provided by thp Learning Resource
Center.
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Program 6

VOCATIONAL PREPARATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Contact Information

Address: I Vocational Preparation for the Handicapped Program
Alchesay I figh School
Whiteriver, Arizona 85941

Telephone. (602) 338 4361

Contact Person(s): Brian Patrick, Program Director
Joe Edmondson, Instructor
Barbara Nelson, Head of Special Education District

Purpose of Program

The program is designed to prepare the handicapped for employment in an occupation or a
cluster of occupations which are c mpatible with their ability.

Program Operation

The program is located on the White Mountain Apache Indian reservation. It is one of
Alchesay High School's regular programs and is housed in the high school. Classroom/office and
vocational shops are utilized.

Parental permission is required before student participation is allowed. Once in the program,
the students' parents receive progress reports. Occasionally, the services of an interpreter, a local
Apache Indian, are necessary and effective in this area of program activity.

Diagnostic testing and vocational assessment are used to determine the extent and naure of the
students' mental and/or physical handicap. Once this has been determined, an individual vocational
education plan ( I VEP) for each handicapped student is developed. Depending on the IVEP content,
the individual's training may involve: (1) mainstream classes, (2) special education classes, (3) ther-
apy sessions (physical, psychological or recreational), and (4) appropriate work experience.

The work experience (local part-time employment) task requirements are coordinated with
student performance ability. CETA and Johnson O'Malley funds are urd as incentive pay during
this portion of the program. In some cases, incentive pay continues dufing the summer months.
Some students are placed in the school's vocatidnal shops for work experience. Close communica-
tion and cooperation is maintained with the responsible employer or instructor during this phase of
training.

The administrative staff of the program consists of the project director and the school district's
head of special education. The director has the major responsibility. Mainstream, special education,
and vocational shop instructors possess or otherwise meet state certification requirements.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Arizona State
Department of

Education

School District

School Board

Superintendent

Program Director
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Funding

The main funding sources of this program are Pub. L. 94.482 and Pub. L. 94-142. The incen
tive pay was mentioned eat lien. Since the program is in a public school, the tribal authority has no
of hew! CdpaCity involvement, liowevei, they endon se and support tlw program. This is exemplified
by their cooperation in providing access to a mobik! vocational assessment trailer which is available
on a regularly scheduled three week loan basis. In addition, the school board has ample tribal
representation.

Evaluation

Student progress is evaluated on a nine week semester basis and each spning a retest is adminis-
tered. Program evaluation and student follow-up began during the summer of 1979. This was done
by locating graduates and investigating their current job stability.

Future Plans

A new high school is now under construction and wilLinclude improved and expanded
facilities tor the program. A sheltered workshop has been proposed by the White Mountain Apache
Tribe. Acquisition of more vocatioinal assessment materials is planned.

Air

Documents Produced by the Program

Goals/Needs Statement/Program Goal Description

Vocational Preparation Classes.

1 7°
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CRlPTlON
1.

GOAL 1.0

To provide vocational instruction which is designed upon its completion to.prepare individuals
for employment in a special occupation or a cluster of closely related occupations in an occupa
tional field, and which is especially and i)articularly spited.to the needs of those engaged in or pre

paring to engage in such occupation or occupations. (4b CF T Part 104.b12)

Needs Statement

fjased upon current Bilwau of Indian Affairs Labor Force statistics (April 5, 1978) the total
resident Indian population is 8134, 900 (combined men and women) are either physically or
mentally disabled, retired or institutionalized. Hence, 31% of the total potential labor force, (16
years and older, total 2816), is disabled mentally, physically, etc. So it is safe to say that a sizeable
target population exists within this reservation which could benefit by a vocational education pro-
gram. Another telling statistic is that 105 students are currently in college, or 1.2% of the total
school age student population. The statistic seems to indicate that a majority of the high school
population is entering the local labor force rather than attending colleges or universities. (Refer 16

Appendix A.)

Vocational triaining for the physically a.nd mentally handicapped high school Students (present

target population), attending Alchesay High School need this program maintained. Maintenance of
the program is necessary because of the anticipated numbers of mentally and physically handi-
capped students seeking aide in the future for orientation to the realm of the local world of work.
Also, the local customs dictate that often a handicapped member be socially and, very importantly,
vocationally alienated. Hence, the handicapped student needs help in integrating into the labor
force. The integration can take place when Ahe student can be assessed in terms of vocational
strengths and weaknesses (by VALPAR or PREP work samples), appropriate local job analysis for

proper student work task nOch, community support (salaries provided by CETA and the Johnson

O'Malley Act), hands-on experiences (by local employers), and constant instructional counseling
and guidance. This vocational education and assessment program involved twenty-six students with

one full-time vocational evaluator for FY 78 79. For FY--79-80 there has been scheduled forty-

nine participants.

Program Goal Description

Each of the mentally and physically handicapped students at Alchesay High School who have
been assigned to the vocational assessment program can realize some benefitthrough classroom as
well as actual local work experience. This vocational program is currently divided into two levels
of in class study. One level is geared to the vocational needs of the severelY retarded whieh meets
for one hour each day. The other level constitutes.those students who have mental or physical dis-
abilities but also participate in resource'classes. by separating these groups, Oe instructional leVel
can be set accordingly so that the student can be given a more individualizedFapproach to he subjtict
matter.
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I he class orientation poi I ion of this program has and will continue to cover such areas as the

. ilium ig Out of aliplications taken from local employeis, awareness of I mat jobs and entry level cii
ter ia with associated acarlemic and physical derciands, the budgeting of money (how to deposit
money in the bank and keep a record of withdrawalsrl_the necessity of a job, (how to gerone and
keep it), appropriate work behavior, consumer education (how to shop by catalogue, etc.) as well
as basic reading and rnath skills appropriate to the in class vocational task.

Voc mai assessment has been mirrently provided by. the VALPAR work sample component

system rovided by The KIlivajo Apache Career Guidance Center in Holbrook). The work samples

4 r e on a loan b*s usually three weeks in dUration. The school district has planned to purhcase the
PREP, evaluation AO assessment systerksi so m-h use asses nent can be a continuous process with-

0 ,
out interruption ass:is currently-pie sttuation.4 ,.

.

Each handica,loped student is asnssed in tt? ns of in urable attributes such as: physical tol-
erance, reading levels, fine Ifni gross mdtoi s^kills, ability to :follow irnple to moderately .difficult
instruction, contiol of .filAtaliOnjsevels, attentiveness to tasks, ability to work methodically and the
ability to communicate witta ti s-well as the instriktor. Those students who illus tk ate strengths
or weaknesses in these areas, caibe tched with local work positi&s which the local ob analysis
suggests most suitab The stir rengths. . "0

,..

Economic support to funti-t ' tkailiiped student's salary conies from CETA and the
JOhnson O'Malley Act. T-..salary n *': i%. :i 4 .nt.minimum wage $2.90/hour. This money provides
for the student both a positive incei e for the world of work as well as a tangible which ties in
with actual classroOm activities (6.g../ budgeting of itioney, etc.).

J
. i

The actual wOrk- exper ienc.e can ptnentially draw upon such areas as the roa& department,
local shopping center (whiclf rncludes a thealtr, restaurant, motel, post office, bank, hardware store,
clothing storeVand grocery store), saw mill, *forestry service, trading posts, fish and game depart-
ment, recreational enterprises, construction coinp 3ies, schOol district, tribal operations and areas
ot.public health (a new solar powetpd hospital iS-,& to open which will greatly expand this work

t area).
...-

$

-11- . 4 .

..'s 1
4 .S. . -. .n

Transportation for the disabled rritients has always been a probirt, However ,:this year a bus.4

route has been developed by the school district for,this program to 40i1)Ornodate this need. The net
effect is that the

1
Student gets to work on time and the areas where eligAypent exists are more

. - , &
accessible. . ,

. ..

Monitoring and followuplait the two most crucial. areas,d0he pro94. Monitoring is a con-..
tinuous effort in the 'form of counsplittg which involves a crisit intelyentT6.. n between the _disabled'

student and his/hef.employer r tddcher. The most com mmon proble that arises between teacher
and student is absenteeism. The method by which this situation is handled is through cogttingency
contracting whereby the student enters a signed abreement.with the teacher stating that he/she will
not miss the class three consecutive days without' an. ekcitse or the result i a lost day of work for
the studqnt. the problems which' arise between the student and emproyer usually involve adjust-
ment to fellow erhployees, safety regulations and prolier behavior while on task. These situations
are handled dwough.counseling with the participation of the employer when deemed necessary.

Follovv-up arld evalliation of the program will be instituted in the summer of 1979 where by
eZh student 6raduating from the.program will be.assessed in terms of position held, potential for
vertical Movement itt,hat job, anij skills mastered for that kok).

..41"
\-

I
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I he latest proposed innovdtIOn by the VVhite Moo. lain Apache I ribe which will aide this
proy cliii is the Culltitiuct ton of a sheltered woi kshop. 1 his unit Will be able to take those students
who:by means of assessment, have been determined as not feasible for a local work station. In
pffect all stddents participating in this vocational program on all mental andphyical disability
levels can potentially become a protcing par t of the community, if this vocational assessment
program is maintained.

4

lcatronal Preparation Classes

8 5 9.50 Resource Students

(a) No outside employment unless 16 years of age

(b) MaximuM of two credits per year
1

(1) 1 ci edit for in class study per year

c2) 1 credit for OJ T held during school hours, per year

(9.55 10:50 Self Contained Students -1- (. lower academically functioning advanced students,
as well as possible freshmen 4nd sophomore students)

!

(a) Freshmen and sophomore students ,will be limited to in-class experience only.

(b) Freshmen will be eligible only if they meet a 75% competence level on "Basic
Skills" Test to be administered at the start of school.

.

1

V

(c) Students who are slower aCademically but Who are juniors or Seniors are
eligible to participate in thek)J T program as well as in-class experience.

(1) One credit for in class study per year
I

(2) One credit for OJ F experience held during schpol hours per year.

10:55 ;711:55- Self Contained Students(juniors and seniorls only)

(a) Students who have completed the level one course (freshmen and sophomores
or slower academic class) and are juniors'and seniors.

(b) Each member Will'have OJT with a 'maximum of 2 hours work experience a
day

(1) Some students will possibly work during this class period while others
will receive in-class instruction to be determined by the insquctor and

. flexibility of schedule.

(la) Maximun; of tVvo credits total available

It is highly recOmmended that all vocational class scheduling done by the stOdent's specific .
special education teacher be made in conjunction, with or in consultation with the vocational
evaluators recommendation contained in the student's

4
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Program /

HORTICULTURE TRAINING
nr.,>

Contact Information

Addr ess. Horticulture Itaining Program-
Cherokee Nation
P 0. Box 948
Tahlequah, Oklahoma 74464

TelePhone. (918) 456 0671

Contact Person(s): Bob Hathaway, Program Director
Rebecca Smythe, Instructor
Allan Storhojann, Instructor

Purpose of Program

v .1- he intent of this program is to tr5in tribal _members for employment in the horticulture
industr y.

.1

Program Operation
or'

The training prograna_facilities are locattid on tribal property adjacent to the Cherokee Tribal
complex in Fahlequah, Oklahoma.

T w trainiqg was designed to emphasize practical application in addition to theoretical aspects.
Infor ation presented in classroom instruction and experience gained in laboratorl exercises are
utili ql daily in hands-on operation of the program's greenhouses, orchards, and truck.gardens\

he initial class assisted in building the classroom/storage building, three greenhouses, estab-
lished nursery stock plots, and have already planted and harvested several seasonal flower crops.
The p gram is an actual year round planting, growing, and harvesting operation. kflyer which
adverttsed the training program and gave appliCant eligibility requiremepts is included in document
secti&n. . k

Tfw directocand two instructors-are highly qualified in hDrticulture science and have had prior
experience. The most striking success aspect of this program is the ENTHUSIASM of the director
and that Which has been instilled in the instructors and students!

Funding

The Economic Developmerkt Act and Cherokee Nation are the primary fundini)sowces of this
p gram. Local CETA funds are iised for participant maintenance while in the programT.

, .
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Evaluation
C

OI4GANILAI IONAL CHAR I

Cherokee Nation
ribal Authority

Program Director

The basis of program evaluation will be on job placement and success
profit venture business.

Documents Produced by the Program

Horticulture Training Program is Accepting Applicants

*we
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HORT !CULTURAL TRAINING PHOGHAM IS
ACCEPTING APPLICAN1S

1 he Department of Labor, Division of Indian and Native American Programs, Economic
Stiniii.lus Program, recently awarded a Horticylture training contract to the Cherokee Nation ot

Oklahoma.

Bob HathawaY, adinArbtiator/instnictor of the program has developed an innovative approach
to providing Instruction that Will encompass every aspect of orchard and nursery management.
The major emphasis will be on teaching practical skills instead of the theoretical aspects of hor ti-

cultum. There will be a close interaction between classroom instruction arid actual practice, i.e.,
theories discussed in the classroom and labor atory_exercises will be utilized daily.

Interested Indian people are encouraged to apply immediately because there are a. limited
number of slots available. Applicants must meet the following eligibility requirements:

Be able to trace Indian ancestry to a Dawes Commission Roll Number.

Be economically disadvantaged according to guidelines established by the Department of
Latyr, for example total annual income for a non.farm family of four cannot exceed
$5,050; total income for a pmily of four whose income is derived solely from a farm
cannot exceed $4,330.

Must not have been on the Chrokee Nation CLTA or Economic Stimulus Programs
withr the last-two years. .

Must possess a valid Oklahoma Driver's License.

Must possess a high school diploma, or equivalent education, i.e., employment or
training experience.

Must be in good health beca06e the training program involves a considerable amount
of labor.

Must have a sincere desire to progess to a career in the nursery or orchard industry.
."S

(8) Previous experience in horticulture is desirable.

Applicants will be paid the minimureage ($2.90 per hour) for a forty-hour work week during
the six month training%period.

i41/ 4
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